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. INTRODUCTION
As a research agency, the National Institute of Law Enforcement and

Criminal Justice is interested inexploring new perspectives that promise'
to 'add to Our insight into a particular area of criminal justice operations.
This report the fourth in a series 'emanating from Institute-sponsored
research on the data stored in PROMIS (Prosecutor's Management In-
formatidn System)helps to-illuminate a crucial period in the criminal
justice prOcess:"what happens,after arrest.:

The researchers indicate that examining how many arrests actually
result in- convictions offers a more meaningful gauge of performance
than simply looking at the total number of arrests police officers make.
In Washingtim, D.C., for example, the studrfound that more than half
of the arrests resulting in conviction were made by ,15 percent of the
officers who made arrests in 1974 a group the pesearchers labeled
"supercops.- ,

The Institute agrees that the rate of successful arrests is an important
criterion for judging the quality of an officer or a department, bijt, as the
researchers note, it is by no means the only one. Although arrests area
particularly visible police function, an officer performs many other im-
portant tasks not as easily quantified or measured. The ability to defuse
potentially violent situations, for example, is an important police skill.
Although no arrest may occur, this'§ort of peacekeepingability certainly
would be one of the ,attributes of a good police officer. Given this con-

- text, the term "supercop,': is, perhaps, best understood as a rhetorical-
device designed to underscore their point that arrest's leading to convic-
tions are in important index of police performance. ,

This studycomplementscurrent research sponsored by the National
- Institute and by other organizations. One of the most noteworthy efforts

is the Kansas City ,Respong'e Time Study, which is mentioned in this
report,

,

ReSearchers in Kansas City are investigating the relationship between
police response Jimed,and such outcomes as on-scene arrests, availability
of witnesses, citizen Satisfaction, and the frequency of citizen injuries
resulting from both .crtminal and non-criminal incidents. A five-year
project, the study has-collected data on 7460 calls for service, distin-
guishing among Part I crime's, Part II crimes, and other calls for police
service's-To date; only the information on Part I crime has been
and zed. - c

though the PROMIS research and the Kansas City study represent
. di ferent perspectives', the findings suggest some common threads. The

response time study, for example, has found that prompt citizen report-
ing of crimes is as important as rapid police response in determining
Whether- a suspect will be4irrested and witnesses available. While the
PROM I S research concentrated on cases that roulted in arrests, it re-
ported a similar finding: the chances for conviction are increased if an
arrest is made soon after a crime is committed. Thus, the two studies
underscore the need for citizens to report crimes promptly if arrests and
convictions `are toforlona,-



lath the kesponse Time Study .and this:report suggest new ways of
looking at,police operations. The t5Olice departments That cOopefated in
these research effortsthe Kansan City, Missouri, PoliCe Department
and Washington, D.C., MetrOolitamPolice Departmentdeserve a
special word of thanks for their. willfrigness tci: participate. The results
will' hell) to expand .the opportunity °.top improve police operations
thrdughout the cotintry. . -2

' Like much research, this study raises mariy additional ,questions and
points the wayfor future investigation. We need to find out, for example,
whether other police departments exhibitthe pattern foundin the Dis-
trict of Colurribia, where a very few officers make the majority of arrests
resulting, in conviction. We need -to know much more abOut those offi-
cers: We also need to know much more about recovery of physical evi-
dence and witnesses= iwo factors this study found to be related:to ob-
taining convictions'. TheInstitute plans to sponsor research to follow up
On these leads in'the coming year.

Blair G. Ewing
Acting Director
National Institute of Law Enforcement

and Criminal Justice



FOREWORD
This Institute for Law and Social Research (INSLAW) study confirms

a great deal of what many experienced investigators who follow cases in
court have observed:

". . . that the police have much to do with what happens after
arrest."
"When the arresting officer manages to recover tangible evidence,
the prosecutor is considerably more likely .to. convict the defen-
dant."
"When the police manage to bring more cooperative witnesses to
the prosecutor, the probability of conviction is . . significantly
enhanced."
"When the police are able to make the arrest soon after tf of-
fenseespecially in robberies, larcenies, and burglariestan ible
evidence is more often recovered and conviction . . . more

likely."
The study makes it very char that the performance of the arresting

officer/investigator is crucial to successful prosecutiOna conclusion
that is at the very foundation of the FBI's role in t4 Federal criminal
justice system.

What is especially important about the findings b.f: this study is that
they cast new light on questions that have been raisetkecently about the
value of police investigations. While much of the woyk of investigation is
tedious and turns out, upon hindsight, not toiinvanably produce an ar-
rest, it is all too clear that a substantial benefit of police investigation
reveals itself after the arrest is made.

Many law enforcement officials, as well as those vlfho have analyzed
police operations, have long been somewhat preoccupied with a
perspective that does not extend beyond arrest. Taking a larger view is
not only anappri riate means of improving police effectiveness, but it is
obviously a necessary condition to make the entire criminal justice sys-
tem more effective.

We in law enforcement should also be concerned with the study's
finding that a small number of officers make a majority of the arrests that
lead to convictions. Our concern should center on the police reward
systemour prorriotional policiesas well as on the need for specific
kinds of training.

More often than not, the most productive arrtsting officers and inves-
tigators are promoted to administrative or command assignments which
lend to take them "off the street." Clearly, we should reexamine our
reward systems to ensure that many productive officers are promoted or
otherwise rewarded, but kept on the street where they are needed as a
vital element in the war on crime.

iii
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iv What Happens After Arrest?

Furthermore, there are training needs that must be addFossed4terms
of: improving the quality of arrests; decreasing the time betwOn offense
and arrest; improving evidence collection and processing; and gaining
and maintaining the cooperation of citizen witnesses and victims.

This report bringrus a long way toward an.understandineof the _im-
portance of a broader perspective of police operations.

0

k

Clarence M. Kelley
Director, Federal Bureau

of Investigation
Washington, D.C.
July 1977
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PREFACE

In keepingwith statements of previous commision, a 973 report of
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice andards and
Gdals highlighted a basic idea on which an tffectivean evenhanded
criminal justice process depends: "Official judgment in minal justice,
as in other policy areas, is not. likely to ke sounder than,the available
facts." (Criminal Justice System, p. 2.)

The publications of the PROMIS Research Project present findings
derived from what is probably the richest source of criminal justice facts
ever gathered within, a jurisdiction: 100,000 "street .crime" cases
(felonies and serious misdemeanors) processed by District,of Columbia I

prosecutors over a six-year period. Up to 170 faCts on each ,case are
stored in PROMIS (Prosecutor's .Management, Information System),
facts tha& will fill the information gap that has long existed between ar-
rest and incarceration4 void that has seriously irmaeded informeddeci-
sions by policymakers in most jurisdictions. '

Exploiting these-facts about the District of Columbia, staff members
of the Institute forkaw and Social Research (INSLAW) haveanal,zed
data that arose out of normal operations and have generated a wide range
of findings pertaining to what some observers regardas the criminal jus-
tice system's nerve centerthe prosecution and-court arena. This em-
pirical research has yielded recommendations regarding critninaJ justice
priorities, policies, and procedures.

Funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the
PROMIS Research Project is a demonstration of how automated case
management information systems serving the prosecutor and court can
be tapped for timely informatiop by which criminal justice policymakers
may evaluate the impact of their decisions. The significance of this dent-
onstration is by no means restricted to the District of Columbia. At this
writing, 69 state and local jurisdictions throughout the nation have im-
plemented PROMIS, or are planning to do so. In the foteseeable future,
PROMIS is expected to be operational in asitiany as 100 jurisdictions.

Hence: nfany areas in the.Unitgd States are,.or soon will be, in a par-
ticularly advantageous position to benefit from the types of insights
,and the research methodology employed to obtain themdescritfed in
the reports of the PROMIS Research Project1There are 17 publications
in the current series, of which this is Number 4. A noteworthy feateof
this series is that it is based primarily on dataTrom a,prosecution agency.
For those accustomed to hearing the criminal justice system described
as consisting, like ancient Gaul, of three partspolice, courts, and

.correctionsthe fact that most of the operations of the system can be . 2

assossed from the perspective of an agency usually omitted from the* ."
system's description may come as a surprise. The major topics ad-
dressed by thew publications are summarized below:

I. Overview and- interim findings. Presenting highlights of interim
findings and policy implications of the multiyear PROMIS _Research
Project, the report provides thumbnail sketches of IN SLAW studies in
such areas as police operations when analyzed in terms of the percent,
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age of arrests resulting in conviction, prosecution operations as-viewed
from the standpoint of their potential impact on crime control, and crim-
inal justice system effectiveness. as viewed from the victim's vantage
point as well as from a crime-saecific. perspective. FindingS related to
robbery,i burglafy, sexual Assault, and "victimless crimes- are Sum-
marizrd. Other analyses pertain to recidivism, female offenderS, victims
of crimes, court delay, plea bargaining, bail, sentencing, and UM-
form cas .evatuation, among other topics.

2. En tieing the polic'ymaking utility of crime data. Why do
statisti hat arsaialuable indicators of the performance of individual
agenci often tend to obfuscate the, combined, systdnwide effective
ness-of same agencies? Haw might the collection of crime data-be
improved to enhance their utility to pdricymaker's? Addressing these,-
questions, INSLAW made variousistatipical adjustmentg so that court,
prOsecutory, police, and victimization data could be comparedto obtain-
.system+ide perform'ance measur74 for variou. crimes and to analyze

, what, pintsfrom victimization ' to convictionc6imirial incidents
dropped out of the.crimin-afrjustiee process..

3. The.rfpeat offender as a priority.fOr prosecutos. 'After describing
the disproportionate share of the criminal-jugtice work,. load accounted
for by repeaters (whether defined as those rearrested, rsprocuted, or
reconvicted), the reppr'fsuggests trit greater emphasis on the prosecu-
tion of recidivists may he an approPriiite strategy from a crimte-Ontrol
si.andpoint.. A method is presented,by which prosecutOrs c Id imple-
ment and monitor such a strategy. 9

4. hitirrillectiveness in Lerms of. arrests that result inLfronvitions.
What can (hepolice do to"reduce the enormous volume of arrests that der .
not result in a conviction? Afterdescribing the .magnitude 44the prob-
lem, the police analyied in terms of their role in influencing what
happens after arrest. Three major aspects qf this role are studied: factors
pertaining to the arrkt (tangible evidence', witnesses, and the time span
between the offense and the arrest), the officer who makes the arrest,
and the legaiNd institutional framework within which- the attest is proc-
essed. The findings, which. indicate that the po4ce play a m'ajor role in
determining the outcome of the case in court, are discussed in terms of
glair implicati for, changes. In police poky regarding rewards and',
incentives.. training, and other aspects of police operationsincluding
the objectives that the police set forthem'selves.

5. The prosecyting attorney a,). manager. Focusing on "street
crime' prosecutions7 the research analyzes the cumulative imii,act of
various case-level paAecut6ry.decisions", such as those relating to case
rejections, nolles, dismissals, pretrial releasp' recommendations. ,ipleti,

. bargaining, arA- sentencing. Broad, discretionary pow,er exercised by
prosecutors over the fate of individiiiii,cases is contrasted To the role._
played by prosecutors in providing overall direction to policies and
phorities of the criminal justice system. Examples of policies that,har-
ness the proseettlor's power Over individual cases to ichi'eve system-
wide- objectives and priorities are presented. The research focuses on
the challenge of measuring, monitoring, and enforcing pLioritietnd
evenhandedness in a large., higb-volume court system.
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, . .)6.- The hi,071e-ar crilitesQf roithery and. la-glary. COmprising a sub-
stantial portion of the iSrosecutor's work.kitid, robbery and burglary are .
analyzed from the_ perspectives of the victim; 4eferidant, and court case:
Robberies and burglaries are traced from vioNization through dispOsi-
tiom defendants in those cases are compared 4ith °the', arrestees in
terms of their characteristics and criminal career\pattei-ns; prbsecution
of, robbery,and burglary cases and sentencing 'of convicted defthidants
are explored in detail. Policy-implications of-the findin 4are highlighted
throughout. .' .. -.

3

.7. The low-convicti7;71 crime)!I: se. lull assault. From victimization to
sentencing, the. report traces the proc sing of sgxual assault c'ases-and
i 4

indicates the reasons- why those cases t e inure likely to fall out of the
system than other types of cases.Tharacteristics,Of victims and defen-

z.
dants pre- described, particularly the recidivismAlatterns of thestatter. 4-

Findings are discussed in terms of their policy implications.
8. Prosecuting cases'inyolving Weffpons. Analyzing-how District of

\
-Columbia weaponsirelated statutes are applied by prosecutors, the,pub-''
.lication contraststhe handling, of cases in which a weapon istised=sitich-
as robberyto those involving possession only.- Recidivism prItterns of
the two sets of defendants are analYzedlhe findings and thdir irnioaot on i
policy are likely to have applicability1-Wytind the jurisdiction studied. .

$

9. Prosecution a /' sorb "vicf/m/ciss- crimes' as ganibling, pros itit-,' r
,liar:, and drug offclises. These crimes are exiimihed from arrest to s n-
tencing. By what process are decisions made to enforce.lawsoproscribing
victimless crimes and to.prosectite offenders'? I this Torocess different r

3) from that used with regard to nonvictimless crim 's'? What factors affect
L decisions regarding enforcement and prosecu o '? To what extent are

criminal justice resteittrces allocated to combat vi -timiess and nonvkctim-
less.crimes? What are the policymaking ramifications'? These and other
citiestIons tp;e-addressed by the report. 7/

l 0 . Scope and preqiccion eqlrecidivisin Thk report describes thc. na- ,I - ,

ture and ectent of the .repeat-offender problem in the District ofColum-
hia in terms of three definitions of recidivism: rearrest. reprosecution,
and reconviction. By tracking a group of defendants over a number of
years, IN SLAW identifiedthe habitual offender's by'crime category and
analyzed their patterns of crime switching. A .predictive technique is'
developeeto identify defendants who are, most likely t recidivate
within theNairnaprisdiction. Policy implicatiOas-are highlighted.

11. Geog,'aphir mul'dernographic patler*s., of crime. l'signiticance
to policymakirs, this report analyZes`the geographic distribution of of-

". fences and arrests iti the DisPrict of Columbia and the residential patterns
of the defendant. Possible differential processing by the criminal justice
system of defendants frOM different areas is- q(plored.

I 2,111111(1(1 o/ Virli111 (11(11'atiel'iSlirS (111 (he divosilion ql Violent ,

dures. Analyzi,ng.how Ore victim's age, sex, reititio 'hip to offender,
and jitter characteristics affected the erase prifcessi- 3f violent crimes
IN S I.AW:,s research views the victirn both as a decision maker,foil terms
of hls-or'her behavior as a witness) -and as an influence on the deicisions*M.
madeby k rosecutor: jdge, and jury.
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e defendants and case proeessin:c. The types of cr.iniel fo4
which females are arrested are compared with those forwhiCh males are
apprehended. Differential handling of Cases by sex is analyzed. The nit-
plication of the research findings for poli4 formulation is presented.

p 14. Analysis of plea bargaining'. After describing nature and ex-
. ..I tent of plea bargaining in the DiStrict of ColumbiA,,,,,the report explOid

the 'apace of Work load4 codefendants, And recidivism on plea rates.
LoOking at charge reduction, pretrial detention, and sentencing, INS-
LAW researchers analyze plea negotiations from the standpoint of both
defendant and prosecutor. 'Suggestions aimed at enhathgiM the equity
and efficiency of the plea-bargaining process.,are-offered.

15: Analyzing court delay.:Prctbitig the dataxecorded in PROMIS re-
garding the..elapsed time,,,between various case-processing events, and
compating actual case-processing timestto standards advocateg by na-
tional commissions, the report attempts to isolate the determinates of
delay and the impact of delay on case spositions. The publication also
explores the reasons for continuances ',and the effect of nonproceduwl
continuances on delay, and addresses the policy implications of the find-
ings: . .

16.-Tretrifil-release decisions. The range of possible pretrial release
decisions in.the District of Coluneb;iii is arralyzed, including cash bong,
surety, third-party custody, personal recognizance, and preventive de-
tention,,Factors influencing the likelihood of various pretrial release de-
cisions ace probed. Methods of using data cornmonli/ available at the bail
hearing for the purpose of predicting crime-on-bail and flight are ex-
plored.' ft

17. Sentencing practices. Focusing on the Superior Court of the Dis-
trict of Columbia.ithe research seeks to identify how the incarceration
rates and lengths of sentences are affected by the characteristics of the
defendant and his or her c riminalhistory..as well as by the seriousness of
the Marge for which the conviction was secured) and other factors.
These analyses attempt to measure the consistency and evenhanded-
ness of the sentencing process.

Obviously, reseArch is not a panacea. Much knowledge about crime
must await -bet understanding of social behavior. And research will
never provide the final answers to:many of the vexing questions about
crime. But, as the President's Commission pre Law EnforceMent and
AdministrafleolJustice observed in 1967: . when,xeSearch cannot,
in itself, provide final answers', it can provide data crucial to making
.`formed policy judgments.'' (the Challenge-of Crime in A Free Sod-
et,y , p. 273.) Such' is the purpose of the PR2MIS Rese-a-rehiroject.

Will aSim A. Hamilton
Press ent
Institute for Law and

Social Re.search
washington. D.C. ,
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EXECUTIVE SUMMAJZY

This study'addresses the followingquestion: What can the police do, if
a anything, to reduce the large share of arrests that do not end in convic-

tion? The problem oL arrests not ending in conviction is described in
terms of its magnitude and costs. Three pia.for aspe'cts of the role of the
police in influencing what happens. after arrest are then studied: factors
pertaining to the arrest itself (tangible evidence, witnesses, andthe span
of time between the offense and the arrest), the officer-who makes the,
arrest, and t legal and institutional framework within which the arrest.'
is processed. e findings are discussed in terms of their implications for
changes in poll 'policy regarding training, performance measurement
and incentives, and other aspects of police operations. ..

Chapter / reports 'that the vast majority of all persolis arrested on
felony charges are not convicted, The costs of this phenomenon are sub-
suptial both tp the extent that offenders are set free (opportunities to
reddce Mime are lost, resources are wasted, and justice.is not done) and
to the extent that innocent persons may have been arrested (costs are .

imposed on the indocent, resources are also wasted, and justice is,
again, not done). Of course, it".is often aA5propriate to arrest some per-
sons eve when the likelihood of conviction is low. The purpose of the
s \udy, noted above, is discussed in the context of what we know from
earlienreseurch on police orerations. The data are thep described, and
an ovefvieW of the book is presented. r'

Chapter 2 provides background for the study ht; close ing the crime
setting and the'critreinal justice process in the Pist.ric 'id. Columbia.
While t chance of being victimized in Washington appears generally to
be less t n the norm"for cities of similar population density, it is high

-=. nonetheless. .,...,*

The principal Paw sriforcement agency for the District is the Met-
ropolitan Police Department (MPD). While different in some ways front
other urban police departments, the MPD is,-essentially similar.. And
while the prosecutor of."street crime" cases in the District of Columbia,
is the United Skte( Attorney, his operations are essentially the same as
thoSe of the stirtte' attorney or district attorney in other local jurisdic-

p'.-tions: These #47-IcieSv re described in some detail, as are the court and
.; dirrr ctioAs`plAwone s of the system. .

.flo. v;(pf aixt,,,X rough the court is also-described. M. : ....in half
3 du tldsts foOfelpnies and misdemeanors broughtto the

m '9: ,....:..e, rejected or dismissed hy the prosecutor.
cent of the arresk. (, IA_ i cent were not

':":-,- -ad Itts iolated their obligation to return to
,rt:,..v.-,1 :.. t: 4.tie:co rt due to grand jury rejection. The

trial (4 percent of all the arrests went to
l'then ~as .misdemeanors), or were disposed of as

rcent as misdemeanors and 10 percent as felbnies).
lion of arrests, moreover, is at the center of a much

ges'
'adjud'
here

renti g I

trial ax felonies'2*
guilty pleas (13
This enormous att
larger process of attritir From victimization to incarceration most of-
fenses dOnot lead to arrest and most convictions do not lead to incarcer-

,

x
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xiv What Happens After Arrest?
ation. It is likely to be difficult for many persons to see how justice is
dbe in a system in which the majority of offenders are not arrested, the
majority of arrestees are not convicted, and the majority of convicted
defendants are not incarcerated.

Chapter 3 focuses on the arrest. Eighty-five percent of all arrests
brought to the Superior Court if 1974 were made by the MPD. Twelve
percent of these 14,865 MPD arrests were for robbery, I9 percent for
Other violent offenses (including homicide, sexual assault, aggravated
assault, and simple assault), 35 percent for property offenses other than
robbery (mostly larceny, burglary, and breaking and entering), 21 per-
cent for victimless crimes (consensual sex, drugs, and gambling), and 13
percent for other Offebses (mOstly, illegal gun possession and fugitivity).
While these offense categories differ from one another in many respects,

---1 rtthey are similar at least in regard to e importance of evidence: the
arrests that wash out of the court tend t be supported by less evidence,
both tangibI and testimonial, at the time the case-is brought to the pros;

( ,..ecutor than those that endin conviction. When. tangible evidence, such
..--as stolen pr rty and wapons, is recovered,by the police, the number

of convictions per 100 arrests is'60 percent higher in robberies, 25 per-
cent higher in other violent crimes, and 36 percent higher in nonviolent
property offenses. When the police bring.to the prosecutor arrests with
more witnesses, the probability of conviction is also substantially
hi*heri both for the violent and property crimes, (Recovery of tangible
evidence was not reported in more than two-thirds of all arrests for vio-
lent offenses, half of all arrests for robbery and one-third of all arrests
for nonviolent property offenses,. In most of the ?Crests in each of these
*three crime groups, fewer than two witnesses were reported by the
police.) Related to the rote of witnesses is our finding that a conviction
was much more likely to occur in an arrest in which the, victim and ar:
restee did npknow one another prior to the occurrence of the offense;
This holds for all the serious offences: robberies, other violent crimes,
and nonviolent property crimes. A deeper ihsight into this result can be
obtained by examining the rate at which the prosecutor rejected or dis-
missed cases due to witness problems; we find the rate of rejection due
specifically to witness problems, such as failure to appear in court, I
substantially higher for offenses that were not recorded as stranger
stranger episodes.

We find that another feature of the arrest influences the likelihood that
the arrestee will be convictedthe elapsed time between the offense and
the arrest. We find this time span to be longest in robberies, with 55
percent of the arrests made more than 30 minutes after the offense. The
conviction rate for robbery arresspecially stranger-to-stranger
episOdesdeclines steadily as the span of time between the offense and
the arrest grows longer. In stranger-to-stranger robbery episodes, 40

percent of all persons arrested within 30 minutes of the offense were
convicted; for the suspects apprehended between 30 minutes and 24

hours after the occurrence of the offeAse, the conviction rate was 32

percent for arrests that followed the occurrence of the crime by at least
24 hours, the conviction rate was only 23 percent. This pattern is also
apr,:rent in arrests for larceny and burglary, but not in arrests for other
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offense categories. To the extent that arrest promptness does increase)4
the conviction rate, it appears to do so largely out of the enhancNability
of the police to recover tangible evidence when the time from offense to
arrest is short. In stranger-to- stranger robbery episodes, recovery of
evidence is more than twice as likely when the arrest is made within .N4

minutes of the octiirrence of the offense than when it is made at least 24

hours afterward This pattern is similar for vialient offenses other than
robbery, and soriewhat lesS extume in the case of nonviolent property
offenses. And while prompt arrest may sometimes yield more witnesses,
the data indicate that more witnesses are especially common in those
arrests in which the time between the offense and the arrest is\)longer
than five minutes:The support of additional witnesses in cases involving
longer delay was ollected also by our finding that in arrests for violent
offenses (including robbery) the prosecutor rejected or dismissed cases
due to witness prohlenis at a significantly lower rate when the delay was

long.
The ability of the police ti) recover Ringike- evidence, obtain wit-

nesses, and 'arrest suspects promptly after the offenses occur is/surely
limited. Victims and other witnesses who notify- the police of an
offenseand not all witnesses dooften learn of the offense after some
delay (especially in burglary and homicide cases); witnesses do not al-
ways notify the police promptly after becoming aware of the crime; tan-
gible evidence and witnesses may often he unobtainable. At t ame

time, the police who respond to the Calls of vinims.and other witnes
may not be fully aware of the crucial importance to the success of the
arrest in court of recovering phySical evidence about the crime and, the
person who committed itevidence such as stolen property. weapons;
articles of clothing, samples-oF hair, and items marked with fingerprints..
Further potential for reducing the enormims volume of arrests that fail to
end in conviction is likely.to he in informing police officers of the inn
portance-of obtaining ow, 'Ilan one good witness in serious ,imes. A
fundament,1' t:, esting officers to obtain better e\;aence is
to expand t-heir per- i .c of their own performance beyond the
number of arrests they 111,tke . Arresting officers are likely to bring better
evidence to court when their incentive to increase the Kimher of conric-
tionv they produce., particularly in c.ises involving serious Wendel's,
exceeds their incentive to increase the number of arrests that they Make.

(.11(11)1(.1- 4 e lt///////C (411).reaccs in pci-larmanue (intone 1,1I'1) alliurl1
awl analyz-e. the extent la which tho.'(. (lilli.reneeN are iallacared hx
n / /ic car (-1101-acteristics. We find substantial differences among the offi-
cers of the Metropolitan Police Department in their ahilit!, to produce
arrests that lead to conviction. This is reflected in the fact that among the
total of 2.418 officers who made arrests in 1974, as few aS 368-officers
produced over half of all arrests that led to conviction. The conviction
rate for all the arrests made by these 368 officers, 36 percent, greatly
surpassed that for the arrests made by the 2,050 other officers who made
arrests (24 percent). What is less evident are the reasons why some offi-
cers appear to he so much more productive than others. Whilf some of
the offiCers who tend to produce more convictable irrests may do so as a

result of their assignments. the highly productiv officerscan he found in
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xvi What Happens After Arrest?

every major Washingtcln assignment. Moreover, even iOromeVsitgn-
ments may present 'greater opportunities for the officer td. make arrests,
this doestnol ensure that the officer*will necessarily produce more' ar-tests that'lead to conviction.

Nor' is officer productivity closely tied to the officer's personal
characteristics that are recorded in the data. Whine more experienced
officers tend to produce more convictions and have higher conviction
rates than officers with less time on the force, the other-characteristics in
the data age, sex, residence marital statusare, at Rest, only °mild predictors of an officer's ability to produce arrests that becomeconvictions. To the extent that we do find statistical relationships be-
tween an officer's personal characteristics and his or her performance,
they appear lo run counter to some conventional beliefs. For example,Officers who reside in the community where they serve, in this case the

pro-ductivity
of' Columbia, do not appear to perform at higher levels of pro-ductivity than officers whose ties to the community are nonresidenti1.1

Indeed, nonresidents tend to produce more arrests that end in convic-
tion per officer than do other officers, controlling for other factors, andthey do not appear to dO so at the expense of their conviction rates. Nor
does the performance of married officers appear to surpass that of single
officers. A/e find also that while policewomen are not involved as exten-sively in making arrests for crimes of violence and property as are
policemen of sirriqar experience, they do make such '.-rosts, and appearto do do with about equal competera as their rm interparts.

What are the implications of these findings.' To begin with, police de-
)artments would surely .lo well to identify the "supercops--such as :the 368 officers noted .aboveand' make use of the information thatcauses these officers,to have a pattern of bringing good arrests to the

prosecutor. This information is likely to be extremely valuable for both
pre service and in-service training programs.

The police could also identify those officers who have established apattern of Making arrests that do not end in conviction. The arrestsinade
by each of these officers could then he examined for specific problemareas. Are this officer's-arrests often dropped by the prosecutor due tofailure of witnesses to appear in court or to cooperate with the prosecuLtor? In those situations in which tangible evidence tends to be more-
common, such as an arrest made quickly after a property offense, does
this officer seldom recover tangible evidence? If problems are identifiedin these areas, the appropriate information can be communicated to theofficer for c9rrective action.

Police departments might also, \wish\to acknowledge the officers whoproduce mire convictable arrests'and thereby encourage all officers tolook beyond arrest, just as the few highly productive officers we find in
Washington evidently do. Such acknowledgment could take the form ofmore rapid promotion or sp'ecial recognition. If more rapid promotion is
adopted, consideration might he given to providing the opportunity forpromoted officers to remain in positions where they can continue to pro-duce arrests that lead td convictions. as king a's, they have a taste formaking arrests rather than serving in a more supervisory roli...lt is not
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uncommon for promotion to lead automaticallystoredriced opportUnities
for the promoted person to serve in his or her most iiroduCtive capacity.

Anot r implication is related to the proposed policy of requiring
police o ers to live where they serve. While .such a polioy might be
advantageous in terms of budgetary and equity considerations, it is ap-
parent that such a pdlicy is not' likely"to caile the productivity of the
force to increase. . -,, , 9.4

. 1)
It appears most imp6rtiint that /individual officers be offered incen-

tives nO1 just to make arrests, butto make arrests t hat" become convic-
tions. kt is quite clear that some officers have mastered this art and
others ha've not. .

Chaptcy. 5 c.vp/oreN thc cordrinction of du, poiici' with !he pr secidor
arid court.,Th4 begins with a compar'ison ofthe legal standaid arrest
and conviction. That some arrests do not enAriennvicition is a natural
consequence ofssiminal- law and procedurethe law sets forth a less
stringent standard for the police in making the arrest ("probable cause" )
than it does for the court-in determining the guilt of the accused in trial
("beyond a reasonable doubt''). While the language clarifying these
concepts remains somewhat imprecise, it is clear that the difference be-
tween these two evidentiary standards is_large. Moreover, the prosecu-
tor might refuse to carry forward certain cases even when the evidence is
strongbecause the offense was not serious, because the offender's
persbnal circumstances at the time of the offense warrant leniency (for
example, no prior arrests, several dependent Children), or becaus$ the
accused has suffered enough. .

The objectives of the police, prosecutor. and judiciary are then dis-
cussed. p. The,olice serve 'in' many capacities that extend beyond crime

and the police crime Ciintrol obirctive is constrained by con-
stitutiondbounklaries to protect the liberfy of.the individual and by re-
source limitation,,,The police ht4/e, nonetheless, measured their per-
formanc.eprirnarily in terms of numbers of arrests, numbers of reported
offenses cleared by arrest, and the ratio of arrests to offenses. These
statistics are ,relatively easy do construct and cannot readily be influ-
enced by other agencies. Yet they may have little to do with crime con-
trol, and may induce ptilice resources. to be diverted away from the pur-
pose of ensuring that arrests hold up in court through sound police inves-
tigation and witneshandling procedures and through cooperation with
the prosecutor. Under prevailing practice in most jurisdictions, police
officers appear to have considerably more incentive to make many ar-
rests than to make ,t,,o()(/ arT1'.,svi, arrests with sufficient tangible evidence
and cooperative witnesses,.

\s

lt for othe agencies to influence. Hence, the prosecutor tends to

The prosecutor and judge, like the police. appear to prefer to measure
performance usi g statistics that are easy to construct and relatively,
difficult
use convictions to measure the performa4e of the office and the 'in-
dividual, in much °the same way that police use arrest statistics, and the
judge tends to use the number- of cases disposed of during a period.
While both the police and prosecutor appear to aim toward crime con-
trol, current practices of measuringthe performance of the respective
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. agencies produces ah enormous potential foi' many arrests tb.' trade
ir that do not end in conviction. - k q. .

' or-, Ii9afysis Of the reasons givehby t'he prosecute' for rejecting andldis-R;.
__..._ missing arrests brought Wthe poliCe pi-ovidesfurther eMidenco thatIthe'

, police often bring cases with uTficient tangible and testimonial- evi-
dence. The results of...this analysis,sshggest also that few arrests are- re-
jected due to improper police conduct.'Of further interest is the finding
that from 1972 through 1974 the at which the prosecutor reje, .
arrests at the initial screen' stage declined from 26 percent to 21 per -

R(( . 9e04,,whille the rate at which arrests were dismissed .bythe prosecutor
'...:after having been initially accepted increased from t6 percent to 29

.
p&-

`;! , - :.."cent. , . . .

Chaptet''6 diScusses innoivatio6 in police operations in the Disteictof:

keep tr clitionally assuinil hysthe police. One.Suchinnovation is the use
Cohan. is that reflect a hr6 f sader pecsiKetive:o their own role than lea

of the ptoseNitor s data for-information about the follOwingt the curretil
status and schedule of dates of forthdiming events for any case; the list
of caseS15.endinifor any defendant, as KoWas his or her case history; the
en14 case load of any office,r and his or her court schedule; and the list

-,of daity dispositions ofaqs, to augment'police records with data about
convictions'and to provide The oppontynity to assess performance in

,' . terms of convictions. A second innovation is the creation of the Office of
the General Counsel to give technical and policy-related legal advice to
the entire police departmept, and to serve as liaison between the police
and prosecutor and thus iniprove the coordination between the two. A
third is the MPD,program to improvelhe treatment of witnesses, b'y 'Way
of filtriand other training materials, by communicating to police officers .
the importance of interviewing witnesses privately and tactfully, of ver-
ifying the accuracy of the names and addresses of all witnesses, and of
informing witnesses thoroughly and dearly about what will be expected /
of them in court. Further innovations have been introduced in the areas/
of photographic and lineup identification of offenders in stranger-to-
stranger crimes and in atitatea of securing and analyzing tangible-tvic
dence. . ,

Among the?nost apparently successful innovations of all, however,
, .

,, are a ,serfes of joint police-prosecutor programs to controlcrirne. One
" such program. funded by the Law Enforcement Assistance Adnninistrk '

tion, consists of fake fencing operations designed to remove property
offenders from the street: two recent projects under this program
-Operation Sting- and-Got Ya Again' 'appear to have been effective ,
in achieving this goal. Another police-prosecutor program, "Operation
Doorstop;'' appears to have been equally effective in incarcerating re-
peat offenders, by targeting police and prosecutor resources on defen-
dants with serious criminal records'and expediting those cases through
the court process. Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of these pro-
grams is the evidence they provide of the'vafue that can come to each
agency from the willingness of the leaders of those agencies to give up
parochial nterests and view their roles in 'a larger context.

The concludin,v chapter bFiefix summarizes the principiallindings and
discusses the iniplications fi)r pith(' y . The central policy implication is

P
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that the police can make-a greater contribution to the criminal justice- 4system by expanding their perspective of their own role frcim_ that of
'making ayr.ests to that ofvakingswod arrests. Adopting such.werspec-
tive is likely to lead to improvements in spe6fic areas.1raining; promo-

. tion and incentive programs:and placement' policiesobt of which the
intention to make better arrests can mauiteSt itself As a. reality.

.
is

t
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1. The Problem.

' .1 .

Public entertainments in lchichlhe climax of the nvysterystory was the
arrest' of the guilty party bewildered tne,bec,ause,, in the real world, an
arrest rarely ends anythitig . . ! 1

'i ,

.. , . :

1
..
,tames4). WilsOn
Thinking About;Cri e'

/

Many are aware of the enormous number of crimes for which no one is

arrested: It ess common knowledge that the vast Majority
of arresters are not i carcerated, nor even conlicted/. A'recent:sample of
six major /jurisdictions in the United States iNiicated that roughly 60 -
percent of all persons arrested on felony charges are not convicted and
80 percent are not incarcerated)
'. The costs of this phenomenon are surely staggering. To the extent that
criminal perperratOrs are set sfree,,justide is not done; opportunities to
reduce crime through incapacitation and deterrence are lost; police,
prosecutor, and court' resources are consumed to little apparent avail;
and the victims!are doubly violated: To the extent thahinnocent persons
are arrested, justice is, again, -not done; costs are imposed on the inno-
cent", and criminal justice resources are also wasted.

This is not to imply that alharrests. should lead to conviction. Arrests
are sometimes made in which the victim refuses to support the prosecu-
tor after initiallyinsisting that the police. fficer make the arrest. Other
arrests are made with evidence strong enough to convict the defendant,
but under circumstances that make the pursuit of conviction unwise.
Arid arrests are sometimes wade 'with evidence that is sufficient for the
police to make an arrest but insufficient to produce a conviction.

In die District of Columbia, however, more than 70 percent of the
17,534 arrests for felonies and serious misdemeanors brought to the

. Superior Court in 1974 did not lead to conviction. It seems appropriate to
ask questitas about 'the 1.2,350 arrests that did not end in conviction.
Was it necessary fOr all those arrests to have been made? Should some of
the persons arrested in those cases have beenseonvicted?

The.failure of most arrests to end in conviction may be symptomatic of
conflict among the objectives of the police, the prosecutor; and the
judiciary. It may,also be a product of the incompleteness of the informa-
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tion available(to,those who make up the criminal justice system. TheNational Advisbl Commission on Criminal Jugtice Standards and
Goals commented on both conditions.:

Success in protecting society ... . is determined by the degree to'
which society is free of crime and disorder.

This i's but another way of saying that no element of the criminal
juStice system completely 'discharges its responsibility simply by "achieving its own immediate objective. It must also cooperate effec-
tively withatte system's other elements.. . .

Police agencies Shave a responsibility to participate fully in the
system and iooperate actively with the courtS, prosecutors, pris-

, ons, parole. board and noncriminal elements. .

If the system is'to work as a ,system, the patticipanis must first
know how it wOrks. . . .

The purpose of this study is td provide insights into,w,hy so manyarrests fail in court, witfka view toward these larger goals: greater coop-eration within the criminal justice systeA and the reduction of crime,disotde, and injustice,

THE COURT PERSPECTIVE: A DEPARTURE FROM EARLIER
ANALYSES OF TI E POLICE

In taking the court perspective, we break tradition with most previousempirical research on police. Police operations have been analyzed onthe basis of the rate of tlearance of reported offenses by arrest, raje ofreported crime, rate of victimization, level of citizen satisfaction, re-sponse time, and resource expenditure.' Clearly, these performance
measures are useful for evaluating law enforcement policy. At the sametime, problems associated with their use have been well docuniented.4In particular, these measures do not lead to an explanation of the fact,that most arrests do not lead to conviction.

The central notion of this study is that more informed policy decisionsmay be possible after examining the extent to which factors-under police
control are systematically related to "desirable" court outcomes. As-
suming that it is generally undesirable for the police to arrest a person
and for the prosecutor or court to then drop all the charges,3 what can thepolice do to decrease the rate at which persons arrested are not con-victed? How important is.the recovery of tangible evidence, such as
weapons and stolen property, to the convictability of an arrest? How
important are witnesses, both in number and type? Under what cir-
cumstances does the delay between the time of the offense and the arrest
most hinder the prospect of conviction?To what extent do a police offi-
cer's experience, sex, place of residence. and age affect the probability
that,* arrest Mil result in conviction? How do these factors affect thenumber of convictions a police officer produces? What reasons do pros-ecutors give for rejecting arrests?

Answers to these questions are potentially useful in assessing attestand investigation procedures and in assessing policies related to the fe-
cruitmenrand training of poliye officers. At the same time, the very pro-
cess of focusing-on such quetions can help to produce a more funda-_
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mental benefit: improved synchronization of the operations of the police
and courts, as a step toward a more just and effectiiie criminal justice
system.

DATA SOURCES AND SCOPE OF THE ANALYSIS. -e

Until very recently, the opportunity ',.hoierfo'rm an empirical study of
police work from the perspective of the court has-been limited by the
lack of available data. These, barriers to analysis were geatly reduced
With the inyitution of automated record-keeping proceddres in the of-
fices of thiprosecutor and police in the District of Columiia about 1970.'
Data that have accumulated since that time from these two sources serve
as the principal Body of empirical observations for this.vudy . The police'
data come from the perso,nnel file-of-the Metropolitan Police Departtment
(MPD) of the District of Columbia. Tins file contains information about
each officer on the MPD force", including age, set, length of service,
marital status, plate of residence, assignment, and rank.

The second, and larger, data source is the Prosecutor's Management
Information' System (PROMIS), which has been operating in 'the
Superior court Division of the United Sts Attorney's Office for the
District ofColumbia isince 1971. PROMIS contains a broad range of data
about adult arrests for felonies and serious misdemeanors. includirig de-
tails about the offenses, arrests, prosecution decisions, and court
actions." .

The key data element's providing a link het ween the police Personnel,
and PROMIS data sources are the officer's name and badge identifica:
lion number. The combined, data set consists of information. for each'
arrest, about the arresting police officeC,

and -the
and assign-

ment, the span of time between the offense nd-the arret, the relation-
ship between the primary victim and the arrestee (for each person ar-
rested), the charges brought by the officer, whether tangible evidence
was recovered, the number of witnesses other than the police, the pros-
ecutor's decision at the initial court processing,Stage, the.outcdmes at all
subsequent court stages, and reasons cited for case rejection or dis-
missal at any stage,eprior to trial.

The data provide opportunities to focus both on issues hio.;ing to do
with arrest procedure-and issues having to do with the selection and
utilization of police personnel. We analyze apprehension procedure by
organizing the data so that the individual arrest-is the unit of observa-
tion, and we analyze police personnel issues by aggregating the arrest
data so that the individual officer becomes the unit of observation.

OVERVIEW OF THE BOOK

In Chapter 2 we describe crime and the criminal justice system in the
District of Columbiaincluding profiles of the Police. prrecutor,
court, and correction sectors. We then describe the arrestees, the vic-:
tims, and the flow of criminal episodes from victimization to incarcera-
tion.

The next three chapters a' dress facets of the central issue of this
study, why arrests so often fail in court: factors pertaining to the arrest
and the police officer, and legal and institutional factors. j
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Chapter 3 dtucribes the arrests by Major crime group, including in-
formation about the delay in apprehension, the recovery of tangible evi-
dence, and witnesses. These,characteristics are analyzed in terms of
their effects on one an, ther and on the likelihood that the arrest will
leave the court as a conviction. .

Chapter 4 explores another set of factors behind the success otarrests
in courtthe characteristics of the police officer. Here, we describe the
forCe in terms of personnel characteristics: sex, experience, age, place
of residence,and marital status. We then examine the effects of these
characteristics on several different court outcomes.

In Chapter 5 we focus on the interaction of the policwith the pro;6cu-
tor and court, beginning with -a' comparison of the legal standards for
arrest and conviction. lnsti tional differeaCes mong the police, prose-
cutor, and judiciary are alsb discussed. We 't en analyze the reasons
recorded by the prosecutor for rejecting a sts, and for dismissing
many that had been initially accepted. Indic tions of changes in the
standards of case acceptability at the initial screening stage are de-
scribed next, with an assessment of the apparent effect itirthis develop-
ment on the ultimate outcome of arrests in court.

Chapter.6 discusses innovations in police operations in the District of
Columbia that reflect a broader perspective by the police of their own
role. police use of court data, improvements in the treatment of wit-
nesses, a police unit that reviews arrests rejected by the prosecdtor at
the initial screening stage, and a special police-prosecutor operation that
concentrates 'resources on repeat offenders.

We conclude in Chapter 7 with a discussion of the policy implications
of the major findings of this study.
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ventive Patl_Experiment Summary Repori (Washington, D.C.: Police
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Foundation, 1974), pp. 20-21; James Q. Wilson and Barbara Boland,
"Crime," chapter 4 of The Urban Predicament, William Gorham and
Nathan Glazer, eds. (Washihgton, D.C.: Urban Institute, 1976), pp.
179-230.

t
Level of citizen satisfaction: Rita Mae Kelly, et al., The Pilot Police

Project: A Description and Assessment of a Police-Community Rela-
tions Experiment in Washington, D.C. (Kensington, Md.: American In-
stitutes for Research, 1972).

Response time: Richard C. Larson, Urban Police Patrol Analysis
(Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, 1972).

Resource eXpen t ture: A. J. Tenzer, et al., Applying the Concepts of
Program Budget in to the New York City Police Department, paper no
RM-5846-NYC (Santa Monica, Calif.: Rand, 1969).

4. Urban Institute, The Challenge of Productivity Diversity: Part
111 Measuring Police-Crime Control Productivity, report prepared for
the National Commission on Productivity (Washington, D.C., 1972)v
Saul I. Gass and John M. Dawson, An Evaluation of Police-Related
Research: Reviews and Critical Discussions of Police-Related Re-
search in the Field of Police Protection (Bethesda., Md.: Mathematica,
Inc., 1974).

5. As we have noted, not all instances in which an arrest is made and
then dropped in court are clearly undesirable. We discuss the legal,' ill.:
stitutional, and other factors associated with-dropped cases in consider-
able detail in Chapter 5. .

-i=.
--- 6. PROMIS' is described in William A. Hamilton and CharIes_11.
7work, "The Prosecutor's Role in the Urban Court System: The Case for
i Management 'Consciousness," Journal of Crimitkil,Law and Criminal-
,

...:ogy, June 1973; also, Institute for Law and Social Research,iNS4AW
Briefing Paper, nos. 1;1.3 -16 (Washington, D.C., 1975). See also Ap-
pendix A. (The appendixes to this report are available froin INS LAW in,
a separate volurrie.)



2. The Setting

To provide a background for the analysis that follows, and to give a
basis for determining the applicability of the conclusions of this study to
other jurisdictions, we describe, in this chapter crime and the criminal
justice process in the District of Columbia. The first section gives an
overview of crime in the District, with a focus on the victims and the
persons arrested. The net section profiles the principal agencies that
make up the local criminal justice system and the procedures that follow
an arrest. In this section we also describe the principal law enforcement

,..,agency of the District, the Metropolitan Police Department (MPDY. The
concluding section describes the flow-of criminal episodes through the
criminal justice bureaucracy.

CRIME IN THE NATION'S CAPITAL

Washington, DE., a city with about 750,000 residents, has a high
crime rate. There , to be sure, cities with highIL rates of crime
Washington appe have considerably less crirtir in fact, than the
four cities with sind concentrations'of residents surveyed recently in a
major victimization study. (See`Exhibit 2.1.) Moreover, the reported
crime rate for Washington appears to be ,declining at the time of this
writing, and it is artificially inflated ly unusually-large numbers of in-
habitants (especially tourists and working people) who are not residents
of the District. Crime in Washington is, nonetheless, high by any
civilized standard. An estimated percentof the residents of the District
were victims of personal robbery or assault in a 12-month period ending
in 1974; 14 percent of the District's households were victims of burglary,
larceny, or motor vehicle theft; and 42 percent of the commercial estab-
lishments were victims of burglary or robbery.'

The Victims

What do we know about the victims of these crimes ?'The results of the
National Crime Panel survey indicate that in 1973-74 a male in Washing-
ton, D.C., was 'nearly twice as likely to be the victim ofa violent crime as
a female, an0 about as likely to be-victim of a property crime as a female.
A white was about 65 percent more likely to be the victim of a violent
offense than a black, and more than twice as likely to be victimized in a
property offense as was a black. Poor people- were more likely to be
victims of violent crimes, and less likely to be victims of property
crimes, than middle- or upper-income people. Persons of the ages 16 to
34 were found to be the piime age-group targets of violent offenders, and
persons 20 to 34 the most common targets of property crime.2
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8 What Happens After Arrest?

EXHIBIT 2.1

VICTIMIZATIONS PER 1000 RESIDENT POPULATION AGE 12 AND OVER, WASHINGTON,
D.C., kNb CITIES WITH SIMILAR POPULATION DENSITIES, 1973-74

Type
of.

victimization
Washlhgton

(12,321)°
Boston

(13,936)°

"\
Buffalo

(11,205)°

'
Pittsburgh

(9;422)°

San
Francisco
(15,764)

Personal:
crimes of violence
Crimes of theft

Household:
Burglary
Larceny
Auto theft

Commercial:
Burglary
Robbery

34

65'

75

51

15

330
88

/

1

67
119:/

149

87
86

576
132

49
74

97
92
30

319
56

47
83

93
90
43

293
77

71

129

115
85
38

253
80

Source: U.S. Department of Justice, Law Enforcenient Assistance Administration, Crim-
inal Victimization Surveys in 13 American Cities (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1975), pp. 19-21, 37-39, 191-93,'229-31, and 247-49. The crime categoiies used here
are not defined in precisely the same manner as those used elsewhere throughobt this
report. .

A'
°Population per square mile. Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of
the United States: /972 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office 1972), pp. 21-23.

In Chapter 3 we study victims more fully, focusing on the relationship
between the victim and the person air estekl and the importance of that
relationship to the outcome of the case in court.

The Arrestees
We know less about the offenders than about the victims. A counter-

part to the victimization survey does not exist fcri- offenders, since
people cannot generally be expected to volunteer information about
their participation in illegitimate activities as candidly as they do infor-
mation about their being victims of crime, And while many offenders are
apprehended, the most proficient ories;may not be apprehended as fre-
quently as the less skillful. Hence, an analysis of the characteristics of
the persons arrested may give a distorted picture of the offender popula-
tion. It is useful, nonetheless, to look at these characteristics.

Characteristics of the Personsvirrested. Half of the persons arrested
and brought to the Snperior Court in 1974 were under 25 years of age.
This is especially remarkable in view of the fact that juvenile cases are
not included in these arrests': The robbery and burglary arrestees were
the youngest group, and persons arrested for assault were, on the whole,
older than persons arrested for any other serious offense.

Eighty-seven percent of the arrestees were black. This.figure is espe-
cially large when contrasted with Census data indicating that 71 percent
of all District residents were black in 1976."

Males were even moredisproportionately represented as arrestees
than were blacks: while less than halt of the District's resident pOpula-

3 0
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tibn in 1970 wA male, 86 percent of the arrestees were male, and over 90
percent of the persons arrested for felony offenses were male. The
women who were arrested 'werc, like the men, mostly young (half were
less than 25 years-old) and black'179 percent). A more detailed account of
these characteristics by crime category is shown in Exhibit 2,.2.

EXHIBIT 2.2 6=

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ARRESTEES INCASES BROUGHT4TO THE SUPERIOR COURT OF
WASHINGTON, D.C., BY CRIME GROUP, 1974

Crime
group

Number of
arrests

Median
age Black. % Male, %

Robbery 1.955 22 % 94

Other violent: 3.176 29 90 87
Homicide 285 27 95 84
Sexual assault 402 26 86 99
Aggravated assault 1.815 31 91 83
Simple assault . 674 280 85 93

Nonviolent property: 6,562 25 , 89 87
I..aMeny ,,: 3.109 25 90 82
Burglary 1.592 24 94 96
Unlawful entry, 425 26 82 90
Other"

rVictimless:

1.436

3,659

26

25
..,)

76

85

78

85

Sex 1.169 25 58 58
Drug, 7,154 24 83 88
Gambling 33A ,52 89 83

Other ',. 2,182 27 90 88

Total 17.534 25 87 86

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMS).
"includes auto theft, 'property destruction. f7ery. fraud, and embezzlement.

The arrestees appeared also ti be predominantly poor.'N inet y percent
were classified as "indigent" and were represented by the Public De-

,fender Service or by court-appointed attorneys.
Recidivism. It has been found elsewhere that relatively small core of

repeat offenders commits the' vast majority df all offenses.-r A more re-
cent study, from the INSLAW report series, that includes this book,
found that over a 56-month period from 1971 to 1975, 30 percent of the
different persons who were arrested had at least two arrests and ac-
counted'for 56 percent of all the arrests brought to the Superior Court
during the period. Of course, not all arrestees are offenders. However,
this pattern of ajfew persons involved in inany cases holds up forconvic-.
turns as well as for arrestsIS percent of the different persons who were
convicted were convicted at least twice, and were the subject of 35 per-
cent of all convictions that occurred during this 56-month period.

Recidivism may he reflected also in the rearrest of persons released do
bail, probation, or parole. In 1974. 26 percent of all persons arrested for
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10 What Happens After ArreSt?

felony offenses were on one or more of these typtis of conditional re-
lease. This phenomenon was more prevale'nt among persons arrested for
robbery (3) percent) and burglary (32 percent) than for other arrestees.6

The seriousness of the recidivism problem is further reflected in the
fact that arrest records are quite common among persons arrested for
homicide, as is shown in Exhibit 2.3. This ultimate crime may often rep-
resent the culmination of a career in crime.'

EXHIBIT 2.3

ARRESTEES WITH PRIOR ARRESTS AS A. PERCENTAGE OF ALL ARRESTE ES,
BY CRIME GROUP '

(DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 1974)

Crime
group

Arrestees
with prior

arrests All arrests

Percentage
with arrest

records

Robbery

Othe iolenti

1,162

1,579

1.955

3,176

-1/4 59

50
Ho cide 160 , 285 56
Sex, al assault 188 , 402 47

, Aggravated assault 902 1,815 50
Simple assault 329 674 49

7 '
Nonviolent property: 3,394 6,562 ' 52

Larceny' 1,581 3,109 ,, . ,51

Burglaly 947 1.592,
I

60
Unlawful entry 194 425 46
Other 672 1,436 .- 47

VictiMless: 1,346 593,659 '' -'37
Sex 376 11,169 32
Drugs 835 z 2,154 39
Gambling : 135 A 336 40

Other 1,240 2,182 , 57

Total 8,121 17,534 50

-Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).

Additional into ,recidivism and its causes can be gained by
examining the system that processes criminal cases in the District of
ColuMbia.

THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM IN THE DISTRICT QF
COLUMBIA ?

The criminal justice agencies of the District of Columlbia are-a unique
blend of locally cpntrolled and funded agencies operating in conjunction
with agencies of the federal government. The uniqueness is, of course, a
product of Washington, D.C., as the seat of government; it is also a
product of the first steps toward home rule for the District. As will be
noted, law eriforcement, the court, and `corrections are largely cost-
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, . 4 ,

trolled locally, wheieas prosecution is, in the main, federally controlled
and.funded. This mix of federal and local interests gives rise to a set of
policies, accommodations, and discretionary conventions that are dif-
ferent in some respects from those found in other jurisdictions, but they
are nonetheless essentially similar. The major differences will be iden-
tified as we describe the agencies and processes of the system.

-
Criminal Justice System Agencies rtet

It appropriate to divide the c riminal justice system into -fo ur
partspoliceprOsecution, courts, and corrections. S t

The Police. The prinCipal law enforcement agency of the Distriat is
the Metropolitan Police Department. It is a large, modern, urban de-
partment concerned with the usual police objectivesmaintaining
peace and order, preventing crime, ensuring a smooth flow of traffic,
and protecting the safety of citizens. The PD operates in many ways
like a combined state and municipal polic 'department, enforcing the
equivalent of conventional state and local aws.

The MPD budget for FY 1975 was $128 million. This budget was used
to maintain aforce of 4,702 sworn officers and 832 civilians, a fleet of
1,117 motor vehicles, and large amounts ofadditional capital assets. A
noteworthy feature of the MPD force of sworn officers is-that it has
declined from 5,070 in FY 1972 to about 4,300 five years later.

These MPD resources were called upon by the public for service 70
times per hour, on average, in FY 1975. Less than 10 percent of these
calls involved criminal episodes-56,888 offenses were reported in that
fiscal year. These offense reports, in turn, resulted in many thousands of
arrests:,

In all, the MPD'made:37,651 arrests in FY 1975, some of which did not
result from c alls from the public. Sixteen percent of the persons arrested
in these episodes were juveniles, and about half of the remaining 31,647
arrests involved felony and misdemeanor oMnses that went to the
Superior Court,8' the analysis of which takes up most of the remainder of
this report. I

In addition to the MPD, the District has a complement of federal law
enforcement agencies, including the FBI, Drug Enforcement Adminis-
traticm'and the Secret Service. It also has several police agencies that
perform unique locallunctions; among the more prominent of these are
the Executive Protective Service, the U.S. Capitol Police, and the U.S.
Park Police. In addition, many arrests are made by private security per-
sonnel, such as department store guards.

The MPD, however, is by far the largest of the police agencies respon-
sible for the prevention Of "street" crime in the District. It is, moreover,
the only law enforcement agency with exclusive or concurrent jurisdic-
tion throughout the District.

Prosecution. The United States Attorney is)the equivalerit of the
state's attorney or district attorney in other local jurisdictions. Most
prosecutionS in the District are carried out by Assistant U.S. Attorneys. _

Although the U.S. Attorney and his assistants constitute a federal
agency, they prosecute thoSe common law offenses that we described in
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, , i
-the D.C. Code, as well as those crimes arising lmder federal law. ThiS':,
means that the U.S.'Attorney is responsible for prosecutions both in the
U.S. District Court and in the Superior eourt of thes-District of Colum-
bia; his staff of approximately 160 lawyers is divided 'about equally be-..
tween these two courts.

%N .
The ,,Coiporatio-n Counsel, a local appointee, is responsible for the

prosecinion of minor misdemeanors (siich as disorderly condudt), mu,
'nicipal orditrance i ractions, and certain traffic-related offenses. The.
Corporation. Coun el also prosecutes, all juvenile offenders, except
those 16= and 17-year olds the U.S. Attorney chooses to prosecute as
adults."

Courts and.Court Agencies. The Superior Court of the District of
Columbia serves as the equivalent of_ a state or county court of general
jurisdiction. Its 44 judges, who' are appointed by the president and con-
firmed by the Senate, rotate through divisions thatthandle'civil cases,
felonies, misdemeanors, and juvenile and family, matters. .

The U.S. District Court is the federal court for Washington, D.C. Its
15 judges handle federal matters, both civil andcriminal. Some'crimin0
cases, principally ttiose arising from drag-related offenses, are brought -
to the District Court by.officers of the MPD. Approximately half of the
cases,,processed by this court come from federal investigatory agencies,
such as the FBI and the Drug Enforcement Administration.

Appeals from the District Cpurt are taken to the United States Court' * .

ofAppeals for the Distric1; ofrolumbia Circuit, which ha nine judges.'"
The ,District of Colombia Coal of Appeals, also with nine judges,

takes appeals from the Superior Cdyrt. Further appeal is available di-
-7' rectly at the Supreme 'ourt, under the same review process'that holds in

state courts. The District of Columbia Court of Appeals is uniqueambng
state-level courts of appekil in that its judges are appointed by th$-presi- ,
-dent and confirmed by the Senate. , ' ,,

The D.C. Ball Ageitcy, an agency of the Superior Court. is responsi-
ble for investigating the background of defendants to determine the
suitability of their release prior totrial. This agency alw monitors some
released defendants, who are required to report weekly, and provides a
variety of services, including assistance in finding jobs and residences.

Correctional Agencies. Theprobation offices in both the Superior and 1

District Courts are resporible for the supervision of defendants con- '
victed and sentenced to a term of probation. Although generally
classified as correctional agencies because they treat convicted defen-
dants, they differ from other correctional institutions in that they deal
with released convicts and are under judicial supervision within their
respective pourts.

The D .0 f. Deportment of corrections handles most of the defendants
from Superior Court who are convicted and sentenced to a period of
incarceration or to' special programs operated by the Department, in-
cluding halfway houses and work-release programs. Persons convicted
in the District Court are sometimes also sent to a D.C. correctional in-
stitution , typically only when the sentence is short. The Corrections De-
partment is in charge of the D:C. Jail, the Women's Dthention Center,
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the Lorton Wa.) prison face *ty, and a number of halfway houses, youth
detention centers, commu ty corrections facilities, and agencies that
conduct special treatment p grams. . ' 11,

Defendants convicted in the District Court and sentenced to a period
of incarceration are usually sent to one of the federal conrectional-in-
stitutions of the Federal Bureau of Prisons. Some defendants convic
in Superior Court are also sent to federal institutionspersons sen-
tenced to a federal institution in another case in a different jurisdiction
(spch as the District Court) Oren with sentences of at least one year,
and men who are likely to present special securify problems at Corton.

Parole boards, which deternilne whether a prisoner who has served
the minimum required portion of his sentence is ready for release, serve
both the local and federal' correctional institutions. The D.C. Parole'
Board is a genck of the D.C. government, while the Federal Parole A
Baard is an gency of the U.S. Justice Department. Parole decisions for
all inmates niederal prisois are made by the Federal Parole Board;
even when the case arises in theSuperior rather than the District Court.

,Processing the Arrest: Police, Prosecutor, Courts, and Corrections
In Chapter 1 we suggested that the criminal justice system is like a

sieve through which many arrests pass, with' few strained out as convic-
ti..ons. Before any conclusions are drawn about policies or procedures
that could either improve the holding powen of this leaky system or re-
duce the volume of arrests that pour into it, it ,is apppropriate to identify
the points at which casedrop out and to see who makes the decisions to
drop' them.

Exhibit 2.4 illustrates the processing of criminal cases through the
Superior Court in Washington, D.C. Not reflected in the exhibit is the
Overlap among the court jurisdictions,in the District of Colunfilia. Some
cases that could be handled in either the federal or local courtbre taken
to the federal court by policy of the U.S. Attorney's Office.'At Serious
white-collar crimes, serious drug offenses, robberies of banks and other
federally insured financial institutions, and arrests involving oeggrized
criminal, activities are among the Crimes normally handled in The federal,
court. When a person is charged for offenses that might be prosecuted in
more than one court, the entire case is generally taken to the DikKict
Court, except when the most serious charge is within the jurisdiction of
the Superior Court. Overlap is further exemplified in the arrests,of. 16-
and I-7- year olds. As noted above, these persons may be prosecuted as
adults;" this is usually done when their crimes are very serious ortheir
records are extensive. Thus, some Of the arrests that the police count as
juveni)e arrests enter the adult court and corrections system.

Let us now look at Exhibit 2.4 in detail.
:Arrests. The police play a critical role in preparing a criminal case for

the court. They execute warrants 'for searches, seizures,, and arrests;
make initial probable cause deterMinations in arrests without war-
rants; inform arrestees of their rights and the charges brouglujagainst
them; identify and question lay witnesses, record their names sand ad
dresses for the prosecutor, and provide information to prepare the wit-
nesses for court appearances and testimony; arrange for investigation;

1
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EXHIBIT 2,4

PROCESSING OF CASES IN SUPERIOR COURT, WASHINGTON, D.C.

U.S. Diet, Ct.

Ct, Coq. Qui,

:

Referril

Arrested and

.CP4rgel bY

Prosecutor

Screening

Perim

Sectite

4
Rejection

(tb Pte)

1.I.Y1410.0?

v
Waiver of P,11. or G,J,

Id or :dim_
17 ildi

Felcey
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A

43liminari 1-0
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or
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4
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question suspects; recover tangible evidence and examine some of the
evidence in a criminal laboratory; and bring arrests foliOard to the pros-
ecutor. If the prosecutor accepts the case at screening, the officer is
generally required later to testify in court. We will examine the im-
portance of the way the arrest is made to the outcome of the case in court
in Chapters 3 and 5.

Scr'eening. The arrests that are brought .to Superior Court are
scre9ned, usually within 24 hours of arrest, b' Assistant Attor-
neys, who. may accept them as charged by the police, acdo.pt them with
changes, or reject them entirely. Those MK) arrests that are rejected by
the prosecutor are reviewed by the MPD's Case Review Section; a few
of these are presented again and may then be accepted.' 3 (In the District
of Columbia, case acceptance by the prosecutr is referred to as "paper-
ing"; to reject a case is to "no-paper" it Accepted cases that are liable
to sentences of one year or less are handled as misdemeanors; others
that are accepted are prosecuted as feloniest4The U.S. Attorney's Office
rejected 21 percent of all arrests brought to the Superior Court in 1974 at
this initial screening stage. The reasons given by the Office for these
rejections are exthnined in Chapter 5.

Presentment. Usually on the day of screening, felorlies go through
presentment, which is the first judicial headig. At presentment the'de-
fendant is informed of the charges againg him; counsel is appointed if
the defendant R not already represented; the procedbets of preliminary.,
hearing are explained ; and pretrial ielease decisiogs are made.' 4 At this
stage the defendant 'may waive preliminttry hearing or indictment (or
both) and go directly to arraignment. These intervening events involve
delay and provide the potential for subsequent case dismissal due to
witness problems or other forms of case "decay"; as a result, defen-
dants do not routinely waive their rights to aligaring or indictment:

Preliminary Hearing, At the preliminary hearing, a judge determines
whether there is probable cause td belie,.0 a crime was committed and'
the defendant is responsible. After this hearing (and often immediately

`before); the prosecutor may drop the case entirely or reduce the charges
so that the case becomes a misdemeanor. If the prosecutor dismisses the

;case prior to indictment, the dismissalisiermed a "nolle prosequi." The
U.S: Attorney's Office "nolled" 29 per5nt of all arrests brought to,the
Superior Court in 1974. Cases with telony charges that were not dis-
missed' by the judge or prosecutor and that were not reduced to mis-
demeanors are "bound over" to the grand jury.
- Grand Jury. I f the prosecutor decides to bring a case to the grand jury,
he or she must-present the facts, supported by a witness or witnesses
who testify before a grandjury of 16 to 23 people. The grand jury then
votes either to indict or to "ignore" (i.e., reject) the case, with 12 votes
needed to secure indictment. Should the grand jury reject the case,
which it infrequently does, it may refer the case for misdemeanor prose-
cution, which will be carried out at the discretionof the prosecutor. The.
prosecutor may reduce or dismiss the charges himself before, during, or
ifter presentation to the grand jiiry.

A few street crime cases, based on investigations by prosecutors or
police, or both, originate in the grand jury. In thet instances the case
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then proceeds directly to arraignment. , 4,,, , ..

Arraignment. If indicted, the defendant,is arraiimednsually within
two-weeks. At nrraigiiment, the defendant heard the indictment read,
enters a pleaguilty, nOt guilty, or (with the Consent of the courtj nolo
contendereand, unless he has pled guilty, states whether he wants a
jury or a, "bench" trial. He can waive the rightto a jury trial laler if he
chooses, but once waived, the right cannot later be reinstated. Condi-
tions of pretrial release or detention may betreviewed at arraignment.

smiSs'the case.di
At this point, tthprosecutor and the court once.again confront a natu- -

ral opportunity ,

Misdemeanors are processed quite differenOy froM fetonies in the
Superior Court. After screening, misdemean rsi proceed that same day
to arraignment, where charges-are present , pleas are taken, and re- i
lease decisions made. Some misdemeanant ay be offered the oppor-- :

tunity to enter divelsion pr msinmolving rehabilitation attempts ;15 if
it is determined eventual! t the defendaitt completed the program
succeSsfully,.the prosecutor ill dismiss the charges. Felony cases that
are reduced to misdemeanors also gortojnisdemeanor arraignment.

After Arraignment and Trial. After arraignment; or after an unsuc-
cessful diversion attempt; both felonies and misdemeanors ptoceed to a
eleal,ofsuilty," to trial, or to,dismissal by prosecutOr or judge. In'the
pernid between'arraignment and trial, various ty&S of motions, status
hearings, or delays dtie to various court problemay takeplaee, or the
defendant may flee. If the prosecutor dismiss the case during trial,

which occurs rarely, he musqo so with the consent of the defendant. If
fhe defendant is co Nicted, a presentence repoirlikprepIred by the pro-
bation office in all efony aind some misdemeanot cases, and.,the case
then proceeds to sentencing; this may result in g stispended sentence,
pro ion, incarceration, ksplit sentence (incarcejation and 'probation),
or aAgnment to a special Corrections Departmen reatment program. 40

L. The Numbers. It should be evident that the op rtunities for arrest
py

. to drop out of the court prior.to trial are numerous:Exhibit 2.5 sum-
marizes the flow of 17,534 arrests brought to the Superior Court in 1974.
Prosecutors rejected or dismissed more than halfof all arrests made in
that year. Judges dismissed another 8 percenty6 percent were not ad,- .d.

judicated due to defendants' .violating their obligation to return to the
court, and 1 percentieft the court upon rejectiopby the grand jury. The
remaining cases either went to trial (10 perced,} awere dispAed of as
guilty pleas (24 percent). .

J

Thus we see that the failure of arrests to end in conviction is rarely the
result of the courtroom.skill of brilliant defense lawyer, as has been so
commonly portrayed on television and in the theater. An arrest usually
fails at the decision of the prosecutor to drop the ease.

ct

FROM VICTIMIZTIO TO INCARCERATION )4,

This enormous attrlt. of arrests that we find, as cases pass through 4
,prosecution and court- bureaucracies, is at the cegter of a much larger

process of attrition from Victimization rio incarceration'.
To begin with, most offenses do not lead to Whilehile many of-

qg I '
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IBIT.2.5

OUTCOMES OF 100 "TYP!.C4L" ARRESTS BROUGHT TO THE
SUPERIOR COURT OFAVASHINGTON, D.C., IN 1974

100
arrests

7
rejected accepted

9,

at initial at inil
screening screen

29 13

nolled.by pleas to
prosecutor misdemeanor(s)

dismissed
by judge

I I

rejected
by grand

PrY

3

misdemeanor
guilty verditts

16

grand jury
ictment

I 1.0'
3. dismissed 'guilty

misdemeanor by plels
acquittals prosecutor

6 1 - 3
abscondencei dismissed guilty

by verdicts
judge l
felony

acquittal

17

Source: Based on the actual flow of 17,534e-rests recorded iv "e Prosecutors Manage-
ment Inforfnation System (PROMIS).
°Total does not agree due ico rounding error.

fenders may eventually be apprehended by virtue;of the-number-of of-
fenses they commit., individual criminal episodes usually go unresolved.

Many crimes are not even reported to the police. The National Crime
Panel estimates that 58 Oercent oftil personal victimizations in Wash-
jngton in 1 973 were not reported to the police, nor were half of all house-
hold victimizations and 18"percent of all commercial victimizations."
And In many of the criminal episddes that are reported to the police, the
officer is not givensufficient information to justify makinian arrest. In
FY 1975, the Metropolitan Police Department received 8,846 reports of
robbery and made.2,835 robbery arrests; 14,321 burglary offenses were
reported to the MPD in that year,,and 3,536 arrests were made."

This larger process of attrition continues even after conviction. Less
than 40 percent of all persons arrested, fora violent or property offense

r. 39



18 What Happens After Arrest?

who were convicted in the Superior Court were subsequently incarcer-
ated. These results are %hovJn in Exhibit 2.6, by major crime group.

4

EXHIBIT 2.6

INCARCERATIONS AS A PERCENTAGE OF CONVICTIONS
BY CRIME GROUP

(SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON, p.c., 1974)

Crime
group'

149bbery
Other violent
Nonviolent property
Victimless
Other
Total

Incarceration_/ rate
1{ ..,..-..

Convictions

r
62%
33%
35%
9%

25%
32%

Z

A
,,

'/

-., ;,,
: .

628
830

2,072
923
731

5, f84

'

Source( -Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS) k
'Based on police charges. With few exteptions, the chargeson whicb the convictions *ere
based were in the same crime group t s the police charges.

It may be difficult, especially for victims, to see how justice is done in
a syStem in,which the majority of offenders are not arrested , the majority

, of arrestees are not convicted, and the majority of convicted,defendants
are not punished. While it is conventionally assumed that the sphere of
influence of the police is limited to the apprehension orthe offender, we

occurs between arrest andplythe attrition that occ c mitc-
will see in the next chapter that police,practices may have an lually

4 strong in
tion. '. , : 4,:

u. ,
Y

,I' I
Nett*, -...;

I. U.S. Department of Justice, National CrimelPan f the Law En-
forcement Assistance Administration, Victimization Surveys,in-13
4 tericdn Cities (Washington, D.C.:. Government ing Office,

. 1975), pp. 1/47-49.
_ f ,t-

t

2. 'MO., p. 247. .

3_ U.S. Bureau of the C.ensLis, Statistical: Abstract of the, United
States: 1972 (Washington, [K.: Government Printing Office; 19/2)cti. .:.

23.
4. See, fo xample, Marvin Wolfgang, "Crime Cohort,in a Birth Coho,"

. .l.

The Aldine rime and Justice Annual, Sheldon L. Messinger, ed.,
(Chicago:-Aldine, 1973), ii. 112; also Jacob Belkin, ,,k1fred-,Blumstein,

, and William GlaSs, "Recidivism as a FtedOack.Process: An Analytical
Model and Empirical Journal of Criminal Justiie, vol., I
(March 1973), pp. 7-26.

5. Institute for Law and Social Researcht, Cu4ing the Repeat Of-
:fender: A Strategy for Prosecutors Publilation no. 3, PROMIS Re-
search Project (Washington, D.C., 1977), Exhitit I. . 1

6. Ibid., Exhibit 3. .
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7. A related explanation is, that persons who committ homicides tend
to be older, and older persons are more. likely to have arrest records,;
'hence, homicide offenders are more' likely. to have records..Another
possibility is'that persons arrested for homicide are arrested' because of
their arrest 'records, not because the caseiS,strong: However, the high

_conviction rate we find-for homicide (42 .per:cent, as cOmpared with 29
percent for all other offenses) does not suPport"this explanation.

8. These statistics are from Metropolitan Police Department, Fiscal
Year 1975 ,4nnual Report (Washington, D.C., 1976), pp. 34-49.

9. The U.S. Attorney has discretion to prosecute only those r()- kind
I7-year olds arrested for murder, forcible rape, first-degree bu?glary,
armed robbery. and assault with intent to commit any of these offenses.
District of Columbia Code (Washingtoh, D.C.: Government Printing

'Office, 1973), Title 16, Section 2301(3)(A).
10. A number of other federal courts' operate in the District of

Columbiaincluding the Court of Claims, the Tax Court, and the Court
of Military Appeals hut these courts have nationwide jurisdiction and
have little, if anything, to do with "street crime" arrests, on which this
report focuses.

1 1. In other jurisdictions, the local and federal prosecutors, often
negotiate such decisions in individual cases.

12. See note 9, above, and accompanying text.
13. The screening process and the Case Review Section are further

d44,cussed in Chapters 5 and 6.
14. This procedure follows Rule 5, Superior Court Criminal _Rude.'

(Washington. D.C.: Superior Court of the District of Columbia. 1977),
15. These programs ilclude Project Crossroads and the First Of-

fender Treatment program (both for misdemeanor defendants without
prior convictions), the Rehabilitation Center for Alcoholics, and the
Narcotics Diversion Project.

16. Pleas of guilty may be made by defendants at any time after mis-
demeanor arraignment or felony presentment. as lone as a formal
charge, information, or indictment has been filed against the defendant..

17. While these numbers may suggest_that a small fraction of crimes
are reported in the nation's capital, Washkigton actually fares quite well

/in the rate of reporting. We find it noteworthy that Washington ranks
first among 13 cities surveyed in 1974 in the rate at which personal vic-
timizations are reported to the police. U.S. Department of Justice, Vic-
timization Surveys. pp. 22, 40. 60. 78, 96, 114, 134, 154. 174, 194. 212.
232, and 250.

18. These arrest statistics include juvenile arrests. Metropolitan
Police Department, FiNcal Year 1975 Annual Report, pp. 41-43. Divid-
ing the arrest numbers by the reported offense numbers gives a very
crude estimate of the offense clearance rate; a' Single offense often gives
rise to several arrests, and a single arrest often folhms the commission
of several offenses h the arrestee.
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3. The Arre4
Our analysis of why,arrests fail in the courts beginS with a focus on the

arrest. We concentrate this analysis on the three basic arrest factors that
are recorded in PROMIS, which we described in Chapter 1: the recovery
Of tangible evidence, the securing of witnesses, and the span of time that
elapses between the offense and the arrest.

In the first section of this chapter, we give an overview of arrests. In
the second, we describe the manner iif which tangible evidence and wit-;
nesses vary by major crime group: robberies, other violent offenses, -
nonviolent property offenses, and victirdess crimes. For each crime
group, we analyze the'effects tangible evidence and witnesses on the
likelihood of conviction.,,

The third section focuses on the delay between the offense and the
arrest. After describing delay in appreheli major crime group, we
analyze the effect of delay on the likelihM of prosecution and convic-
tion, taking into account the effects of tangible evidence and witnesses,
again by crime group.

AN OVERVIEW OF ARRESTS IN THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
In 1974about 17,500 adult arrests for'felony and'serious thisdemeanor

Offenses (punishable by six months or more of incarceration) were
brought to the Superior Court in the District of Columbia. Eighty-five
percent of these arrests were recorded as having bean made by the Met-
ropolitan Police Department. The' charges cited by the Police in these
arrests reflect an assortment of offenses ranging from homicide, rape,
and robbery to gambling, prostitutiOn, ancLmatijuanapossession. For
convenience, we aggregate the full range of Offen,ses'that gave rise to the
arrests into foie major crime groups, based on' the most serious charge
cited by the police: -robbery, all other vjplent crimes. (incltiding
homicide, rape, and assault), nonviolent property crimes (including bur-
glary and larceny), victimless crimes (including drug offenses, prostitu-
tion, and gambling), and all other crimes (including gun possession and
bail violations).-Exhibit 3.1 depicts the distribution of arrests by major,

- crime group and by whether the arrest was made by an MPD office,
Officers of the MPD made the vast majority of arrests in each of these,
offense groups ranging from 89.percent ofall robbery arrests to 79 per-
cent of all arrests foy property offenses other than robbery.

AS for what happens to these arrests in court, the failure of arreststo
end in corivicijonappears to be "a common phenomenon nationwide. In
the District of ColOmbia, less than 30 percent of all arrests brought to the
Superior Court Division of the U.S. Attorney's Office in 1974 were re-.

21
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What Happens After Arrest?

EXHIBIT 3.1

ARRESTS, BY MAJOR CRIME GROUP.
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT AND OTHER

(DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 1974)

Arrests made. by:

Crime group

Metropolitan
Police

Department other'
all

police

Robbery, 1,745 210 1,955
Other violent 2,801 375 3,176
Nonviolent property 5,189 , J,373 6,562
Victimless . 3,178 481 3,659
Other 1 1,952" 230 2,182
All offenses 14,865 2,669 17,534

Source: Prosecutor's Managemeht Information System (PROMIS).
'Includes U.S. Park Police, U.S. Capitol Police, Executive Protective Service, private

. security guards, affiliation not recorded, other.
'Includes 968 arrests for illegal possession of weapOns, 710 arrests for fugitivity, and 274'
arrests for a wide variety of other offenses.

EXHIBIT 3.2

CON VICI IONS AS A PERCENTAGE OF ARRESTS, BY CRIME GROUP,
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT AND OTHER

(DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 1974)

Arrests made by:

Crtrne group

Metropolitan
Police

Department other'
all .

police

Robbery 32% .31% 32%
Otherviolent ' 26% 27% 26%
Nonviolent property 31% 33% 32%
Victimless 25% 30% 25%
Other 34% 31% 34%
All offenses , 29% 31% 30%

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).
. Note: The convictions refer to the cases in which the arrest was inade in 1974: many of

these convictions occurred in 1975.
"Includes U.S. Park police, U.S. Capitol Police, Executive Protective Service, priyate
security guards, affiliation not recorded, other. .-

solved as convicti6ns. Exhibit 3.2 shows the conviction rates for the
1974 arrests described above, again by major crime group and by
whether or not the officer was a member of the MPD. We see that the
conviction rates for the arrests made by MPD officers are basically simi-
lar to those for the arrests made by other officers.

r
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TANGIBLE EVIDENCE AND WITNESSES

With few exceptions, the success of an arrest in co rt depends most
crucially on the stkength of the evidence that the arres ing police officer
manages ts bring tZ the prosecutor. As noted in the ding chapter,
prpbable clause that a crime was commitked and that the arrestee com-
mitted it must be established early iri the Court proce§s. Both issues are
determined invariably on the basis of the -eyidence obtained by the
police. All evidence; however, is not the same.( Accordingly, it is useful
to analyze howspecific types of evidence liiaught by the police influ-
ence court outcome's.

The evidence in ditiminal cases is of-two basic types: tangible and tes-
timonial. We focus in this section on the-ability of the MPD officers to
recover tangible evidence, such as stolen property and weapons, and to
secure witnesses, by major crime group,' We also examine the im-
portance of tangible evidence and witnesses to the successful prosecu-
tion of arrests in each offense group. We begin with one of the most
fearsome of all. crimes robbery.,

Robbery
.

The Metropolitan Police Departmept brought more than 1,700 rob- ,
bery arrests to the Superior Court in 1974. The data indicate -that the
MPD recovered tangible evidence in halfof these arrests, and secured at
least two lay witnesses in 48 percent of-them:

Exhibit 3.3 compares these numbers with corresponding ones for the
other offense groups. Note that the police tended more often to secure at
least two lay witnesss in arrests for robbery than in arrests for any of the
other offense groups.

EXHIBIT 3.3

OBTAINING TANGIBLE EVIDikE AND WITNESSES,
BY CRIME GROUP

'(MPD ARRESTS. 1974)

'Crime group

(

Number
of

arrests

Percentage of arrests in which:

'tangible
evidence

was
recovered

at least
'two lay

witnesses
were obtained

Robbery ° 1,745 50% 48r4
Other violent 2,801 32'4 39'.'ii
Nonviolent property 5,189 65'4 36'4
Victimless 3,178 631, 2'4
Other 1,952 55(4. "P'I;'

All offenses 14,865 55r2i 27','i

Source' Prosecutor's Management Information Systey6 (PROWS).

What' gives special meaning tohese numbers is that the conviction
rate for the robbery arrests in which tangible evidencevwas recovered, as
well as that for arrests in which two or more lay witness were secured,

4



24 What appens_After Arrest?

is significantly higher titian in other robbery arresls. This can be seen in
.34 Exhibit 3.4: the number of convictions per 100 robbery arrests was 60

percent higher when tangible evidence was recovered than when it was
not, and it was more than 40 percent higher when the MPD secured at
least two layi4nesses,ttian when they did not. Similar results are ob-
tained Under the application of more rigorous statistical techniques,
such as those reported in Appendix B.'

EXHIBIT 3.4

40NVIC FION RA-I ES, BY STRF,NGTH OP Evipt-Nct,
AND VICTIM7ARRESTEE RELATIONSHIP

MPD ROBBERY ARRESTS, 1974)

Category

MI MPD robbery iiirrests:

Number
of

arrests

Convictions
per 100
arrests

32

Tang, e ev vered 880.

Not- Bible e 86S 25
0

Two or more lay witnesses 830
Fewer than two lay witnesses 915 27

Stranger-to-stranger 1,139 If 34

Other'' 606 30

Source; Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROM'S).
"Difference is significant at .01.
"Includes-arrests in which the relationship wasnot recorded.

Also evidpnt in Exhibit 3.4 is th.. aiding that convFetion are more
likely to occur iet,MPD robbc- Frei* when the victim did not know his
or her assailant prior to Ailiocturrence of the offense.' More can be

'learned about thiS resiN Irn,ity zing the codes used by the prosecUtor
to indicate his reason(s) r- rejecting arrests at the time of initial screen-S.
ing and for dismissing them after having accepted them at screening. We
find that 205 of the 1,745 MPD robbery arrests made in 1974 were re-
jected or dismissed by the prosecutor due to some sort of witness prob-
h in.4 Specific faCtors cited by the prosecutyr include the following: wit-
ness failed to appear, witness-appeared but signed a statement indicating
unwillingness to cooperate, witness gave garbled or inconsistent tes-
timony, and witness indicated reluctance to testify. Of particular rele-
vance is the fact that 9 percent of all stranger-to-stranger robbery arrests
made by the MPD in 1974 were rejected or dismissed due to a witness
problem, while 17 percent of all her robbery arrests made by the MPD
in 1974 were dropped by the r0;secutor with the indication of a witness
problem. When the 205 cases dropped due to witness problems are ig-
nored, the differen- en the conviction rate for stranger-to-
stranger robbery ai that for other robbery arrests is consid-
erably smaller. Hencek, .attribute much of the diffefence between the
conviction -rate for sti'Vhger-to-stranger robbery arrests and for other
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robbery arrests to testimony problems that are unique to nonstranger
arrests.'

Further insight into testimony problems that cause robbery arrests to
fail in court can be obtained, by examining the extent to which the prose-
cutor's rejecting or dismissing a robbery case and indicating a witness
problem as the reason is related to the number of witnesses cited by the
police. Recall that at least two witnesses were cited in 48 percent of all
robbery arrests (Exhibits 3.3 and 3.4). We find that only 7 percent of
these cases were dropped due to a witness problem, while 16 percent of
the robbery cases with fewer than two witnesses were so dropped.

'These difference are especially great in the stranger=to-stranger rob-
bery category: rejectionsAle to Witness problems are more than twice as
likely to occur in arrests with fewer than two witnesses than they are in
arrests with at least two witnesses. Hence to the extent that the police
hate control over the number of witnesses secured at the time of arrest,
it appears that "the prospects of conviction are -enhanced considerably
when the police manage to bring more witnesses to court, especially in
stranger-to-stranger robbery episodes.

Violent Offenses Other than Robbery
In 1974 the MPD made ,801 arrests for violent offenses other than

robbery: homicide, sexual assault, aggravated assault, and simple as-
sault'. We saw in exhibit 3.3 ttiat witnesses were less often secured in
arrests for this group of offenses than in arrests for robbery, and that
tangible evidence was less often recovered in these arrests. Exhibit 3.5
elaborates on these findings, indicating lower rates of obtaining kith
tangible evidence and witnesses in each of the violent crime categories
than for robbery.

EXHIBIT 3.5

, \ININ(, 1 :\Nu I I N( \NI, N I SSP, IN ARRI NI N OR V10114, I ()I NSF N

011.1E R I ITAN ROBlik
NIP1) ARRESTS, 1974)

-
Percentage of arreq.., in which:

at lea,(
tangible two la}

Ntim her e. idence
vere

Oftem,e arre,h, leco eyed ohtailled

Hoinicide

Se \nal it,,,ollt

'At,

T18

9,.;

IT';

21';

-IS' ;

\ggia-ited ,1,,,,n1lt I.6-12 -4-'; 40';

Simple ;e,,,,iillt s-,, 12'; ;8';

2..801 12'; 19';
7

Source: Pro,,ectitoi Management Intormation System iPRO11S1
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26 ,What Happes Ater Arrest?

The differences in the rates at which the police obtained tangible evi-
dence and witnesses from One violent offense category to another are
substantial. Homicide has low rates of both.6 Tangible evidence was
recovered at a particularly high rate in arrests for aggravated assault, a
crime that usually involves a weapon. And at least two witnesses were
secured in 45 percent of all arrests for sexuakassault, which is a higher
rate than for any violent offense other than ffibbery; in sexual assaults
involving no witnesses other than. the victim, the arresit was, evide'ntly,
often not made, perhaps in many cases because the victim did not call for
the police. ,

As in robbery cases, we find that conviction tends, to be substantially
more likely when tangible evidence is recovered and when at least two
witnesses are cited on the police reports brought to the prosecutor. Ex-
hibits 3.6 and 3.7 display these effects by specific violent crime category.

EXHIBIT 3.6

CONVICTION RATES IN ARRESTS FOR VIOLENT OFFENSES OTHER THAN ROBBERY:BY
RECOVERY OF TANGIBLE EVIDENCE

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

Offense

Tangible
-,evidence
recovered

No tangible
.evidence
recovered Total

Haancide:
Conviction rat* 42% 44%
Arrests 1-1 214 236

Sbkual assault:
Conviction rate 38% 24% 26%
Arrests 32 316 348

Aggravated assault:
Conviction rate 128% 20%1' 24%
Arrests 767 875' 1,642

Simple assault:
Conviction rate 41% 23% 25%
Arrests 71 504 575

Total:
Conviction rate [30% 24%18 26'
Arrests 892 1,909 2,801

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).
Difference significant at .01.

Conv,iction rates in violent offenses differ also according to the rela-,
tionship,between the victim and arrestee, as we observed for robbery in
Exhibit 3.4. These differences are shown by category of violent offense
in Exhibit 3.8. Nbte that conviction rates in stranger-to-stranger violent
offenses other than robbery are, on the whole, nearly twice_as-large,as
they are in intrafamily violent episodes, and they are significantly larger
than those for the aggregate of all nonstranger violent offenses other

1
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EXHIBIT 3.7
CONVICTION RATES IN ARRESTS FOR VIOLENT OFFENSES OTH,ER THAN ROBBERY, BY

NUMBER OF WITNESSES
(MPg ARRESTS, 1974)

Offense

Two o
more lay
witnesses

Fewer an
two la

witnesses Total

Homicide:
Conviction rate 54% 41% 44%
Arrests 50 186 ,236

Sexual assault:
Conviction rate 135% 18%r 26%
Arrests 155 193 348

Aggravatedassault:
Conviction rate 138% 15%1 24%
Arrests 663 979 1,642

Simple assault:
Conviction rate 25%140% I69 a

Arrests 219 356 . 575
Total:

Convictton rate 139% 18%4 26%
Arrests 1,087 1,7.14 2,801

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).
' 'Difference significant at .01.

EXHIBIT 3.8

. CONVICTION RATES IN ARRESTS FOR VIOLENT &FFENSES OTHER THAN ROBBERY, BY
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VICTIM AND ARRESTEE

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

Offense Strangers Intrafamily Other' Total

Homicide:
t Conviction rate

Arrests

. Sexual assault:
Conviction rate 27%

. Arrests 148

41% 18% 46% 44%
24 134 236

Aggravated assault:
C Imviction rate irp,
Arrests 392 239 1,011 1.642

21% 25% 26%
29 171 348

18%" 23% 24%

-Simple assault:
Conviction rate 31%'' 8%" 26q 25%
Arrests 190 73 312 575

Total:
Conviction rate 3I%" 17%" 26% 26%
Arrests 808 365 1.628 2.801

Source: Prosecutors Management Information System (PROMIS).
'Includes arrests in which the relationship was not recorded.
"Difference from all other victim-arrestee relationship categories combined is significant at
.01.
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28 What Happens- After Arrest?

than robbery. This suggests,,as with robbery, that arrests for 'Violent
offenses involving strangers are less likely to have testimony problems
than are violent offenses involving acquair ces or members of the
same family. ..

The existence of testimony problems in violent offenses' involving
nonstrangers is revealed m e explicitly in Exhibit 3.9. We see that ar-
rests involving violent offen es other, than robbery are much. less likely
to be rejected or subseque y dismissed by the prosecutor due to a wit-
ness problem when the victim did not know his or her assailant and, as
before, when the police secured at least two witnesses at the time of the
arrest.

4 i EXHIBIT 3.9 , /I
ARRESTS FOR VIOLENT OFFENSES OTHER THAN ROBBERY, REJECTED BY THE

PROSECUTOR DUE TO WITNESS. PROBLEMS, BY RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VICTIM AND
ARRESTEE AND NUMBER OF WITNESSES

.(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

Category Strangers Family Other'
Fewer than two witnesses: /

i

Witness-related rejections 96 123 332
Arrests 455 252 1,007
Rejection rate 21%" 49%" 33%

At least two witnesses:

Witness-related rejections 42 34 125
Arrests 353. 113 621
Rejection rate 12%" 3(%/'' 20%

All violent offenses other
than robbery:

Witness-related rejections 138 157 457
Arrests 808 365 1,628
Rejection rate 43%1' 28%

Total

,... .

551
1,714

, 20t
1,087

Wifd

752 .
2,801

27%

Source; Prosecutor's Management information System (PROM1S).
"Includes arrests in which the relationship was not recorded.
'Difference from all oth'er victim-arrestee relationship categories combined is significant at
.01.

' Difference is significant at .01.

Nonviolent Property Offenses
More arrests were made for property offenses than for any of the other

crime groups, as was shown in Exhibit 3.1. We reported also that while
tangible evidence was recovered in nearly two-thirds'of these cases, and
two or more witnesses in more than a third, nearly 70 percent of the
arrestees were not convicted. We now look behind these numbers, start-
ing with an examination of specific property offen,se categories--.-
larceny, burglary, unlawful entry, and other.

As we have seen before, substantiaj differences emerge between
specific crime categories within the largEr crime group. This can be seen
in Exhibit 3.10. Tangible evidence was recovered in as'many as 85 per-
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EXHIBIT 3.10
r

OBTAINING TAN0IBLE EVIDENCE AND WI I NESSES IN NONVIOLENT PROPERTY
OFFENSES .

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

Percentage of arrests in which:

I

Offense

N)Kiher
pf
rests

tangible
evidence

was
recovered

at leasi
two lay

witnesses,'
tttere

obilained

Larceny 2,185 1(41;'i 28%

Burglary 1,432 547E 46%

Breaking and entering .326 8% 17%

.

Othera 1,246 57(ii 41%

Total 5,189 65r7i 36%

Source: Prosecutor's Management Informati,
Includes auto theft, property destrNtion, folgc;

4

EXHIt,

t-rii (PROMIS).
I ,aid embezzlemeni

.CONVIC-I ION RA I Es lq.ARRE ,fli NONV101 I , I PROPER!), OFFENSES, BY RECOVERY
... , \ NGIBLE 1-VIDENCE $

INIP1)-rtRESIS, 19741

Offense

fungible No tangible
evidence evidence
recovered recovered Total

Larceny:
Conviction rate
Arrests

Burglary:

31%,
2,185

33% 21%
1,860 325

Conviction rate 147% 34041 41%
Arrests 769 663 1,432

Breaking and entering:
Conviction rate I ; 15'4'
Arrests 2s 110

Other,''
Conviction late 24c4
Arrests

total:

S42 1,246

Conviction rate 134,' 25%1 31';
Arrests 1,158 1,831 5,189

Source: Prosecutor M.Aigement lam S\ stern il'R0111ti1
"Difference is significant at .01
Includes auto theft, propert destruction,forger Irina!, amt einhe//lement,

c;
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EXHIBIT 3.12

What Happens After Arrest?

GONVIrTION RATES F OR ONVIOLENT PROPERTY OFFENSES, BY NUMBER OF
WITNESSES

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

Offense

Two or
more lay
witnesses

Fewer than
two lay

witnesses . Total

Larceny:
Conviction rate 139% 28%1 ,31%
Arrests 613 1,572 2,185

Burglary:
Conviction rate
Arrests

145% 38%1 41%
1,432665 767

Breaking and entering:
Conviction rate 134% 11%1' 15%
Arrests 56 270 326

Other'
Conviction rate
Arrests

Total:
--DC rate

Arrests

136%
513 733

40% 26%
1,847 , 3,342

24%
1,246

31%
.5,189

Source: Prosecutor's,Manage'imenr Information System (PROMIS).
'Difference-is significant at .01.4
'Includes auto theft, property detpction, forgery, fraud, and embezzlement.

cent, of all larceny arrests, and as few as 8 percent of all arrests.for break-
/ leg and entering. At least two lay witnesses weie obtained at a rate

nearly three times as high in burglary fenses as in the crime of unlawful
entry.

And as with robbery and other violent offenses, the data support a
common sense notionthat tangible evidence and witnesses obtained
by the police profoundly influence the outcomes of arrests in court. This
can be seen in Exhibits 3.11 and 3.12. The conviction rate was signifi-
carttly higherin arrests made in 1974 for nonviolent property offenses
when tangible evidencein this case, stolen propertywas recovered,
with particularly sharp differences in larcenies and burglaries. The
probability of conviction was 40 percent when two or more witnesses
were obtained in arrests for nonviolent property crime, and only 26 per-
cent when feiter than two witnesses were obtained.

With regar to the effect of the relationship between the victim and
arrestee on e conviction rates, Exhibit 3.13 reveals, again, that arrests
in strange -to-stranger episodes have higher conviction'rates than other
arrests, although the difference is considerably smaller here, for the
property' offenses, than for the violent offense categories (Exhibit 3.8).

Victimless and Other Offenses
The remaining offenses, while generally regarded as less serious than

those discussed above, are nonetheless important, if only bectuse they
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EXH1 dr 3.13

CONVICTION RATES FOR NONVIOLENT PROPERTY OFFENSES, BY STRANGER AND
NONSTRANGER EPISODES

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

Offense
Stranger
episodes Other" Total

Larceny:
Conviction .rate
Arrests

Burglary:

33%
1.110

29e%

1.075
3 lc/

2.185

Convicti9fi rate 44%- 39% 41%
Arrests ' 603 829 1;432

Breaki g and entering:
Colivictiori rate 136 15% 15%
Arrests 106 220 326

It, Other:''
Conviction rate 23% 24%
Arrests 607 639 1.246

Tr;tal: "4"-m

Conviction rate 133% 30%1 31%
Arrests 2,426 2,763 5.189

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information SysterrINPROMIS).
"Includes arrests in which the relationship was not recorded.
"Includes auto theft. property destruction. forgery. fraud. and embezzlement.
`Difference is significant at .01.

EXHIBIT 3.14

ANGIBLE EVIDENCE. WITNESSES, AND CONVICTION RATES IN VICTIMLESS AND
MISCELLANEOUS OFFENSES

(MPD ARRESTS. 19741

Percentage of offenses in which:

r Crime group

Number
of

arrests

tangible
evidence

was
recovered

at least
two lay

witne,sses
Wire

obtained

arrestee
was

convicted

Victimless:
Sex 894 3% (ri 23'4
Drugs 1,968 88,4 3% 24'4
Gambling 316 80,'? (Y'; 31";

Miscellaneous:
Weapons 968 90',; 8'; 49c;
Fugitivity 710 8% 2'4 18%
Other 274 51% 19% 22'4

_Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS1.
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constituted more than a third of the wrests made in.the District of Co-
lumbia in 1974. Exhibit.3.14,displays the number of arrests in each of the
remaininismajor offense categories, the extent to 'Which tangibl evi-
dence and witnesses were obtained, and the conviction rate in ea he We
'find tangible evidence recovered in a large proportion of the arr stsifor
illegal drugs, gambling, and weapon offenses: two or more wi nesses
were rarely needed in most of the offenses shoZti.7

DELAY IN APPREHENSION
.trt=-

A potentially important determinant of the success of police opera-
tions is the amount of time that elapes between the offense and the
arrest. It seems reasonable to expect that rapid police response to an
immediately made call for service would increase the chances of arrest-
ing the offender, recovering. tangible evidence, and securing eyewit-
nesses, and thus would increase the likelihood that the offender, if ar-
rested, would be convicted. This expectation is reflected-in a report of a
national commission that sought ways of improving polioe productivity:

There is no definitive relationship between response time and,de-,
terrencei bUt professional judgment and logic do suggest that the
two are related in a strong enough manner to make more rapid re-
sponse important!'

-

A more recent Police Foundation study of police response time was
less optimistic:

In conclusion, the usefulness of manipulating factors that affect
response time must be judged in light of the apparently limited-con-

s sequences of response time. Further police efforts to reduce re-
sponse time would be costly, and the benefits might be only margi-
nal.`'
Since the da i described in Chapter 1 contain information about the

time of the offense and the time of the arrest, we have an opportunity to
shed additional light on the delay question. Specifically, we can examine
the manner in which the delay in apprehension varies by crime group,
and we can analyze the effects of these delays on both the evidence
obtained and the convictability of the arrests brought to the prosecutor
An Overview of Delay

The delay in apprehension tends to be longest in robberies, with less
than half of all arrests made within 30 minutes of the Offense (see Exhibit
3..15). Violent offenses other than robbery are next, with less than 60
percent of the ,arrests made within 30 minutes of the offense. That the
delay tends to be longer in the violent offenses than in the nonviolent
pr6perty offenses appears to be due primarily to a greater tendency for
the offense and arrest times to coincidesin nonviolent property crimes
than in violent crimes: when these on-the-313.ot arrests are ignored, the
time distributions of.delay for violent and property crimes are quite simi-
Ifir. Delay tends to be shortest of all, to no surprise, in the victimless
crimegroup. Both thearrest and offense usually occur simultaneously.

In short, wgee that these crime groups are generally quite dissimilar
from one anoth le--asregards delay, which attests to the importance of
analyzing them separately.
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EXHIBIT 3.15

ELAPSED TIME FROM OFFENSE TO ARREST, BY CRIME GROUP
(MPD ARRESTS. 1974)

Number . .
I of Peccivitage of arrests V

arrests in which
with Percenlage /3

tapprehension
Wits within:

. recorded or -
offense previowf 5 30,-1-.. 24

and column minutes minutest hours
arrest with of ' of of

Crime group times no delay offense" offepse" offense"
Robbery 1,680 6% 20%

Other violent 2,697 14% 28%,

Nonviolent property 4,787 23%

Victimless 3.116 56%

Other 1,668 49%

All offenses 13,948" 30%

45% 77%

86%

11$1%

58%.

42% 69%.

' 85%. 96% 99%

68% 80% 91%

49% 71% 89%

Source: Prosecutor's ManagementinforrThation System (Pgomis).
jIncludes previous column.
"Ninety-four percent of all MPD arrests recorded in the data.

The five delay categories used hereno delay, I to 5 minutes between
',-jtoffense and the arrest, 6 to 30 minutes, 31 miwtes to 24 hours, and

more than 24 hourshave been constructed to reflect five fairly distibct
police response situation's. The no-delay category reflects the arrest in
which the police see the offense as it occurs. The next two categorieg are
intended primarily to reflect Jesponses to calls for service, with the
Ilto-5-minute delay categbry a product of a rapid police response to an
immediately made call', and the 6-to-30-minute delay category a product
of the more common situation in which the call is not made promptly or
the police do not arrive immediately, or both, The last two categories are
designed to reflect situations' in which barriers impede the rapid ap-
prehension of the suspect-,--barriers such as long delays between the
offense and the call for service, and difficulties in locating the arrestee.
While the 30-minute-to-24-hour category is likely to contain a mix of
arrests by patrol personnel and investigators, the over-24-hour category
is likely to consist predominantly of arrests that follow investigation.
Robbery /

We saw in Exhibit 3.15 that the delay from offense to arrest tends to be
longer for robbery than for other offenses. Robbery arrests are rarely
made on the spot and, quite often, are made more than 24 hours after the
offense. That nearly one-fourth of all MPD robbery arrests made in 1974
were in this latter delay category may indicate that criminal investigation
plays an important role in robbery episodes. The arrests made after 24
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hours may well have resulted primarily from routine police procedures
rather than the sort of ingenuity around which popular detective novels;
have been written.° In any event, We find that 232 of the 380 robbery
arrests made more than 24 hours after the offense were recorded as
stranger-to-stranger episodes, which are inherently more difficult to
solve than those in which identification is not a serious problem) '

Of particular importance is the question: Does apprehension delay in
robbery episodes hinder -the conviction of those arrests? We can shed
some light on this question by examining the conviction rates in robbery
arrests by delay category. Having found higher conviction rates in
stranger-to-stranger robbery arrests, as shown in Exhibit 3.4, and be-
cause of results reported in Appendix B, we stratify this analysis of delay
and conviction rates by stranger-to-stranger and other robbery arrests.
These results are displayed in Exhib*C3.16 We combine the first two;'
delay categories shown in Exhibit 3.15Were because of the small number
of stranger-to-stranger robbery arrests made on the spot.

J
EXHIBIT 3.16

CONVICTION RATES IN ROBBERY ARRESTS, BY ELAPSED TIME AND WHETHER A
STRANGER-TO-STRANGER OFFENSE

(MN) ARRESTS, 1974)

Victim-arrestee
relationship

Elapsed time from offense to arrest;

All MPD
robbery
arrests

0 to 5
minutes

6 to 30
minutes

1/2 hour
to

24 hours

more
than

24 hours

Stranger -to- stranger:
Conviction rate I 43Y 37% 32% 23% I 34%
Arrests 230 304 330 232 1,096

Other' robbery arrests:
ConvictiOn rate 29% 34% 27% 30% 30%
Arrests 113 114 209 148 584

All robbery arrests:
Conviction rate 38% 36% 30% 26% 32%
Arrests 343 418 539 380 1,680

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMISt
includes arrests in which the relationsbill was not recorded.

In stranger-to-stranger-robberies, we find a sharp aq,ct steady decline
in the conviction rate as the span of time between the offense and the
arrest increases: the arrestee was convicted in 43 percent of the cases in
which the arrest was made within 5 minutes of the offense, and in only 23
percent of the cases in which the arrest followed the offense by more ,

than 24 hours. The time-spar? between offense and arrest does not ap-
pear to influence conviction rates in nonstranger robbery arrests in the
strong, systematic manner that is generally revealed for the stranger-to-
stranger group. This may be partly due to the possibility that
nonstranger robbery arrests made after a long delay are not as likely
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be based on a questionable identification of the suspect as are other rob-
bery arrests made-after a long delay.

We can obtain further insight into the value of prompt apprehension in
stranger-to-stranger robbery arrests by eXamining.the ability of the
police to obtain evidence as a result of rapid arrest.: Exhibit 3.17 shows
the rates 'at which tangible evidence was recovered and witnesses were
secured in these arrests, by delay category.

EXHIBIT 3.17

RATES AT WHICH TANGIBLE EVIDENCE WAS RECOVERED, WITNESSES WERE
OBTAINED, AND.ARRES.uo. WERE: CONVICTED IN STRANGER-TO- STRANGER ROBBERY

ARRESTS, BY gl.APSEO TIME
(MPD moisTs, 19741

48-

MEI) stranger-to-
'stranger robbery arrests

,
Elapsed time from offense to arrest:''

-1/2 hour more
0 to 5 . 6 to 30 to than

minutes minutes 24 hours 24 hours

All MPD
st ranger-

to:stranger
robbery
arrests

TaAgible evidence
was recovered

....1.1ko.or more wine(ses
. were obtained

Arrestee was conviiited

_Number of MPD stranger-
to-stranger robbery kirrg.sts1.

FrIT(Y- 63% 49% 31% I 53%

49%'

34%

1,096

I 42%4 JO% 51% 51% 1

43%

230

37%.

304

32% -

330 ;

'23Ci

232

Source: 4Management Information,SystZm (PROMIS).

Note thavan'gible evidence was substantially more likely to be recov-
ered in stranger-tntranger robbery episodes when the arrest follo0./ed
promptly after the :offfnse. This is surely to be expected. This would
appear also to explain; at least in part, why conviction is'more likely in
thOse episodes when the arrest is made promptly after, the offense.

At the same time, however, the differences we find in both conviction
rates and tangible evidence recovery rates, ,between the less-than-6-
minuteg-and the 6-to-30-minutes categories, may not be sufficiently large
to warrant the costly measures that may be necessary to reduce re-
sponse time in this range significantly.

To our initial surprise, the likelihdod of having at least two witnesses
vas somewhat less when the stranger-to-stranger robbery arrest was

made within 5 minutes after the offense (42, percent') than when i.t was not
(51, percent). One plausible explanation- for this is that arrests made
within 5 minutes of the offense tend to be made because a police officer
happened to be nearby, whereas those arrests made more than 5 minutes
after the offense tend more often to he made, precisely tit cause more
than one person witnessed the crime.
*The support of witnesses in robbery arrests made after some delay is
indicated in other ways as well. We find that witness problems, of the
sort described earlier in this chapter, are considerably less likely to
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.;

'occur in robbery cases in which the arrest followed the offense after a
relatively long delay. This can be seen in Exhibit-3.18: VVItness problems
Are more than twice as like)/ to occur in robbery arrests made within 24
-hours after the offense than -they are when the,arrest is made after a
24-hour delay. This is true in spite of the fact Chat cases with fonger"delay
in apprehension tend to be less convictable, -as shown in 'Exhibits 3.16
and 3.17.
Violent Offenses Other than Robbery

t

Arrests for violent offenses other than ridlbery=including,Oomicide,
rape, aggravated assault,-and simple assaylttend-tp be made sooner
after the offense than arrests for robbery, but after a longer delay than
for other offenses. This was 'shown in Exhibit 3.15:

EXHIBIT 3.18
o.

, RO ERY ARRESTS REJECTED OR DISMISSED DUE TO WITNESS PROBLEMS, BY ELAPSED
TIME AND WHETHER A STRANGER-TO-STRANGER OFFENSE

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

Victim-arrestee
relaOionship

Elapsed time from offense to arrest:

7`, 1/2 hour more All MPD
0 t8,5 6 to 30 to than robbery

minutes minutes 24 hoiirs 24 houtk arrests

Stranger-to-stranger robbery rrests: ,
Witness t?robtems 22 35 31
Arrests . 230 304 330
Witness problem rate 10% -12%5 9%'

Other robbery arrests: (
Witness problems 24 27 37
Arrests 113 114 209 J
Witnys problem rate 27% 29% 20%

r
All robbery arrests: 0

Witness problems 44 .62 68
Arrests v 343 - 418 539 .

.Witness problem rate J' 13% *.15% 13%

1 99
232 1,096

5% 9%

14 102
148 584 a

10% 20%

25 . 201 "
380, 41%680

7% I ' 12%

T
,urce: Prosecutor's Management Infolmation System (PROMIS).

)
a ncludes arrest in which the relationship was not recorded.

,

Since violent offenses tend more often to be crimes of passion than do
those in the other offense. groups, it is well to examine apprehension
delay for this group by whether the offense was amranger-to-stranger,
intrafamily, or other type of episode. We see thihe results in Exhibit
3.19. Wind somewhat longer delays in apprehension in the intrafamily
categorfthan in the other categories, with the shortest delays in the
stranger-to-stranger category.

These results are consistent with the proposition that if the police are
to make an arrest at all in a vranger-to-stranger violent offense, it had
better be made fairly soon after the offense, or else it is not likely to be
made. In nonstranger violent crimes, the identification of ,the suspect
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5.,HIBIT 3.19
r

ELAPSED TIME IN VIOLENT CRIMES. OTHER THAN ROBBERY,' BY RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN VICTIM AND ARRESTEE

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

37

Number of
e r arrests . Percentage of offenses in which

.: I- with Percentage apprehension was within:
recorded of
offense previous . 5 30.

, and Icaktnin minutes minutes 24 hours
Victim-arrestee arrest with of bf of
yelationship, time , no delay offense" offense" 'ottense"

Strangers .

Intrafamily
Other'
All violent offenses
other than robbery

787

345

1,565

2,697

---1.4 -19%'

;5%
13%

14%

399

16%

26%

28% .

65%

52%

56%

58%

88%

86%

85%

86%

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).
:Includes hoirlicides, sexual assaults,,aggravated assaults and simple assaults.
"Includes previous column.
includes arrests in which the relationship,was not recorded.

tends not to be a problem, hence a higher pircentage of these arrests are
made five minutesorinore after the offense,

Conviction rates in arrests'for violent offenses other than robbery ap-
pear, at best, to be related erratically to the delay from offense to arrest,
even in the stranger-to:strangec'category. These results, are shown in
Exhibit 3.20. We do-not find that arrestees in violent offenses other than
robbe'ry are generally more likely to betonvicted_when4he arrest fot-
lows immediately after the offense; indeed, the highest conviction rates
are found for the arrests made more than 24 hours aftertlie offenge, The
findings for the strangers te)gory may indicate that some arrests de
within five minutes th offense. often' characterized by p ru of
events, could involve eith r mistaken identity or cases that are really
rionstranger episodes in hick the victim refused to acknowledge
knowing the arrested person.
-.The results oftExhibit 3.20 do not necessarily imply that prompt re-

sponse te calils for violent offenses.other, than robbery fails to increase
thelikehhooa.thal,the offender will be'Con_victed; the likelihood of con-
viction may in fact-be enhanced by prompt police response through an
increase in the likelihood of apprehension. Note that the conviction
rates we report are biased on 'arrests, not offenses.

Prompt arrest in violent offenses,other than robbery does appear to
influence the retrieval of tangible evidence, as can be observed in Exhib-
it 3.21. However, we do not find this effect, in combination with the
effect of tangible evidence on the likelihood of conviction (Exhibit 3.6).
to-constitute a sufficient force to.cause prompt arrest to be a substantial
influence on the conviction rates for violent offenses other than robbery
( Exhibit 3.20).

4
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EXHI BIT 3.20

What Happent After Arrest?

CONVICTION RATES IN ARRESTS FOR VIOLENT OFFENSES OTHER THAN ROBBERY,8BY
BLAPSkD TIME AND RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VICTIM AND ARRESTEE

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)
.t -

° V_ iCtim-arrestee
relationship

.

Elapsed time from offense to arrest:
All MPD
violent
offense
arrests
(except
robbery)

0 to 5
minutes'

i, 1

6 to 30 "
rninuies

1/2 hour
to

24 hitors

more
jhan

24 hours

Stranger-to-stranger:
COnviction rate
Arrests

1lntrafamily:
Conviction rate
Arrests

,
2y7;',

107
.

17%
54

36%
206 -

13%
125

31%
178:

16% .
116

38%
96

4%
50

31%
, ---r

787

---I-7%

345

Other: b
Conviction rate 27% 25% 25% 29% 26%
Arrests 400 469 466 230 1,565

All MPO violent
offense arrests
(except robbery):

Conviction rate 25% 26% 25% 32% 26%
Arrests 761 800 760 376 2,697

Source: Prosecutor's Management Infotitation System (?ROMIS).
alncludes homicides, sexual assaults, aggravated assaults, and simple assaults'.

z .
°Includes arrests in which the relationship was not'regordell. ,

4 EXHIBIT 3.21

RATES )4,441- WHICH TANGIBLE EVIDENCE WAS RECOVERED AN D.WITNESSES WERE
OBTAINED IN A RESTSF7..4y1±...ENT OFFENSES OTHER THAN ROBBERY,nBY ELAPSED

TIME
(*.k) ARRESTS, 4%74)

-Elapsed, time from offense to arrest: arrests
for violent

1/2 hour more offenses
Arrests for violent offenses 0 o 5 6 to 30 to than other than
(except*robbery) in which:: ml ntes minutes 24 heirs 24 hours robbery

Tatigible evidence 43% 23 10%1 32%_
was recovered

Two or incite witnesses DI% 42% 42% 44%r 39%
were obtained

Number of arrests
for violent offenses .

(except robbery)

761 800 760 376 2,697

Source: Prosecutor's Managemint InformationSystem (PROWS),
includes homicides, sexual assaults, aggravated assaults, and sirri'leisatilts.
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It can also be inferred &Om the results of Exhibit 3:21 that arrests
made after longer delays were frequently a product of the support of
,multiple witnesses.As with robbery (Exhibit 3.17), more witnesses tend
to be associated with cases in which the duration between offense and
arrest is longer. These results are also consistent with our finding that
the prosecytor is significantly less likely to reject or dismiss a case due to
a witness problem when the arrest follows the violent offense by at least
24 hours (22 percent) than when it follows the offense, by within 30 min-
utes (28 percent). This effect holds generally for each relationship group,
as shown in Exhibit 3.22.'2%.

Nonviolent Property Offenses
-Over half of all arrests for prOpertjr crimes other than robbery (dis-

cussed above) are made within 15 minutes of the offense (Exhibit 3.15).
Unlike many of the violent offenses, if the suspect in a nonviolent prop-
erty offense is not apprehended fairly quickly, it appears unlikely that an
arrest will be made at all. The victims of property crimes are less likely to
know the offender than are, the victims of crimes involving assault,

EXHIBIT'3 22
11*

ARRESTS FOR VIOLENT OFFENSES OTHER THAN ROBBERY,' REJECTED OR4DISMISSED
DUE TO WITNESS PROBLEMS, BY ELAPSED TIME. AND VICTIM-ARRESTEE

RELATIONSIIIP
(NIPD ARRESTS. 1974)

`Actuntifirre,tee
relationship

Stranger-to-stonger:
Witness probleati
Arrests -.
Witness.prohtem rate

-,.

Intrattmlikyl
Witness problems
Arrests
Witness problem .rate

Other'
Witness problems
Arrests
Witness problem rate

All MPI? k iolent
offense arrest,
(except robb..:ryi:

Witnes4 problem,
ArLel..

Elapsed time from offense to arrest:
All NiPb'
viotent
offense
arrests 1
lexcept
robbery)

134
787 .

17'7

.
.150

345
, 43'.;

_

1.'45(-4:.

28,,

74
..2.647

ct to 5
niPruites

aPs5
107

18'-;

,-;

54

43c;

M1
400
.25'",

179

761

h to 30
minute,

42
206
21r;

6.4

125
,51/.;

160

469
34';

V

,26fi
800

1,2 hour
to

24 hours

27 . 6'

178

15`,;,

.
44 ''-

111(.8),.;

127

466
27';

198

760

more
than

24 hours

10

9(')

lir;

19

50

38';

52i -.

110'."'
23';

SI
176

Witness problem rate .L 2-4"-; 33,', :16. 2'4 i(,;L 2
.

Source: Prosecutor's Manage ent Information System (PROMIS).
.... "Include, homicides. Sexual assaults. aggrAvated assaults. and -4 imple assaults.

'Includes arrests in which the relationship was not recorded.
i
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What Happens After Arrest?,

hence the police very often have little or no basis on which to apprehend
the thief or Vandal.

When an arrest for a.property offense is made after some delay, how
does this appear to affect the convictability of the arrest? Results are
given in Exhibit 3.23. Because the relationship between the victim and
arrestee tends to be less of a factor in property offenses than in the vio-
lent offenses (Exhibits 3.8,113, and Appendix B), we report results for
delay in property offenses without stratifying, by the relationship be-
tween the victim and the,arrestee, as before. We find the conviction rate
to be significantly higher when arrests for larceny and butglary follow
quickly after their commission. This result is at least partly explained by
a related finding: the rate at which tangible evidence is recovered in
arrests for nonviolent property offenses declines steadily as the ap-
prehension-delay grows, muchias we observed with robbery and other
violent crimes (Exhibits 3.17 and 3.21). These results are shown in Ex-
hibit 3.24.

EXHIBIT 3.23 41

CONVICTION RATES IN ARRESTS FOR NONVIOLENT PROPERTY OFFENSES, BY ELAPSED
TIME,

(MIT ARRESTS, 074)

Elapsed time from offense to arrest:

1/2 hour more
Oto 5 6 to 30 to than

Offense minutes .. minutes 24 hours 24 hours Total
Larceny: Ai".

Conviction rate 1 34% 30% 29% 26 %l 31%
rrests 991 545 338 179 2,053

s Bgr ary:
Conviction rate . 42%143% 45% '40% 38%1
Arrests 360 405 395 222 1,3.82

Breaking and entering:
Conviction rate 13% 17% 14% 0'15%

ti Arrests 197 86 36 3 322

Other:"
Conviction rate 24% 24% 21% 27% 24%
Arrests, i 450 266 198 . 116 1,030

Source: PilOsecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).
'Includes auto the property destruction, forgery, fraud. and embezzlement.

As we reported earlier, when arrests are made after some time has
elapsed following the-offense, the arrest appears often to be a product of
the assistance of additional witnesses. The results of Exhibit 3.24
provide a further indication of this. It is noteworthy, however, that the
rate at which arrests are rejected or later dismissed by the prosecutor
due to witness problems is unrelated to the delay, between offense and
arrest. This differs from our findings for violent-offenses, as can be seen
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by comparing the results reported in Exhibit 3.25 with those in Exhibits
3.18 and 3.22. Note also that wetness probtems are generally less likely to
follow a.property offense than they are a violent offense (Exhibits 3.22
and 3.25).,

EXHIBIT 3.24

HATES, AT WHICH TANGIBLE IDEIstE WAS RECOVERED, WITNESSES WERE
OBTAINED, AND ARRESTEES WE CONVICTED IN AliiikSTS FOR NONVIOLENT

PROPERTY OFFE SES,' BY ELAPSED TIME
(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

MPD arrests for
nonviolent property
offenses in which:

Elapsed time from offense to arrest: All MPD
arrests for
nonviolent
property
offenses

0 to 5
minutes

6 to. 30
minutes

1/2 hour
to

24 hoUrs

mose

24 hours r,

Tangible evidence
was recovered

1 71% 3A6% 62% 54%1 66%

Two dr more witnesses
were obtained

1 25% 37% 46% 43%1 35%

Arrestee was convicted 31% 32% 319 31% 31%

Number of MPD
arrests fol- nonviolent
property offenses

1,998 1,302 520, 4,787

Source: Prosecutoq Management Information Sy iem (PROMIS).
includes larceny, burglary, unlawful entry, auto t eft, property destruction, forgery,
fraud, and embezzlement.

EXHIBIT 3.25

ARRESTS FOR NONVIOLENT PROPERTY OFFENSES," REJECTED OR DISMISSED DUE TO
WITNESS PgOBLEMS, BY ELAPSED TIME

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

All MPD
Elapsed time from offense to arrest: arrests

for ,
1/2 hour more nonviolent,

0 to 5 6 to 30 to than property
minutes minutes 24 hours 24 hours offenses

Rejections and
dismissals due to
witness problems

Arrests

Rate of rejection
dtle to witness
problems

228 145 115 64 552

1,998 1,302 967 520 4,787

11% 1I% 12% 12% 12%

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).
'Includes larceny, burglary, unlawful entry, auto theft, property destruction, forgery,
fraud, and embezzlement.
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EXHIBIT 3.26

CONVICTION RATES IN ARRESTS FOR VICTIMLESS AND MISCELLANEOUS CRIMES, BY
%LAPSED TIME

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)

Ctime group

Elapsed time from offense to arrest:

Total
0 to 5

minutes
6 to 30
minutes

1/2 hour
to

24 hours

more
than

24 hours

Victimless:
Conviction rate 25% 23% 23% 28% 25%.
Arrests 2,640 346 84 46 3,116

Miscellaneous
Conviction rate 41% 134% 21% 24% 37%.
Arrests 1,127 210 - 179 152 1,668 .

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).
'Includes offenses for illegal possession of a weapon, bail violations and other forms of '
fugitivity, and various infrequently committed offenses.

Victimless and Miscellaneous Offenses

In the remaining Offeni roups, delay tends to be less of an issue thari
for the violent and property o nses. In t e victimless group, as in the
category of illegal possession of we , the offense and arrest times
usually coincide.

..When there is some delay in ese offenses, we do not find the convic-'
tion rate to be influenced one ay or the other. These results are shown
in Exhibit 3.26.

SUMMARY OF FINDINID POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The findings of this chapter are likely to confirm what many informed

observers of the criminal justice system alyeady know. Certainly, they
41, suggest some responses to tbe ituestion: Reiardirig the characteristics of

the arrest itself, why do so many arrests fail in coiirt?-
We find that the arrests that wash outf the court teed to be supported

by less evidence at the time the ease is brouglired the prosecutor than
those that end in conviction. When tangible evidence, such as stolen
property and weapons, is recovered by the police, the nuniberof convic-
tions per 100 arrests is 60 percent higher in robberies (Exhibit 3.4), 25
percent higher in Other violent crimes (Exhibit 3.6), and 3 ercent
higher in nonviolent property offenses (Exhibit 3.11). When the
bring to the prosecutor arrests with more witnesses, the probability o
conviction is also substfintially higher, both.forthe violent and property
crimes (Exhibits 3.4, 3.70, and 3.12).

Recovery.of tangible evidence' wal not reported in more than two-
thirds of all arrests for violent offenses, half of all arrests for robbery,
and one-third of all arrests for nonviolent property offenses (Exihibit
3.3). In most of the arrests for each of these three crime groupsaewer
than two witnesses were reported by the police (Exhibit 3.3).
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Related to the role of witnesses is our fincrig that a conviction was
otmuch more likely to occ r in an arrest in which the victim and arrestee

did not know one anot r priorto the occurrence of/he offense. This
holds for robberies, other vi crimes,.aud nonviolent property pf-
fenses (Exhibits 3.4, 3.8, andlt). A deeper insight iato this result can
be'obtained by examining the rate at which the prosfcutor rejected or
dismissed cases due to witness problems; we find the rate of rejection
due specifically fo witness probtems, such as failureto appear in court,
to be substantially higher for offenses that were not recorded as
stranger-to-stranger episodes (Exhibit 3.9).

We find that another feature of the arrest influences the likelihood that
the arrestee will be convictedthe length of the delay between the time
of the offense and the time of the arrest. We find this delay to be longest
in robberies, with 55 percent of the arrests made more than 30 minutes
after the offense. The conviction rate for robbery arrestsespecially the

iktranger-to-stranger arrestsdeclines steadily as the delay grows
\ longer. In stranger-to-stranger robbery episodes, 40 percent of all per- - ,

sons arrested within 30 minutes'of the offense were convicted; for the '
suspects apprehended between 0 minutes and 24 hours after.fheoccur-
rence of the offense, the conviction rate was 32 percent; for arrests that
followed the occurrence of the crime by at least 24 hours, the conviction
rate was only 23 percent (Exhibit 3.16). This pattern is also apparent in
arrests for larceny and burglary (Exhibit 3.23), but not in arrests for
other offense categories (Exhibits 3.20 and 3.23).

To the extent that arrest promptness does increase the 'convictiorke-
rate, it appears to do so largely out of the enhanced ability of the police to
recover 'tangible evidence when -th6 delay 'is short. In stranger-to-
stranger robbery episodes, recovery of evidence is more than twice as
likely when the arrest is made within 30 minutes of the occurrence of the
offense than when it is made at least 24 hours later (Exhibit 3.17). This
pattern is similar for violent offenses other than robbery (Exhibit 3.21),
and somewhat less extreme in the case of nonviolent property offenses
(Exhibit 3.24).

While prompt arrest may sometimes yield more witnesses, the data
indicate that more witnesses are especially common in those arrests in
which the delay between the offense and the arrest is longer than five
minutes (Exhibits 3.17, 3.21, and 3.24). This is likely to reflect the fact
that crimes are usually committed without manyjitnesses: prompt ar-
rests are primarily a result of the proimity of the police, not the exis-
tence of several witnesses. When an offender does commit an offense in
the presence of two or more witnesses, he is more likely to be ap-
prehended, but rarely within five minutes. Th #additional support of
witnesses in cases involving longer delay was reflected also by our find-
ing that in arrests for violent offenses (including robbery) the prosecutor
rejected or dismissed cases due to witness problems at a significantly
lower rate when the delay was long (Exhibits 3.18 and 3.22).
- To be, sure, the ability of'the police to recover tangible evidence, ob-
tain witnesses, and arrest suspects promptly after the offenses occur is
limited. Victims and other witnesses kl* notify the police of an

1 k 1 6 4
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offense and not all witnesses dooften learn of the offense after some
delay (especially in burglary and homicide cases); witnesses do not al-
ways notify the police promptly after becoming aware of the crime; tan-
gible evidence and witnesses may often be unobtainable.

At the same time, the police who respond to the calls of victims and
other witnesses may not be fully aware of the crucial importance to the
success of the arrest in court of recovering physical evidence about the
crime and the person who committed itevidence such as stolen prop-
erty, weapons, articles of clothing, samples of hair, and items marked
with fingerprints. Further potential for reducing the enormous number
of arrests that fail to end in conviction is likely to lie in informing police
officers of the importance of obtaining more than one good witness in
serious crimes. It is appropriate that information about the importance
of tangible evidence and witnesses be clearlI communicated in officer
training.programs.

More fundamentally, the way to indilce arresting officers to obtain
'better evidence is to expand their perspective oftheir own performance
beyond the number of arrests they make. Arresting officers are likely to
bring better evidence to court when their incentive to i ease the
number ofeonvictions they produce exceeds their incentiv t increase
the number of arrests that they make. We look furktvier into the ncentives
of the police in Chapter 5.

Notes
1. We restrict the large part of the analysis of this chapter-to MPA

arrests, so as to limit the extent to which.our inferences are confounded
by the effects of the particular police department. The inability to con-
trol adequately for factors other than the department, such as dif-
ferences in the types of cases, victims' and suspects handled by each
department; inhibited analysis of the specific effects of a particular
police department on case outcomes in court.

,
2. The results we report here are based on the application of a method

of contingency table analysis developed by Leo A. Goodman, as cited in
Appendix B (available upon request from INSLAW). These general
findings were prbduced earlier under the application of regression anal-
ysis to J973 PROMISr felony data. See Brian Forst and Kathleen B.
Brosi. "A Theoretical and Empirical Analysis of the Prosecutor,- Jour-
nal of Legal Studies, vol. 6 (January 1977). pp. 177-92.

3. These numbers are clouded by large numbers of cases in which the
relationship between the victim and arrestee was not recorded by the
police or prosecutor, which we have included in "other." To the extent
that the unknowns are distributed like the knowns, our having combined

lyethe unknowns with the others will cause the observed differences
tween the knowns and others to be smaller than the true differences.
Hence, when we find a difference, it'is likely to underestimate the true
difference.
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4. A. more exhatistive INSLAW analysis of witness problems pre-
cedes the current research: Frank k Cannavale, Jr., and William D. Fal-
con, ed.., Witness Cooperation With a Handbook of Witness Manage-
ment (Lexington, Mass.: D.C. Heath, 1976).

5. Other factors may further explain the difference. One is that the
prosecutor may.choose to give more attention to stranger-t&-stranger.,
robbetry cases than to other robbery cases. Another is that tangible evi-
dence is more often recovered in the stranger-to-stranger robbery ar-
rests than in other robbery arrests.

6. The rates observed for homicide are likely to be .artificially low.
One official of tke U.S. Attorney's Office has surmised that the
PRQMIS source documents are not filled out as careftllly in homicide
cases as in other cases becatise the case jacket is more heavily relied

in homicides.
7 Since tangible evidence and witnesses, were either virtually always

or never a factor in these offenses, as shown in Exhibit 3.14, we do not
display conviction rates by evidence or witnesses, as we have. for the
other offense groups.

8. NationalCommission on Productivity, Opportunities for ImprOv-
ingj'roductivity in police Services (Washington, D.C.: Government

Printing Office, 1973), p. 19.
..9. Tony Pate, et al., Police Response Time: Its Determinants rind

Effects (Washington, D.C.: Police Foundation, 1976), p. 49.
10. That arrest clearances rarely result from the imaginative exercise

of investigative resources has been concluded in a recent Rand Corpo
tion study. Peter W. Greenwood", et al., The Criminal Investigatio
Process, Volume III: Observations and Analysis (Santa Monica, Cali .:
Rand, 1975), p. ix.

1 1 . Because the times of offense and arrest and the relationOip be
tween the victim and defendant were not always recorded in our data,
232 understates the true number of stranger-to-stranger robbery arrests

'made more than 24 hours after the offense occurred. Moreover, many
stranger-to-strangersobbery arrests made within 24 hours of the offense
may have been products of police investigation. Officers assignd to the
Criminal Investigation Division arrested as many stranger-to/stranger
robbery suspects in '1974 within 24 hours of the offense as they did after
24 hours had elapsed.

12. Note that in all categories- of violent offenses shown in Exhibits
3.18 and 3.22, e 14-ighest rejection rate due to witness problems is for
the group of ar ests made from 6 to 30 minutes after the offense. The
explanation for t is is not obvious to us.

7
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4. The Officer
We turn now to an analysis of the police officers. Our priMary purpose

here is to examine differences in performance among officers and
analyze the exient to which these differences are influenced by officer
charac ristics. We o about this first by discussing the measurement of
a policy officer's performance. We then look at the extent to which offi-
cers di er with resp ct to these performabce measures. Next, we examk
The each of the officer characteristics that are recorded in the data, so as
to both describe the force and analyze the effect of each characteristic
on'officer productivity. _.

MEASURING AN OFFICER'S PRODUCTIVELY
We cannot learn all about a police officer's productivity from the data.

The police perform many differenYtunctions, not only in the area of
crime control, but in several other areas of public service as well. To
produce a single measure of productivity that encompasses all these ifunctions is beyond hope.

Even within the area of controlling crime, the measurement ofanoffi- 2'
ceqperformance is an awesome task. Wereally do not know how each
ora particular officer's accomplishments contributes to the control of
crime. Moreover, many of an officet's -immediate accomplishments in
this area are themselves not measurable. For example, suppose that an
officer deals with a truant juvenile in aspfkrticularly creative arm respond
sible way, so as to stimulate die eventual transformation of a borderline
delinquent into a contributing member of society. The immekliate.pOlice_
action in this instanceas/well as the value that derives from itwill
surely elude precise measurement.

m_ e time, it is clear that important aspects of police per-
fo ce in the area of crime control are measurable. In particular, we
can ob erve the number and types of arrests that each officer makes, and
we can ce _the rate at which those arrests end in conviction. ''

As we have emphasized throughout, however, arrests provide a lim-
ited measure of police performance, especially to the extent that they do
not lead to conviction. Accordingly, we focus on two measures of a,
police officer's productivity: the conviction rate and the number of con-
victions. The firstthe rate al which an officer's arrests end in

the quality of the officer's arrests. We regard an
officer's conviction rate to be an indicator of his or her awareness of the
responsibility not to make an arrest that is most unlikely to lead to con- 4

viction.2 It seems reasonable to expect that an officer who is prudent in
his exercise of arrest discretion' and conscientious about recdrering
evidence, securing good witnesses, and, in general, supporting the pros-

47 ),\,



48 What Happens After Arrest?

ecution of his arrest willhave a higher conviction irate for his arrests
Than an officer who rs less prudent and conscientious.

The second measurethe number ofgonvictionsreflects the quan-
tity dimenSion. We regard this number as an indicator of an officer's
awareness of his or her responsibiljty to make arrests that do end in
conviction. Holding other factors constant, more convictions should
lead to less'crime, as we have noted.4 We would expect' this second
measure to support the-crime control objectilieof.the police more di-
rectly thart the first, but to do so at the possible expense of due process

- considerations, since the production Of more convictions may alsaimply
the making of more arrests that do not lead to conviction. Hence, the two
measuresconviction rate and number of coavictions-,-are basically
complementary.5

...
,

'PERFORMANCE DIFFERENCES AMONGOFFICERS
Before we analyze relationships-between police0bfficer characteris-

tics and officer pei-formance, we can examine some ektremes in police
, officer performance.

Among the 4A:15 sworn officers/who served .orythe force of the MO-,
ropqlitan Police Department duri1ig 1974, 2,418 (54 percent of the force)
made at ltast one arrest iri that year. While many of thagthers may have
been in positions to make arrests, we can assume that most were n t. We --'..,-..
obtain a sense of the value oftaking the court perspectivg by notin that
as many as 747 of the 1,418'officers-31 percent.of all MPD officers ho

,

made arrestsmade no arrests in 1974 that le.4110 coni',ictiori.6. ., .0-
Especially striking is the fact that over Italroftthe 4,347 MPD arrests

made in 1974 that ended) irt -Conyiqicin were made by as few as 368
officers-15 percent of all the Officers who made arrests, and 8 percent .

of the entire force. Eighty-four ,percent ,gf all the dopvictions'were pro--
duced by less than LOOP officers (41 'percent of -alrarresting officers and
22 percent of the force). Apd thiSPhenomenon wzt not the resul4of a few
officers making large numbers of arrests leading to convictions for vic-
timless offenses. Over. half ofthe 2,047 MPD arras torfelony Offenses,
that led to ctinvictioni were matleb)ka handful of 249 ,fficers.

Nor do theSeprolifii3Officep appor to have prodoc,_ed Marge quantity
of arrests at the expense equality. The conviction ratefoi all the arrests'
mdehy the 368 offices whoProduCed,Over half of all th&MPD convic
tions was 36 percentsubsrantially ;higher than the c6nviction rate, for°.
the arrests made by all the other MPD officers who ma-de arrests in 1974

-(24 percent).' This compatibility citqu4nthi with quality of performance
is further indicated in Exhibit 4.1. It i? ea4cleat that the offiCers who
produced the most convictions did not do so merely by making.nuther-
ous arrests. ' - t

. ,
OFFICER CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE

The officers of the Metropolitan polickDepdrtment appear in most '
ways to. be ike the officerspf other police departments _ predominantly
male, whi ; and married; TjaeY are somewhat unlike offi cers of other ,- .

.pOlice deo rtments, hOweVer, as a result of an 84 percent increase in the
i,' -size of)heforce from 196:7 to-1972. They are fairly-young (the median age
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EXHIBIT 4.1

CONVICT ION RA I ES FOR-N.1PD ARRESTING OFFICERS, RV NUMBER OF CONVICTIONS
RESULTINC; FROM ARRESTS MADE IN 1974

Number Number
of of

convictions officers

Total Total
number number

of of Conviction
convictions" arrests rate

0 747 1,806 ocT

1 679 679 2,588 26':;
386 772 ',395

3 '31 693 2.022
4 11' 5,8 1,431 37';

98 490 ,1,352 36';
6 or more 145 1,185 36'X

°MI 2.418 4,347 14,865 29'74

Source: Prosecutor's Management !MOH-nation System (PROM1S) and Metropolitan
Police Department Personnel File.
'Product of column I times colunm 2.
the mean n4irn her of cons ict ion s''for these officers was 8.17.

....I,

years), and the.,y,ap_Peivo have less police experience than officerslitri.y hetkottilicinfi-79`44/04WMPI) officers have served on
ie->-.1hirfarce for less than five years. Also noteworthy are substantial in-

creases in the prOportions of blacks and, women on.the N1P1) force in
-recent years. In 1969. the force was 31 percent black and in 1972 the
force was 3 Percent female: by 1976. the percentages had increased to 43
and 7. respective-----'
Experience 4,t

1
Among the officer characteristics in our datalength of service, sex,

age. residence, and marital statusthe characteristic we would expect
to find most systematically related to productivity is length of service. In
particular. it seems reasonable to expect that inexperienced officers
would be less aware than their more senior colleagues of the procedures,
that are effective in causing arrests to end in conviction. .

This expectation is confirmed with the results reported in Exhibit.4.2

and Appendix C.' Among the 2,418 officers who made arrests in 1974.'

those with more experience performed at significantly higher levelse
terms of boil' the quality and quantity dimensions set forth abovethan

;heir less experienced associates. Performance,. appears to .improve
especially sharply during the earliest years of service. Note alsooliat the
officers with the most experief are less likely to make arrests in the
first p e than officers with less prior service. A

To ome extent. our finding ap association between officer experience
and p rformance may he due to a sonfounding effect of assignment. That
is. t the degree that more exper'enced officers are assigned in such a
way that their arrests are inherently more or less convictable, indepen-
dent of the officer's performance. any inference we may draw about the
effect of experience on Productivity will he erronethrs.'" On the face of
it, however, this bias does not appear to he large here."
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EXHIBIT 4.2

EXPERIENCE AND PRODUCTIVITY OF MPD OFFICERS
(1974)

Experience in years
less one six
than to or
one five more Total

I. All sworn officers 236 2,794 1,475 4,505

2. Arresting oftier>0
A

159 1,901 358 2,418

3.. Row 2 as a % of Row I 67% 68% 24% 54%

4. Officers with conviction
rates of at least 30% 65 $45 169 1,079

5. Row 4 as a % of row 2 41% 45%. 47%. 45%

Officers with at least
two convictions 43 801 148 992

7. Row 6 aNql =i of row 2 27% . 42% 4V 419;

S4), Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROWS> and Metropolitan
Department Personnel File.

The problem of confounding effects does not end with those among
experience, assignment, and productivity. Another set ofsu 'effects!,
involves age, experience, and prolluctiv4rTte task of analyti ly dis-
entarigling the relationships among this latter set of factors is somewhat
less formidablejlan before, however, since age and experieneare both
measurable dimensions, unlike assignment. , r,

, 41#
1 _ We find no significant effect of age on productivity, independent of the
effect of experience on productivity. this 6n be observed in Exhibit 4.3
and Appendix C. Within each major experience group, the younger offs ------"A
cers do not appear to differ substantially from the older ones in term of
either their conviction rates or the number of arrests they make that lead
to conviction. '2
Sex

The role of women has expanded in law enforcement in much the same
way as it, as in other occupations. With respect to the Metropolitan
Police Depa m nt, this is surely reflected in the expression of praise by
a national commission for theMPD'-; "0-tost innovative promotional pol-
icy.''' It 'i' further reflected in the fait that 946 arrests were made by
women in 1974, as compared w$ only 244, about one-fourth as. many,
the previous year.' 4 This increa:- is prohahly..due largely to the fact that
many of the women on the forecin 1973 were rookie officers recently
hired under a program to increase the number of females. A year later,
many of these women were in positions in which they could rnak4sar-
rest, and make ahem the.y did.
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EXHIBIT 4.3

AGE AND PRODUCTIVITY OF NiPD OFFICERS, BY EXPERIENCE
(1974)

51

ExperienctOin years
less One six
than to or
one five more

Under 30 years old:

,Total,

I. Arresting officers

2. Officers with conviction
rates of at least 3oy7

3. Row 2 as a 9: of row I
4.

143

59

41'4

1,540

691

455:

59

25

42';:

1.742

775

459:

4. Officers with at least
two convictions 36 658 27 721

5. Row 4 as a of row 25'; 43' 469: 41%

30 years yr older:

6. Arresting officers 16 361 299 676

7. Officers with conviction
rates of at least 3(r; 154 144 304

8. Row 7 as a I: of row 6 ; 41'4 45,7:

9. Officers with Jilt: ,t
two cons Mum, 143 121 271

10. Row 9 as '; of row 6 44'; 40`,: 40"4

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS1 and Metropolitan
Police Department Personnel File.

One can obtain a further sense of ttie role of MPD policewomen in the
area of crime control by observing the kinds okarrests they make. Since
less experienced officers are assigned somewhat differently from other')
officers, it is appropriate to compare the arrest distributions of male and
fefnale officers of similar experience. uch a comparison is shown in
Exhibit 4.4. A striking result is that ov half of all the arrests made by
women are for prostitution-related offe ses, both for policewomen with
less than two years of service and for those with at least two years of
service. At the same time, however, we find policewomen making many
arrests for more serious offenses including crimes of violence and
property. The more experienced policewomen are especially active in
arrests for sexual assault, which are included in the group of violent
offenses other than robbery .

The MPD surely responds to a facet of public pressure in making ar-
rests for illegal solicitation in sex. And, given an objective of controlling
prostitution, fairness is certainly reflected in the fact that after years of
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EXHIBIT 4.4

ARRESTS FOR OFFICERS WITH SIMILAR EVERIENCE i_,Extts, BY SEX OF ARRESTING
OFFIgER AND CRIME GROUP

(MPD ARRESTS, 1974)
°

Officer category

Crime group

Totalrobbery
other
violent

nonviolent
property victimless

all
other'

Short experience:
S

Men with less than 24 175 350 654 334 219 1,732
months, of MPD service ( l(r; I (_r; ) (38(7i) 119x;) (13c; ) (100e4)

!!'"Tomen with less than 24 t7 66 103 354 53 593
' months of MPD service (374 ) (1654) 117;1 (60"41 (20'41 (100"41

Medium experience:

Men with 24 to 35
months of MPD service

207
(9':41

410',
(18"i)

747

(34'; )
553

125 "4)

315
(14"; ) (1(X rir

Women with at least 24 13 93 47 184 16 353
. months of MPD service' (4`.7,1 (26'4 ) (13',1 (52(4 I (5'4) (1((X'71

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS) and Metropolitan
Police Department Personnel File.
"Includes mostly illegal possession of weapons and fugitivity offenses.
'"Median is 33 months_

arresting only females for prostitution, the MPD has begun to arrest at
least as many males as females.'"

What is, perhaps, most significant is the fact that the number ofarrests
made by female officers for offenses other than "soliciting for prostitu-
tion or lewd and immoral purposes doubled from 1973 to 1974. This
alone would support the claim that the MPD is following the spirit of the
recommendation of the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Jus-
tice Standards and Goals tolprovide career paths for policewomen that
converge with those forlheir Male counterparts.' 7

How do the policewomen compare with policemen in terms of their
conviction rates in each of the major crime groups? Results are showntn
Exhibit 4.5. These findings, together with those of Appendix C, indicate
that the conviction rates for arrests made by policewomen are not signif,
icantly different from those for policemen, a result that is not evident
when offense seriousness is ignored. That the o,t,Tregate conviction rate
for women is lower than for men reflects the fact that most of the arrests
made by women were for illegal solicitation in sex, a category for which
the conviction rate (23 percent) is significantly lower than for all other
offenses (30 percent). These results appear generally to he -consistent
with those of an earlier study of patrolwomen in the District of Colum-
bia, conducted by the tirhan Institute
Residence

Should a police officer he required to live in the community where he
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EXThilillY 4.5

CONVICTION RAFE'S FOR OFFICERS WITH SIMILAR EXPERIENCE LEVELS, BY SEX OF
ARRESTING OFFICER AND CRIME GROUP

(MPD ARRESIS, 1974)

CriMe group

other nonviolent all
Officer category robbery violent property victimless other' , Total

Short experience:

.,Men with ks,. than 24 ,P
months of NIPD service 36'; 2w-; 3 36",:;

Women with less than 24
9,Nnth,. of IMPD-,,ervice 18'.'; 2.6c; '28'.; 16'; 36e; 11;.

Medium experience:

Men with 24 to 35
months ot' MPD sen, ice 14'; 75'; -1(r; 26(,; 37(,; 30%

Women with at least 24
months of MPD service' 467 20'; 40'; 17'; 38,'; 11C;

Source: Pro,ecutor',, Management Information S7.,stem (PRON1IS) and Metropolitan
Police Department Personnel File.
Includes mo.t1y illegal possession of weapon,..ind fuguivity offenses.

''Median is 33 months.

AFik

or she works? [his question is frequently raised,- but discussion about
the issue tends rarely to address the problem on the basis of empirical
evidence about the effect of residence on police perfilmance," More
often, the debate centers on municipal budgets and racial'issue.P) While
these latter considerations may by themselves warrant the creation pf
residency requirements, it may he useful to consider also the matter of
productivity.

An analysis of the data for the District of Columbia does not lend
support to the theory that officers who live in the community where they
serve perform at a higher level Aproductivity thaillbose whose ties to
the community are not residential. (See Fxhihit 4.6 and Appendix C.)
The strongest systematic relationship that does emerge is that between
residence and' the number of convictionswithin each experience
group, the proportion of arresting officers with at least two convictions
is higher for nonresidents of the District than for residents.n This, of
course. does not argue for Jt polic of affirmative action toward nonresi-
dents in the recruitment ofpolice officers. It does suggest, however, that
a policy of requrring officers to reside in the jurisdictions in which they
serve will not necessirik lead to a more productk c police force."
Marital Status

President Carter. in urging unmarried coil sep, ants who lixc in sin"
to get married." would appear to ha,e had motives for this recommen-
dation other than improving productiviR I he results of Flxhihit 4.7 ;ind
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EXHIBIT 4.6
RESIDENCE AND PRODUCTIVITY OF MPD OFFICERS, BY EXPERIENCE

(1974)

Expeilence in years

less one six
than to or
one five

D.C. residents:

I. Arresting officers 41 441

2. Officers wiih conviction
rates of at,least 30(7, 19 . 201

3. Row 2 alp % of row I 46% 46%

4. Officers with at least
two convictions

5. Fir 4 as a r/i- of row I

Non-D.C. residents:_

6. Arresting otters

9

22%

118
itts

175

40%

1,460

7. Officers with conviction /
rates of at least 30% 46. ] 644

k-__.

8. Row 7 as a % of row 6 39% 44%

9. Officers with at least
two convictions 34 626

10. Row 9 as a '4 of row 6 I/ 29%
if

43%
-,-

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROM IS) and Metropolitan
Police Department Personnel File.

more Total

65

24

379

547

244

45%

25 209

39% 38%

29X 1,871

145 835

50^7

123 783

42%

Appendix C suggest that married officers do not perform at hi4her levels
of productivity than unmarried ones. 'Fo the extent that adifference does
emerge, it would appear to he in the opposite direction." Therefore, as
with residency requirements, we would urge policy setter. o move with
caution in tyirt

SUMMARY 0

personnel policies to marital status.

FINDINGS AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS
We find substantial differences among the officers of the Metropolitan

Police Department in their ability to prOduce arrests that. lead to convic-
tion..f-his is reflected in the fact that among the 2,418 officers who made
arrests in 1974: as few as 368 officers produced over half of all arrests
that led to conviction. 2' 'I-he conviction rate fur all the arrests made by
these 368 officers, 36 percent, greatly surpassedthat for the arrests made
by the 2,050 other officers who made arrests (24 percent).

What is less evident are the reasons. why some officers appear to be so
much more productive than others. While some of the officers who tend

74
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EXHIBIT 4.7
MARITAL STATUS AND PROD CTIVFTY OF MPD OFFICERS, BY EXPERIENCE

(1974)

N
Married:

1. Arresting officer/
2. Officers with convictivn

rates of at least 30,%; ,

Row 24s a Y; of row I

4. Officer. with at least

Experience in years.

less one six
' than . to or

one five more Total

63 1,188 299 1,550

141 666

42°; ,47; 43,7;

two convictions

(4.5. Row 4 as a '; of row 1

Unmarried:

493

4'N
"^\,

6. Arresting officers ;

7. Officers with conv tin
rates of at least 49

8. Row 7 as a of row 6 49';

9 Officers with at least
two convictions 2s. ;08

10. Row 9 as a of row (i 26'; 41';

639128

43'; 41';;

.\
s9 868

28 413

48' ; 48"i
df

211

14'-; 41'4

Source: Prosecutor's Manamenç Information Svstem (PROM IS) and Metropolitan
Police Department Personnel Tile.

to produce a larger number l)farrests that lead to conviction may do so as
a result of their assignment, the highly productive officers can he found
in every it lajor)irihington assignment.'" Moreover, even if some as-
signments "Y'present\greater opportunities for the officer to make 'ar-
rests, this 46es pot ensui that the officer will necessarily produce more
arrests t hat lead o convict. tn. Indeed, the conviction rate for the arrests
made by the laiCT who made only one arrest in 1974 was higher than
for the arrests made by the I I I officers wir()-Pnade at least 20 arrests
each."

N. is/ officer productivity closely tied to the officer's personal
charact istics that are recorded in the data. While more experienced
officers end to produce more convictiyns and have higher conviction
rates than officers with Icss time th c (see Exhibit 4.2 and Appendix(),

the other characteristics in the taage, sex, residenc.e, and
marital statusare, at best, only mild predictors of an Officer's ahilityto
produce arrests that become convicti)ns,.
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To the extent.that we do find statistical relationships between an offi-
cer's personal characteristics and his,or her performance, they appear to
run counter to some conventional beliefs. For example, officers who
reside in the community where they serve, in this case the District of
Columbia, do not appear to perform at higher (evels of productivity than
officers whose ties to the community are nonreidential. Indeed, nonres-
idents tend to produce more arrests that end in conviction than do other
officers, and, as shown in Exhibit 4.6 and Appendix C, they do not do so
at the expense of their conviction rates. Nor does the performance of
married officers appeario surpass that of single officers (see Exhibit 4.7
and Appendix.C).

We find also that while policewomen are not involved as extensively
ininaking arrests for crimes of violence and property as are policemen of

-N-,-similar experience levels, they do make such arrests (Exhibit 4.4), and
they appear to do so with about equal competence as their male counter-
parts (Exhibit 4.5 and Appendix

What are the implications of these findings? To begin with, police de-
partments would surely do well to identify their -supercops--such as
the 368 officers noted aboveand examApe carefully the procedures
these officers use in making arrests and preparing them for the pripsecu-
tor. This information should he extremely valuable for use in both pre-
service and in-service training programs.

The police could also identify those officers who have established a
pattern of making arrests that do not end in conviction. The arrests made
by each of these officers could then he examined for specific problem
areas. Are this offic'er's arrests Ol'en dropped by the prosecutor due to
failure of witnesses to appear in court or to cooperate With the prosecu-
tor? In those situations in which tangible evidence tends to he more
common, such as an arrest made quickly after a property offense, does
this officer seldom recover tangible 4vidence? When problems are iden-
tified in these areas, the appropriate informatior( can be communicated
to e officer for corrective action.

lice departments might also wish-ttydnowledge the officers who.r

pro uce more corOictable arrests and thereby encourage all clicers tog
loo beyond arrest, just as the few highly productive officers we find in
Washington evidently do. Such acknowledgment could takelhe form of
more rapid promotion or special, recognition. If more rapid promotion is
adopted, consideration might be given to providing the opportunity for
prahloted officers to remain in pwiitions where they can continue to pro-
duce arrests that Ind to convictions, as long a they have a tat for
making-arrests rather than serving in a more sunervisory role. It is not
uncommon for promotion to lead automatically to opportunities
for the promoted person to serve in his or her nest productive capac-
ity."

. .Another implication is related to the proposed policy of requiring
police officers to live where they serve. While such a policy might he
advantageous in teuns of budgetary and equity considerations, it is ap-
parent that such a policy is Rot likely to cause _the productivity of the
force to increase.

I t appears to us most important that individual officers he offered in -

7kG
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centives not just to make arrests, but to make arrests that become con-
victions. It is quite clear that some officers have mastered this art and
others have not.

Notes °

I. The eterrent value of convictions has been supported scientifi-
cally. S , for example, Gary S. Becker, "Crime and Punishment: An
Econoniic Appr'oach,- Journal of Political Economy, vol. 76 (March/
April 1968), pp. 169-217; Isaac Ehrlich, "Participation in Illegitimate
Activities: A Theoretical and Empirical Investigation, Journal ofPolit-
ical Economy, vol. 81 (May/June 1973), pr 521-37; Peter Passell, The
Deterrent Effect of the Death Penalty: A Statistical Test,- Stanford Law
Review, vol. 28 (November 1975), pp. 61-80; and Brian Forst, The De-
terrent Effect of Capital Punish t: A Cros-State Analysis of the
1960's,- Minnesota Law gevie 61 (May 1977).

2. Of course, situations ma 'oft exist in which an arrest serves a
useful purpose even when it ap rent that a conviction is unlikely.
Hene, a policy of discouraging an officer from making an arrest under
circumstances in which an arrest could legally be made deserves to be
carefully qualified. Moreover, current legal and extralegal barriers stand
in the way of such a policy. These considerations are further discussed in
Chapter 5.

3. For an'texlillent treatment of this issue, see Albert J. Reiss, Jr.,
TheiPoliee an the Public (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1971).
Also, President Commission on Law Enforcement and the Adminis-
tration of Justice. he Challenge of Crime in a Free Societe (Washing-
ton, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1967): and Joseph Goldstein,
"Police Decisions in the Administration of Justice ;" Yale Law Journal,
vol. 69 (1960).

4, See note 1, above.
5. They are also tautologically relatedan officer's convi tion rate is

-defined in terms of his number of convictions, and the numb r of convic-
tions he prIoduces is a function of the way he makes each /arrest, as re-
flected by his conviction rate. An alternative would have been to use th
number of arrests to reflect the quantity dimension, but we regard ar-
rests as an extremely limited measure of police peribrmance, especially
to the extent that the use of arrests as a quantity measure involves
greater potential for the violation of due process considerations than
does the use of convictions. See also note I, above.

V6. Fifty-nine percent of these 747 officers made t least two arrests,
and one of these officers made 16 arrests in 1974, no e ending in convic-
tion.

7. This is not to imply that officers who make large numbers ofarrests
generally have, higher than average conviction rates. Indeed, we find a
conviction rate of 33 percent in the arrests made by the officers who
made only one arrest and a rate of only 27 percent for the 3;081 arrests
made by the I 1 1 MPD officers who made at least 20 arre each.

8. %Source: Metropolitan Police Department; Personnel Division.
Force strength by race is recorded as early as 1969, and by sex as early as

7';
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1972. Unless otherwise indicated, all other statistics reported 'here are .

from e research file described in Chapter 1. This research data base
does of include information about the ra?e,of individual officers, which s.
was of available to us for study. I

9. A pendix C reports results of the application of multiple regression
analysis to the officer data analyzed in this chapter. RegresSion analysis
permits inferences about the influence of one factor on angther while
accounting for the effects of other factors, the omission ofiwfiich might
otherwise distort the findings:' The results reported in this chapter are
consistent with, less detailed.tharbOand toia large extent motivated by, .,

those reported in Appendix C, available/upon request from INSLAW.
410. Confounding effects can be separated analytically in many re-

search problems. One way is through the use of controlled experimenta:-
tion. Another is thrckgh the use of simultaneous equations estimation ,
techniques, which are`applicable when each of'the relevant equations
can properly identified with appropriate control variables. Neither
method appeared feasible in this instance.

11. The level of experience of officers who make arrests in highly.
convictable offenses tends not4o by aptSreciablydifferenefrom that for
officers who make other arrests. For the aggregate of the three offense
categories reported in Chapter 3 with conviction rates above .40
percentweapons offenses (49 percent), homicide (44 percent), and
burglary (41 percent)the median length of service of.the arresting offi-
cer was 49.6 month.. For the offenses with conviction rates below 20
percentfugitivit .118 percent) and breaking and entering (15
percent)the medi was 45.1 months. For all other offenss, the m
dian length of service of the arresting offwer was 47.1 months. i

142. A noteworth , although not states 'cally Significant; difference is
revealed within th most experienced-gp of officers: an experienced
officer under 30 ars of age tends to prOduce more convictions than an
older officer, b s not-id make is that 4re as likely to end in
convictions Als . ..veOrthy is the it that the age distribution of offi-
iieils resembles that of the persons re:led. The bulk of both populations
are in their twenties, and less than 5 pescerrt of each population is above i,
50 years of age.Oth.ersimilarjties (e.g., sex, exposure tcdanger, d'gree
of occilpational versatAity, th roleotpartnership, and so on) 'may
suggest a worthy theme for a so 'ological comparison of the two groups.

13.,.National Advisory Copmission fon Criminal Justice Statrdards

-N.

and Gals, Policd..(Wash D.( :': Government Printing Office,
1973), p. 345. . .

14. However, see note/ 1\il.ohelow, and accompanying text.
A'

IS I *.'appears to he Aue.primarily to the fact that the MPD has
assigned Armen to the Sex_-Aad, which investigates sexual assaults,
disproportionately to theira:ittinthers on the force. A

16. Some may argue that the NIPI).has gone too far in the other direc-
lion. In 1974, (80 males and 2. 9 females were arrested foter{r'(istitution-\
related sex offenses, as'compa 'ed with 193 males and 643 females in
1973.

17, National Advisors Commission, Polio pp. 342-45.
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. ..

18: This stay compared the number of arrests made by new pa-
tr41women with those, of a matched cohort of hew patrolmen. Peter B.
Block, et al., Policewomen on Patrol; vols. I-91 (Washington, D.C.:
Urban Institute, 1973).

19. For example, DistricpDfColuicibiaCouncilm,ember Marion Barry
*rote in a letter to the Washington Post, June 19, 1975: "Only 22 percent

. of the force live in D.C., . . . These re*Iency figures compare most
unfavaably with the 0 percent D.C. resilency figure for the total Dis-
trict govemment workforce." Barryhad Veviously referred to the MPDiras an "occupational a y" of suburbanites. Former' MPD Chief of
Police Jerry Wilsom on e other hand, mles:

Except for the minimal value of increased police presence,,there is
. no 'more justification for requiring a police officer to live within his

jurisdictipn.than there is to require any other city employee to do so,
. , and there certainly is less justification in the case of a police patrol

officer than in the case of a middle-management administrator who
has consickejable influence on city policies.

Wilson, Police R port (Bc4to Little, Brwyn, 1975). p. 195. See also
National Advisor Commission, Police,, p. 323. N

.20.: The late "Ma or Richard Daley expressed his viewpoint suc-
cinctly: -Ifa city is good enough to work for, it should be good enough to
livelin." (Quote from Neal R. Peirce, 'Work Here, Live Here' Rules:
An Overdue Reform," WaAitigton Post, August 30, 1976, p. A19.)

21. It is possible that our findings regarding residence are distorted by
the orgissiorxof a -race variable, which was not available for this study.
The ligeljhood of some statistical distortion is sugge)sted by the 1970
Census Bureau data, which indicate that more than 70 percent of all D.C.
_residents aye, black, while less than 10 percent 4,f the remainder of the
Standar Metropolitan Statistical Area of which the District is a part is
black. know cif no evidence that indicates that police officer resi-
deneE and race patterns are very different from tliat of The general popu-
lation of the area.

22. The officers of the MPD are currently required by law to live
"within a radius of 25 miles. rom the-United States Capitol Building."
Dr, riot of Golumb' ashirigton, D.,C:H; Go yernmett.-Peiiiang
()Wee), Title"41-Serctio

23. White House preSs release, "Remarks ofhe President and In-
formal Question and A'nsweriSeSsio*tthe DePartmeht of Housitig and.
Urban D, 7e_l_cipmenr," February 1.0,4:977W-9,

24. Tie percentage of unmarried 4fficeres with conviction rates over
30 percent is 'significantly higher (at the .01, level) than that for married
officers,'in spite of the fact that unmarried officers terid to have Tess
police experience. When more variables are controlled for, however, as
shown in Appendix C, the effect i of statistically significant.

25. That this is nit strictly a local nomenoq is suggested by similar
findings in Indianapolis, Indiana: t analysis has shown that detec-

\ tives vary in their abilit roduce eading to a conviction." Gary
-La Free, Peteripordan amen elley, ""Total Case Loads,
Convictions and Conyi ates A. Indititapolis Detectives in
1976: A Preliminary -Re revised memorandum, June JO, 1977,

# ,
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26. Each of the seven police districts into which Washington- is
divided had at least 23 arresting officers who madeour or more arrests
that led to conviction. In additiOn, 41 such officers were assigned'to the

inal Investigation Division, 19 to the Morals Division45 to the -
SpEcial Operations Division, and 15 to other organizations Within the .

MPD.
27. See note 7, above.'
28. Lauience J. Peter and Rymond Hull, Peter Principle: Why

Things Always Go ikrong (New Yock: Morrow, 1969).
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'kIP: The Prosecutor and Court
To understand what happens, after ar est, one surely cannotignore the,

prosecutorand the court. For while:it ay be true that many arrests fail
kcause of factors associated with the arrest itself r the offjcer who
makes it, it is the prosecutor and judiciary who actually Mak& a exe-
cute the decisions that cause most arrestees not to be convicted. Saw
in Chapter 2 that of 17,534 acres s brought tO the courrin 1974, the p os-
ecutor rejected 21 percent at i' tial screening and dismissed more ,than
2 percept

is..
that had been initial) accepted; judges dismissed yet another

ercept- ; afid 6 percent of th rrestees were not convicted because-the
terms of pretrial release set the court led to the defendant's bec'oming

a fugitive.
Ifft this chapter-we -gore, first, t.t% conjunction of the polite with the,

prosecutor and court d.ompaFing the legal standards for arrest. and
conviction. We then dis ss the objectives of the po4e, prosecutor, and
judiciary, drui extmine measures used by each of these agencies to as-
sess their own performance. Finally, we examine the reasons'given by
the prosecutor for,rejecting arrests at the initial screening stage and for
dismissing cases that -had been initially- accepted; rejections and dis'-
tnissals are di, ussed further in terms of the potential for th'e prosecUtor
to use these two methpils of dropping cases selectively as a means,of

t.,reducing confront4tion with (he, police.

-LEGAL' AND VASI-LEGAIr STANDARDS FOR ARREST AND
CONVIOtION

1.
ThatilliNneaNerest.do nOheneri conviction is a natura consequence-of

criminal law`land procedure. The law set forth # less stOriketit standard
for the police in making the arrest than it doeSAbr the 06urt in determin-
ing the guilt of the accused in trial. If a case meets the arrest standard but
not the 'standard for conviction, and if the defendant does not plead
guilty, he will be freed. Let us examine these standards.

Probable Cause
AJrier the Ft eralRules of Criminal Procelyre, the police can apply

,for an arrest warra ti whenever "there is probable cause to believe that '
an offerw has been committed and that the defendant has committed
it."' Probable cause has been further described as existing whenever
''the facts and circumstances within[the arresting officers'] knoWledge
and of which they had reasonably trustworthy information. ire sufficient
in themselVes to warrant a man of reasonable caution in t e belief that"
an offense was committed.' A later- description focuse on the proli-
JbiliStic aspect: In dealing with probable cau . . ' we deal with
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probabiliti ,,oThes.e are not tee hriic.al, they are the factual and practical
considera ionS of everyday life on Which reckinable- and 'prudent men,
*notlegal technicians, ,.

In the District of Columbia, the laWs pertaining toVrest stipulate that
iiworder. to make an arrest an officer.'muSt itave..a Warrant; which is

. granted On the bask of'sworn facts "establishing probable cause'to be-
lieve-that the person cdthruittedi he offense. 4 If the officer has no war-
rant, which istypically the case, he or she must.generally,have probable
cause to believe, the person has cominitted or is. 0.mrnitting a felony/

Beyond a Reasonable Doubt
/

,

Ti convict the arrestec,-the prosecutorlmuSt generally be able to

.t

pre-
,

A. s,ent evidence thatixceeds the probable cause, standard., If the caser
shoOd F-6 to tr'ial,j.e guilt'f the defendant mustThe proven beyond a
easdnable doubt before the judge. 6,i- jury can rule that the defendant be

convicted. A -pre.cisedefinition of the phrase "beyond a reiasdnable
it °Uhl. is about as elusive as is one for "probable Cau,se,,,ilere is a

, - .1- ; tdefinition usedin the District of Coltimhia: .

Reasonable doubt, as the-name implies, is-4.1 doubt basetlsOn rea-
son, 4-.doubt for which you can give a reasonl.t is, such a doubt as

'won 'cause. a jui,or, after careful and candid and impartial consid:
eratiog of all the evidence to be so undec!ided that he cannot say
thgthetras an afsiding conviction of the defendant's guilt. It is such .,i
doubt as would cause a reasonable person ti: hesitate of pause in the
graver or more important transactions dl life. Flowc.,,/er, it is not a
fanciful:doubt nor a whimsical doubt, nor a.douht based on conjecf
tyre'. It is a doubt which-is hasedtm reason. The government is nbt
required to establish guilt beyond all doubt. or to a mathernatiCal .,
certainty of a scientit1;.;, cei-t,ainty its burden is to estahlis,h guild
beyond a reason' ble dOubt.":

A'leading textbook n criminal law elaboratesOrrthis, by indicating that
-.s thereasonable doub standardapplies specificalry to theivis. iicisiveness

of the facts relating to the delendantjsgUilt.of thecrime charges. That is,
$i

the prosecutor's burden of proof requires not onlylt hat he Or she produce
evidence of t;ilthe elements of the crime charged ,,he must also persuade
the jtidge or jury beyond a reasonable doubt that the crime was commit-
ted and that the defendant is legally act:ountable for its commission.'

While the language reMain,s somewhat imprecise.8 it is clear that the
prosecutor confronts a moske strin,,et,evislentiary standard in convict-
ing the defendant than do the police i'n arresting him.? 'The idi, prern.6
Court has indicated that.rhis difference is substantial: '1'here ir a large
Jilterence lichsWeen the two things to he 'proved [guilt arid probable
cause', as, well as between the tribunals which determine therg, and
therefore a like difference. in the quanta and mode's orpro'of required to
establish them.!."'

Nonevidentiary Considerations

The conviction of some arrestee.s is not pursued even-though the evil.
dance of their guilt appears convincing beyond the reasonable doubt
standard. A prosecutor might not carryI'm-Ward a case, even when the:
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evidence meets that standard, for any of several reasons, whiCh we take
up in'a moment. Unlike the police officer, wtio is legally required to
arrest a person he observes violating the law," the prosecutor has con-
siderable discretion not to prosecute,a fact that has been welt estah-
Ohed." -

How can failure to seek conviction be justified when the evidence is
strong? One need only look at the enormous yolume of arrests and the

mited resources af the prosecutor and court for an answer. Given this
ircumstance, every potentially convictable:case simply cannot he

.prosecuted, even wheri the evidence may be strong.
A more difficult question is this: Among the'pOtentially convictable

arrests'', ivhich one.s shall the prosecutor reject OP dismiss? LaFave has
.4suggested that the prosecutor is more likely to reject an arrest as a result

of the exercise of discretionin particular, as it- applies lathe jection
of arrests invqlving minor offenders than as a result of a met ulous
testing of the evidence.' "Kadish and Paulsen have sugg h, the
prosecutor might reject or dismiss a potentially convict, leC e "i e
believes: ( I) the accused has suffered enough: (2) the offense4vOta

M 'technical violation' resulting from a criminal statute drawn too hriVtlry;
(oil (3) the offense has become obsolete because times have changed.. ;114
And according to Remington: .

The discharge of a defendant, by thOprosecutor's decision not to
charge the suspect . . . despite the existence of evidence sufficient
to convict him .. . I isl grounded upon a variety of considerations
of fairness,- public justice, and adhnistrative expediency: [it hasl

,the effect of an acquittal; and [it( terminate[sl prosecution against a
defendant who, according to the formal criteria of the criminal law,
might properly he convicted." (
The courts hay *iven i related justification for failure to pursue the

conviction °fan a. Went offender: lack of culpability) It might he inap-
propriate to pursue conviction when itis of the case that "under all the
circumstances of the event anain light4 I known about the defendant,
the prohibited act,if eommitith, dekerveN condemnation by the law."16
Newman has explored 'lic ec,isions not To 'pursue conviction of an4*
apparent offender in-great de , in. He states that "observation ofturrent
Imictice indicates that acquittals based on riohevidentiary :criteria are
common and have important consequences for the administration ofjus-
tice.''''
V Yet another criterion for the exercise of tile prosectlior's'iliscretion
has been offered: the potential for crime control. Under this criterion,

.

the prosecutor might reject or dismiss a convictable 'irrest- in favor of
another:somewhat' less highly cotMctahle one when the Lotter case in-
volves anarrestee who has-revealed a high° propensity Attie -repeated
commission otserions criminal act,. Thus,the Rrosecutor light product

.fewer convictions in die current period in order to firing about `ti reduc-
tion in future crime."

Jii summary, large nViihers l)fiirrOsts droppl'ng out Or the criminal
jilStiCe stem miglat rt.[Nct higher cvidentiarii standards for, conviction
that 'tor arrest: or they might reflect the exercise of the prosecutor's

distAetion not to pin'sue the conviction of anoffcmler allow whom there

SI .
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is strong evidence, discretion not available to police under the law. It is
more likely that they reflect both of these factors, together with thvx-
perience of the arresting officer and the thoroughnes5 of the arrest ro-
cedure, as discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.

AGENCY OBJECTIVES AND THE MEASUREMENT OF
PERFORMANCE: THE POLICE, PROSECUTOR, AND JUDICIARY

In order to obtain a deeper insight into the process4by which arrests
move from police Officers to prosecutors and, sometimes, to judges, it is
valuably to know the objectives of each of these three. We confess, at*
the outset, the near hopelessness of this task, since virtually every or-
ganization, has its stated objectives, its hidden (often unintentionally)
objectives, measurable and immeasurable objectives, general and
specific objectives, and so on, all of which are seldom mutuallyKompat-
ible. Since the police, prosecutor, and court often attempt to in'easure
their performance in reaching toward their objectives, we will look also
at the Qerformance measures that these agencies tr.

The Police

The police are responsible for many functions that extend well beyond
criminal justice. Among these are the maintenance of public order in
areas such as-traffic and crowd management, the protection of safety
and health; and the provision of public information.

Within the criminal justice system, the primary purpose of the police
appears to be that of conAolling crime. The courts have reviewed the
police bole extensively wave attempted to achieve a proper balahce
between this police objective and the objective of protecting the liberty
of the individual, as provided under the. Fourth, Fifth, and Atxth
Amendments." As a result, the police objective 6I\crime control iS'con-
strained by legalonndaries on arrest search, seizure, surveillance, and
other procedures .uCed in the pursuit of that objective. The police control
of crime is also constrainea,by the limitation of resources.j

It is the mariner in which the..police interpret this crime control objec-
,,tive that is especially unclear. What is meant by crime control? Can it kie

measured? If so, how? Should different weights be assigned to the conf-
mission of different- crimes according to their severity? If so, what
weights should be used? Is it even appropriate in the first place to assess
police performance by counting crimes, in view of the limited extent to
which4he police may be 4ble to influence crime rates?

. .

Answdrs% to these queons are extrerne4 41usive. As a result, the
police have measured their performance prinn y using a 'Much simpler
metricarrests. At the police department, division, ararrecinctlevels,
the number of reported offenses cleared by arrest is often used internally
to measure-the ability of the organization to meet its objectives. And the
performance of individual officers is often assessed, at least in part, on
tpe basrsor the Rumber of arrests made bythe officer over a giV6 period
of time. .

These arrest sttiitistics have two-principal virtues: ( I ). they are rela-
tively easy to count and (2) they cannot he influenced by other agencies.

8 <I
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rAThe actual number to 'imes, on the other hand, is a good deal more
difficult to count a to a large degree beyond .police control.

Agginst these advantages must he weighedthe chief shortcoming of
arrest statistics: they may have little to do with crime control. We have
seen that the N/ st majority of arrests made in the District ofColumbig
end neither in -onviction not in incarceration. While some. degree of
crime control i. likely to be produced by the temporary detainment as-
sociated with )ffenders who are arrested but not convicted, this effect'
may be offset y a tendency for this brief, but enlightening, experience
to encourage the offenders to commit more crimes.

The use of arrest statistics by the police to measure their own per --
formance may,even have a ne.i,,ative influence on the rate at which seri-
ous offenses oecur in socie0. Concern over simple arrest statistics can
cause police resources to he diverted from potentially important potar-
rest investigation to the making of more arrest. It can also cause re-
sources to he diverted from the cort.qol of the relatively serious crimes,

for which arrests tend to he considerably more difficulttO i take, toward
the control of illegal activities ahOut which the public care: much less---::'
consensual sex- offenses, possession of marijuana, ,gar Kling, and so
on.'"
The Prosecutor

Since prosecutors are far less visible to the public than are the police,
the objectives of the prosecutor and the measurement of prosecution
performance have been lessf a public issue. For the most part, informa-
tion about the police has been vastly more accessible than has informa-
tion about the prosecutor. --- 4

\lost of what has been written about the prosecutor appears to have
focused less on the objectives of the prOsecutorthan on his enormous
discretionary power." An important exception can he found inthe work
of Landes,, who postulated that the prosecutor allocateshis limited re-
sources toward the objective of maximizing the aggregate of convictions
weighted by their respective sentences.''

That the principal objective of the prosecutor is to convict offenders is
well beyond dispute. It is supported not only by Landes' research, but
by empirical evidence about prosecutorial operations in the District of
Columbia.23

It;as natural for the prosecutor to assess his own performance by
counting convictions as it is for the police to assess their performance by
counting arrests. Both factors are readily measurable: both are about as
much outside the influence of other criminal justice agencies as they can

' be. And the prosecutor can use statistic) about convictions to evaluate
the performance of the office, the individu4por both, in much the same
way that the police can use arrest'statistics.

This is not to suggest that it is common, in fact, for prosecutors to
measure their perfotinance using statistics. Indeed, the relevant data are
seldom readily... available, and the prosecutor iskarely called upon to re-
port on office performahce in the first place hecad§e of his low visibility.

In each of the instances in which we do find prosecutorial per-
. formance measures. the'number reported is a conviction rate, formed as
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the ratio of convictions to indictments'-' or to cases accepted for prose-
cution.25
The Judiciary

. .

The judge presides over the adversarial process, with the objectives of
ensuring that justice is dope and that it is done promptly. Justice is surely
as difficult a concept to. measure, as any, but promptnis is not. AS a
result, it is notobncommon to learn of judges reporting the rate at which
they dispoSe of cases over a period' ortime."

,

.41V* ompatibility 9f Police and proseeotor Objectives -f-
The objectives of the police and prosecutor are, cleaity, compatible,

,. - serious pr.Both aim to remove the serious offender from the street and, more gen-
erally, to preserve the social ,?rder.

It is less clear that progress toward these objectives is enhanced by the
police using arrests and arrest rates as the primary measur heir per -
formance whilethe prosecutor uses,conviction rates. The ...of these
measure at the agency levelthat they are as free as possible fromThe
influence of forces outside the agencymay represent a serious barrier
to the attainment of objectives at the higher level at which the agencies
taken together fom a system. This barrier might manifest itself as ten-
sion between the police and prosecutor, since the police,'inattempting
to achieve a high arrest rate, might tend to do so at the expense of the
quality 'pf their arrests (for example, arrests with weaker'evidence and
involviwkss'serious offenses). .. .

.

It gas almost COithout saying that the prosecutor does not relish re-
ceiving front the police cases with weak evitIthi& or involving relatively
minor offenses. '27 Nor does he choose ko measurelhe performance of his
office by expressing the conviction rite in a fiirrimlatitui that incl s the
weakest arrests, as has been noted above, which would Produ e mower

, .iction rate. f
,

he upshot is that over half of all arrests made by. the Police are re-
' jected or later dismissed by the prosecutor, as was shown in Exhibit 2.5,'

and these rejections are not ac'counci for in performance measures of
either the police or the prose.cutor.:Thrs majority of arrests represents a

-me- ' -vast no-man's-land in the criminal justice system, a territory for which
no agency appear' willing to take clear responsibility. .

-....
1

,
...

REA ONS GIVEN B' THE PROSECUTOR FOR REJECTING
AR STS

,We ay be able to obtain some understanding about this enormous
numbe f arrests that do not proceed beyond the prosecutor by examin-
ing the reasons indicated by the 'prosecutor for rejecting arrests. It wao
shown in Chapter 3 that an analysis of the data about these reasons can
provide insights into other issues, such as why the conyiction rate ten°dsI,
to he higher for cases in which the victim did not know_thearrestee pri4
to the offense and for cases involving more witnesses.

['uglier insights can he obtained by examining whether the reason's ,

giVetilby the prosecutor for reject* cases correspond to other infer--
ences drawn in Chapter 3., Does the,importancek)f witnesses and
ble evidence to the court outcome of the case, found earlier, reemerge

8 G
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from an analysis of the reasons for rejection indicated by the prosecutor'?
Does the importance of these factors varyacross major crime groups irra
manner that resembles the general pattern observed earlier? To what
extent does the prosecutor indicate tl4at the police engage in question-
able procedures in making arrests? These are the major questions that
we atidrAss.hre.
Rejection\ at the Initial Screening Stage

In 1974,. 21 percent of all arrests brought to the Superior Court Divi-
sion of the 0 .s,.Attorney's Office were rejected at the initial prosecution .,

screening stage. In each Of-these 3.650 afrest rejections, the Assistant
U.S. Attorney who handledahe case -gave.'a primary reason for refUsing
to prosecute. .

....c The 'picture that emerges front art analysis.of the indicated reasons isibasically consistent with the milts. of Chapter 3. Exhibit 5.1 indiCates
,vastthat in the ast majority of 11-.arrests- rejectpl at the initial screening

stage. the prosecutor specified either a witness problem (sgch ag failure
to appear..refusal or 1. luctance to testify, and lack of credibility) or a
problem connected wi nontestimonial evidenc,e' (such as unavailable
or insufficient scientific i: physical evidence) -As'befov, we find wit- ,:ltie
nesses to be especially important in violent 9ifenses (compare. C'khitiit ' '4;
5.1 with.3.4; 3.7. and 3.8), and tangible evidence be especially impor-,16.
tant in eases involving property crimes (compare 5.1 with 3.4 'and 1.
3.11).2"

EXHIBIT 5 1

Alittus i RI 11 ( I IONS \ I INI I 1: \I S( RE-I- NIN(il REASONS GIA*IN111 PROS/J.1:10R. BY MAJOR
01 F ENSE-,CiROCI0

Rejection

:::),

reason

[974)

.
, . . Crinw group

-..,
.other nonvilent 4-.:.-,.-,

robbery' violent propirty. victirn1 mss
.. Al)
other crimes

Witness problem 43'%; 51'4
1

254- 2'74 5,-; 25'7,

Insufficiency of evidence 371(' 41)r; 41`);

process problem .1Due 2'7;- 20r4 ".. 5 .;

No reason given 0") 0') 1') 0') 1 ' 1')

Other 2'"?-1,. ,i0':".,, , -:= '36`;- $ 3V; 50') 36'7;

Total rejections Me' -. IOW, 100-.),. , 100'; IOU*
14))'-';Number of rejections

I,

114:. - 57n :
k.

I .'2.5-frt.'.7 654

',' .i'1. Ana
.3..

-Number of arrests 4.
,

1,95-5) 4.1/4' 1.2, (Oh' 17'59. 2,182 17,534

Rejectiot rate:,, 4P . 11'4-, '-2J;'--): , 19'; IV) -29) 21';

Source: Prose:utor's Nlanagerient Information System i PROM IS )
...

Also evident in Exhibit 5,1 is a low te- of rejections at scree ng due
to improper police.. conductALess than I percent of al* arrests were
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refused by the prosecutor\kith an indication thatrthe police failed to
protect the arrestee's right to due process (e.g., no probable cause for
making the arrest, unlawful search for or seizure of evidence, inadmis-
sible confession or statement).29 And 77 percent of the 168 reje.ctions
that did occur at screening with the prosecutor indicating a violation of
due process were in the victimless crinies group, primarily narcotics
cases.

Dismissals by the Prosecutor After Case Filing
Most of the 8,766 arrests made in 1974 that were droppedly the pais-
tor were dismissed (- nolle perosequi") after havingtbeeffitiitially ac-

e pted. In many of these cases it may have been knowh at the time of
initial screening that the case was marginalthe chance of conviction...`

t hinging largely on the outcome of a lineup identification,30 a laboratory
analysis of son* evidence t e willingness of a key witness`to support
the prosecution of the caser other such uncertain event. Given that it
is much easier for the prosecutor to accept an arrest at the initial screen-
ing stage and digmiss it subsequently than it is to reject the arrest initially
and then have it reintroduced, we should not be surprised to find that
many cases accepted initially are later dropped by the prosecutor.3'

We find that Assistant U.S. Attorneys in Washington, D.C., are much
more inclined to give reasons for dropping a case at-the initial screening
stage than at a later time,. Whereas prosecutors failed to record reasons
in less than 1 percent of all rejections at initial screening: they failed to
giiie reasons in nearly one-third of all prosecution dismissals. This
phenomenon, shown in Exhibit 5.2, appears to be primarily a product of
greater control being exercised over attorneys in filling out forms and
documents at the initial screerrifig stage than at subsequent stages.

Case "dismissal reasons diffeffrom arrest refusal reasons in other re-
spects as well. Many dismissals are the product of a defendant's suc- 9

cessful completion,of diversion program-28 percent of all dismissals
were the result of such eompleti " An additional 1 percent of all
dismissals were the product of a p s'" e remedy, such as restitution to
the victim.

Witness problems again revealed themselves as a factor, accounting
for at least one-fifth of the dismissals in robbery cases and one-third of
the dismissals in other violent ciase " vietnce insufficiency and due
process - problems constitute a sm (2 percent) of the prosecution
disTissals; most of these problem presumed to have been iden-
tified at the time of initial screeni

THE "HYDRAULIC" PHENOMENON .

mea-
sured

has beeci.suggested that the performance of the police might be mea-
sured on the basis of the tate'at whiCh arrests are accepted at the initiid
court screening stage.14 Better arrest can be expected to lead to higher-
consyiction rates, as we have stated elsewhere, and one mi t expect
higher conviction rates to be associaked with tower ratesof ce rejec-
tion at the initial screening Huge.

.-i - .

The rate of arrest rejection by the U.S. Attorney's Office ha's,if&fact,
i declined steadily, from 26 percent in 1972 to 21 percent i II: I 4As is

't
) i(.11.

-Ei. / ,r !
fi
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REASONS GIVEN BY THE PROSECUTOR FOR DISMISSING CASES INITIALLY ACCEPTED,
BY MAJOR OFFENSE GROUP

(1974)414

'Cribne group

Dismissal other nonviolent All
reason rohbery violent property victimless other Crimes

"Witness problem . 20% 33% I2%* 5% 13%

Insufficiency of evidence 2% 1% 1% 1% 2% 1%

Due process problem 0% 0% 1% 3% 4% 1%

Completion -of diversion
program 1% 5% 30% 56% 13% 28%

Private remedy 0% 1% 2c/ 0% I el( I%

No reason given 39% 34% 32r4 26% 38% 32c/
a.

Other 38% 27% 22% 13% 37% 24%

Total dismissals 100% 1(X)O 100% 100% 100% 100%

Number of dismissals 568 858 1.940 1329 421 5.116

Number of arrests 1,955 3,176 6,567 3,659 2,182 17,534

1 t "
-Dismissal rate h 29% 27% 30% 36% 19% 29%

S ource" Prosecutor's -Management Information System (PROMIS).
4

EXHIBIT 5.3
ARRESI RE.11.h IONS.A I INI FIAT SCREENING: 1972-1974

J. Year _
42--_- -- 1972

.
1973 1974

Arrests 12.121 15.460 . 17,534

4
Arrest rejections 3.137 3,577 *' '3,650

_

Rejection rate - 126% ,23% 21%1
-;--

Source: Prosecutor's Management Information System (PROMIS).

shown in Exhibit 5.3.'5 This might, indeed, reflect an improvement in
the quality of the evidence and.other factors that make it easier for the
Prosecutor toosecure convictions.

During this same period, however, the rate at which the prosecutor
dismissed cases after having initially accepted them-increased even
more sharply than the arrest rejection rate declined. This "hydraulic

:,..effect is shown in Exhibi 5.4.36
? An explanation for' the a parent radox of the pfosecutor acceeting

arrests at an increasingly Higher ra while also dismissing

9
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EXHIBIT 5.4

CASE DISMISSALS AND REJECTIONS BY THE PROSECUTOR: 1972-1974

7, Year
1972 1973 1974

Arrests 12.121 15,460 17,534

Dismissals by prosecutor 1.,916 2,850 5,116

Dismissal rate ( 16% 18% 29%1

Arrest rejections 3,137 3,572 3,650

Ratio of rejections to dismissals 141.64 1.25 0.71

Source: Prosecutor's Management InformatiO"n System (PROMIS).

sequently at an increasingly higher rate is suggested by Alprin. In
analyzing the >reduction in the arrest refusal rate during 1972, he con-
cluded: we are convinced that . . . the Case Review Section [of the
MPD] . . . had much to do with the reduction ."37 We explore this pros-
pect more fully in Chapter 6.
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6. An Expanded Police Perspective
In the absence of a radiail transformation of the :Criminal j stice sys-

tem, most arrests are likely to continue not to end in convictie ndeed,
this phenomenon may owe part of its very existence to an earlier radical
development: an explosion in the number of crimes since 1960.'

The police have demonstrated extraordinary willingness to change
their own operations in the face of these and other pressures. One prom-
inent observer has remarked: "Of all the parts of the criminal justice
system with which I am faMiliar,, Athe greatest receveness to innova-
tiOn . . . has been the police component.-2 This observation surely

. applies to Washington's Metropolitan Police Department. In recent
/ years the MPD has instituted a rrtimber of innovative programs and prac-

tices that indicate that the police perspective on criminal law enforce-
ment in Washington is indedd, broader. than patrol, investigation, and
arrest that police do look past the arrest and attempt lo better coordi-
nate their operations with those of the prosecutor and court. These in-
novations include the use of the prosecutor's data in police operations:
the establishment of an Office of the General Counsel in the Department:
a program to improve the handlat of witnesses by police: procedures to
ensure accurate identification of offenders: rigorous procedures for cap-_
taining evidence: and joint projects with the prosecutor to reduce crime.

Programs such as these are likely to improve the criminal justice pro-
cess in several ways. They may ensure that the police officer, does not 0
miss a court appearance through overgight or faulty scheduling. They
may more effectively communicate the law to the police. They may en,
sure that lay witnesses are available and willing to testily, andthat inno-
cent persons are not prosecuted. They may identify and preserve thq,.
evidence. They May ensure that the cases involving repeat offenders are
identified as such, based on information on convictions as,well its ar-
rests, and pursued with appropriate thoroughness.

In this'chapter; these programs and practices will be reviewed to indi-
cate; how they operate, whatresources are required, and what specific
benefits and problems iipperti associated with them.,

USE OF PROMIS DATA IN POLICE OPERATIONS

Officers of the Metropolitan Police Department presently receive. the
proseutor's data at sekral stages of police opelations.` They .make
inquiries into PROMIS to obtain information about (1) the current case
sta us and schedule of forthcoming events: (2) the pending ces or re-
ce t case history of any defendant: (3)the entire case load and scheduled
court time of any officer: and (4) daily case disposition reports.
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A survey by the MPD's Data Processing 'Section showed that during
one six-month period in 1976 more than 49,000 inquiries of r ROMIS
were made-by\officers of the MPD.4 One frequent type of My!) inquiry is
for assistance -?n setting court dates for officers. This is no small task, in
view of the fact that an officer may be reqUired to appear in court 'Several
times in a single case: moreover, some officers have many cases, as was
shown in Chapter 4. The MPD or an individual officer can leant about

officer's schedule of forthcoming courtappearances by enterin.hisf'
er badge number in a computer terminal located in the station house.

MPD also uses the prosecutor's data for itanagement
purposesto monitor the amount of time officers sperid ii curt and to
rpview) the reasonsligiven by prosecutors for rejecting cases.5 In addi-
tion, daily case disposition reports generated by PROMIS4provide'data
to the police so tgat Chey may augment their criminal history records
with infOrrnation about convictions. These reports also give the police
the opportunity to assess the performance. of thtidepartment, units
within the 'department, ant individual officers-in terms of convictions
and conviction rates. We are not aware, however, that the.MPD is ac- 0
tually .using these recently developed repOrts in this potentially valuable
way.

;"

TH1E OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL

FollOwing 2the recommendation of a presidential comipision the
established the Office of the.Getieral Counsel in 1967;? The Gen-
ounsel reports directly to the Chief of Police and:participatos, in

meetings at which current operations ansi broad policy issues are :
discussed. He gives technical and policy-related legal advice to all the'
branches, diVisions, and districts of the Police departinent.lbe General'
Counsel serves also as,ii liaison between the police departnient bind
prosecutor, providing a channel for more open communication and ^
'e'oordination between these two agencies of the el'intinal justice.system.

In an titteMpt, to avoid violations of due process and t maintain the *-
legal integrity of the evidence in each M BIDlirrest, the 0 lice of the Gen: -7

eral CounSel has prepared general orders on various a. pe is of police
procedure, including.automobile searches, the :preserva n of poten-

discoverable material, eyewitness identifictftion, implementation
of the Implied Consent Act,' "stop-and-frisk- laws, use of the detentioh
journal," and the processing of summonses and subpoenas. The office
also keeps the MPD informed about, Statiftesilnd court decisions that
might affect operations by preparing special orders and circulars, bath,
more limited'in.scope than the general orders.

In addition, 'the Office of the Genera) Counseliwticipates in the in-
service training program of the department, as arrieans of imparting rek:i
evant information about.the law to police Officers. One aspect of This
participation has,been the production of training films. intludingone on
Witness handling (described below), and.,another on stop-and-frisk pro-
cedures.

Because the rules of criminal procedure are cotriplex'andin 'a4tate of
freqlfent change,:g ly those-Pertaining tOmaking'arreststaking,

-4,
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eVidence.obtaininf statements, anfl eStahlishingideritificationspolice,
offficers whtare trained in.the applications of these rules and who have
read1.aciest7to 'expert counsel in the interpretation of the rules would
appprio be more likely-to mir ke.arrests that kill hold up itF court- -

ME CASE REVIEW SECTION

To fae. "tatethe process' iliptison, between the 'pOlic-, and prosecutor:
the ..MPI3 rifled a Case ReviewSection iii 1-972, within. the Office of the
G6-ieral Cp s_cl. Th.principal objective ofthe Case Review Section is
to Improve cOor4inat.ion betweeirthe M,PD.and the U.S. Attorney's Of-,

,

h ed forctordinatiOhvrises lately our of the differences be-., e
e,:polj-ce and prosecutOr. Among ace more fundamental dif-
are the follpwing::( I) .the pOlice focus traditionally on making

'kk,' White The prOgrcutor focuses. mairity on convictions ; "'. (2) the. 0
.

orr.rOry tritNn4rig of, the prosecutor is
.

the which differs consid::
er -'fro.m the police, officer's ri-arning'in law enforcement: (3) the

on the streets, physically amidst the pUblic, while
the pro7cutor work's in the Courthouse, a strikingly different environ-
ment; (4) the police May be ?hore inclined than the Prosecutor to view the'

partiepla4 those aspects designed to ensure due pi-Ocess, as a con-
stKaint qn theiroArations;" 0) the policeappear to haVe less discretion

. Wider the laW th0.4..fieprosetutor;'2 and (6) the prosec4or face444-hiper
evidentiary standard irt pdfsuing 'conviction than doey the police;officer
in &raking theaNest. qi

Ihe,;underolying.'differenees between- the police !and prOsecutor- May
manifeSt 'frustration '0'64116 part,of Abe police that arrests
aresxj.Oiterit, rejected or dismissed liy..;he iii-osectitor, or otherwie plea
bartgatired sucV a way that' the defendaptts`Soon.back on the street. "..

'Op tIte other side, the prosecutor maybe erUstratfatkat the police db not
121-i0g 16 arrests with byttei- evidence.. '16

If is..suiely appropriate !for both the police and prosecutor to move 9

E Ag y on d such 'partisan conskieratioriS.,0dth eti.jew. Section- is a
logicarM-Pl% vehicle fo7 such progresSf .Toward this nd, Are Case Re-
view :-Section review's 411 arrests; before Choy are p?ese ted to a, screening

-attorney pt., the prosecutOr's offiee,"to,,,ensupt. that all necessary pa-
t. rs and foirus.a.te p4senk and-creoPet ly filled Oult and that the criminal

iticident,haS beetiadeqUately described by the arresting officer-The sec-
.." tiorr alsO reviews all the eases 1-tajected'by the, prosecutor at'screening,

largely,to prOvide feedff.ak to arresting, officers for the benefit of their
performance in sttbsequent Arrests's As a result of this process, the sec-
tiOn dap uncOvertecurring,p.oliceiiroblems that might require the atten-
tion of the M.PD's Training DiYisOri' in .either'pre-service;or in-s'eryice
training programs. Suchttiscoveriesrlan also I,ead to the reforinulat,ion of
pOlicies by the MPD or the AVOrney..or..both. I

The Case _ReReview Section Asp -re sitbrit its casesto the pNspcutor when
disagreement arises evere arrests rejected k) y screeningcreening attorney:"

' This is unlike the section; s Other primary functions-1--iii-reseteview priror;
to 'prosecutor screening and feedbaCk to arrestin figets,in arrests rep.
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jected-by the prosecutorin that it is basically adversarial in nature.. I,n
some instapces the section will review a rejected case, determine tIlat
the arrest ought to have been accepted for prosecution, resubmit it (gen-
erally to a more senior attorney than'before), and-have it accepted, the

,second time around.'5
The sectiorfis especially concerned about arrest rejections that reflect

on police performance: As was shown in Chapter 5, a small prOrioi'tion of
all arrests were rejected with an indication of some sort of police failure
to assure that the arrestee's right to due process was fully protected.
Information about these reject ions is routinely communicated back to
the arresting officer's supervisor for feedback to 'the officer and- other
appropriate action.

The Case Review Section appears to be a prtmaljt factor-behind the
decline in the rate at which arreqwere rejected.y the prosecutor at the
initial screening. stage frony -1/72 through 1974." The section's pre-
Artening function and its information feedback proCess appear, in par-
ticular, to be totally compatible with the objective of coordination be-
tween police. and -prosecutor that gave rise to the section in the first
place; this coordination seems likely to have contributed to the reduced
rejection rate.

It appears equally evident, however, that the Case Review Section
was a factor behind the-increase in the rate at which the priosecutor dis-
missed cases after the initial screeningstage from'1972 through 1974.'' A
natural response of the prosecutor to the process of police review and
resubmittal of cases at the screening stage is to accept the cases initially,
possibly in order to preclude the possibility of resubmittal, and to drop
thein subsequently. We are not aware of other factors that might explain
the apparent paradox of this hydraulic phenomenon;:the propecutor's
accepting cases at an increased rate at the initial screening stage and then
dismissing them afterward at a much higher rate than before.

If it is at all appropriate in the first place for the police to review
routinely."Ihe prosecutor's case rejection decisions, the structure in
whichthis review prOcess operates at the time of this writing appears to
be too easily bypassed by. the prosecutor for the process to be regarded
as effective." More fundamentally, however, this aspect of the Case
Review Sectior) operations, unlike the other functions of the section,
npy.erve as a barrier to the poliC-e and prosecutor working harmoni-
ously toward the common objectives of justice and crime control.

IMPROVEMENTS IN THE POLICE TREATMENT OF WITNESSES

In the absence Qf solid testimonial evidence, the prosecutor can rarely
meerthe standard of evidence sufficient to convict the defendant. As
was shown in Chapter 3, the likelihood of conviction-is determined to a
great extent by the Dumber of witnesses and by certain characteristics'of
witnesses, such as whether they knew the defendant prior to the occur-
rence of the Offense. Conviction is likely to be determined as well by
characteristics of witnesses that are not recorded in the data.

The police have a central responsibility in this-area. The quality of
testimonial evidence is surely determined in part by the information

9''
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-given to. witnesses by the police and the manner in which it is communi-
cated. It is determined also by the ability of the pcdice to record accu-
rately information about witnesses,'especially information as basic as
names, addresses, and telephone numbers. The importance of these
fundamental poliee responsibilities has been well decunriented. 19. How-
ever.; to ensure that, the treatment:of witnesses by the. police, is really

- improved, measures must be takenAo inform police officers of the im-
portance of their role in the handling of witnesses and to train them so
that ehey know how to encourage witnesses to cooperate with the prose-
cutor..r Sikh measures have been initiated by the M PD.. One such develop-
ment has been the production of a training film on effective prOcedures
of witness. treatment. The firm reminds officers bf the impotiance of in-
terviewing witnesses privately, beyond the hearing range of the ar-
restee: verifying infortnation about names and .addresses, of all. wit-
n eesses:=" and informing Witnesses clearly about what will be expected of
them in court, including information ahOut thg.time and place of the first r
court appearance.'

EFFECTIVE CRIMINAL IDVNTIFICATION PROCEDURES

Witnesses play a dual role in cases involving strangerrto-stranger of-
fenses. They rust be expected not only to testify about the facts pertain-
ing to the crime, as must witnesses, in cases involl'/ing non4trangers, but
also to positively identify the offender.21 In such cases the police can
enhance the likelihood of convicting the offender by turning the wit-
nesses' descriptions of the offender into an accurate identification.
When the witness identification of the offender is not made "'on the
scene'' (i.F:,.right after the offense). the identification is Ncomplished in
two stages: photographic identification and lineup identification.

Photographic Identification
A color slide photograph is taken of every person arrested'by the

MPD. and filed by crime category. under the presumption that offenders'
tend to specialize in the offenses that they are suspected to have commit-
ted. The categories are fairly detailed. including robbery,. burglary.
grand larceny. sexual assault. assault with a dangerous weapon, nor-
cotics, carving a dangerous weapon. soliciting for lewd and immoral,
purposes, and indecent exposure. Within the violent clime categories..
the photographs are sorted by:other aspects of the offense, such as type
of weapon and whether threatAbor forge were used." Within these sub-
categories. they are further organized by the arrestee's personal charac-
teristics (sex, race, age, height, and complexion). A person who has
arrests in mire than one of the offense categories will, generally have his
or her picture filed once in each such category.
4 Witn;:sses view the slides in the presence of Only the police inves-
tigator assigned to the case. and they control the speed at which slides
are changed. The investigator notes the witnesses' comments and, if one
picture produces a clear response that that is the offender. the person so
identified will he arrested and directed by the court to appear in a lineup.

The-process of photo-identification is truly on the edge of the sword

96
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that se crates the objective of crime control from that of protection.of
the i ocerit. Many instances may exist in which the offender was ap-
preh nded only as a result of ap accurate. photographic Identification by
a witness. Many other,instances may exist 'in which the 'witness was
quite sure of an accurate identification, yet in fact Mistaken: Among
more than 50,000 photographs, it will often be the case that a picture of at

.

least one person will resemble the offender, yet not be that person.-Sub-
sequent ,identi5cation of the pictured person at a lineup might reflect
only that the witness remembered and identified the person who was in
the picture, not the person who committed the offense.
The Lineup

One of the principal means by which the police support the prosecutor
after the arrest in stranger-to-stranger-crime episodes consists of the
opeiation of the lineup identification. The Metropolitan Police Depart-
ment,conducts asareflilly controlled lineup in an attempt jo ensure both
that innocent persons are not wrongfully identified and that witnesses
are not intimidated',by the live appearance of the offender. Witness in-.
timidation is discoiiraged by the use of one-way glass. speCial lighting, ,
soundproofing, and separate entrances and exits for the defendpnts and
witnesses. \

reduce the likelihood of the identification of a truly innocent per -'
son, the MPD presents the defendant as one of' a group of Worn 8 to 12
people all of basically siAailar appearancethe samerace and sex. and of
similar height,. build: and complexiOn.2"The defencounsel is given the
opportunity to rearrange the grOuping as he or.she desires. The lineup is
then photographed and the witnesses' comments and other reactions-are
.recorded on col5r videotape with sound, so that the prosecutor, judge.
and jury can be provided the-opportnnity to observe accurately the de-
grees ofirmness. shock and hesitation expressed by each witness, as
well as the Vesemblance between the defendant and the others in the
lineup.

SECURING AND ANALY.ItIG THE EVIDENCE
It was shown in Chapter "_that the recvery bf tangible evidence ap-

.

pears often to be the crucial element in the eventual determination of
whether or not the defendant is convicted. While police investigators -
and pat personnel play a role in the securing of evidence, the principal
resporhbility for securing and analyting the evidence belongs to crirn
scene examination specialists. This separation of responsibilities
evidence technicians handling evidence and other officers handling t-
nesses and suspects,--has the primary airy of realizing economies of
specialization. The skiffs required for each set of responsibilities are dif-
ferent in many respects.

The-evidence technician is called to the scene of the crime to obtain
any evidence that may be of potential valtle to the prosecutor
weapons, ammunition. clothing. hair. skin and Wood samples, Kinger-
prints, and so on. Photographs are usually taken. and maps or other
diagrams. may be drawn. The MPD analyzes most of these items of evi-
dence: some. however. may beexamined by the FBI or the Bureau of

9 t)
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Alcohol,illobacco, and Firearms, depending on the nature of the case..
The MN,/ rises its crime scene examination specialists on two levels.

A central team of highly trained evidence technicians is available around
the clock to obtain and .analyze the evidence in cases involving
hOmicide, armed robbery, and baler very serio s offenses: Local teams

yrof crime scene examination specialists, assig ed to each of the seven
\RD districts, handle the less serious offenses.

%

JOINT PROJECTS WITH THE PROSECUTOR

The police programs described above reflect cooPeration with the
prosecutor, since they are aimed at the preservaijon or enhancement of
the ei'idence in the case. Police ',cooperation with the prosecutor is
perhaps most clearly visible in a recent and unique program through
which the Metropolitan Police Department participates actively in
specific crime control projects with the U.S. Attorney's Office.

"Operation Sting" ---s

country
the most highly publicized crime control innovations in the

country in the past, few years have been the MPD's fake fencing opera
[ions. -' Started in late 1975, these operations consisted of police officers
posing as buyers of stoleitgoods, recording each transaction on vid
eotape with sound_and,lhen arresting the sellers of the goods after as-
sembling them under the pretense of some sort Of special event.

The first such project has come to be known. as "Operation Sting,°;
out of its resemblance to the motion picture of a simtir name. Thislaper:
ation began with a list of some 3.000 typewriters sto n from commercial
organizations, and no suspects. Aft& a couple of fake starts ,-aershony
fencing operation; -PFF, Inc." (a pblice code name for Police-FBI
Fencing. Incognito), was initiated in a warehouse in northeast Washing-
ton.25 i

For four months. half a dozen police officers and FBLaRents familiar
with street talk and cusioms, posing as representatives of an out-of-town
syndicate, [7o-tight office equipment, television sets, stolen checks,
jewelry, and other stolen.goods from thieves, robbers, pursesnatchers,
and commercial hijackers. They used mock names (like Rico Rigatoni
and Angelo Lasagna), served meatballs so spic,j/ that no one wanted sec-
onds. used Playboy centerfolds to focus the attention of customers on
the hidden cameras. and claimed deafness from 'old gunshot wounds to

-> .. induce"castomers to speak up for the recordings. They Olought $2.4 mil-
lion worth of stolen goods (including $1.2 million of feddral government
checks), for a fraction of that amounts with funds provided by the Law
EnforOment Assistance Administration.

When after our months they were out of money, swamped with stolen
goods. and overwhelmed with the administrative de ail required to keep
track of all the evidence. they invited their customer. to a formal party to
meet the fictitious "Don.- In honor of the Don, ih hosts removed all
guns from their guests' tuxedoes. and then handcuffed the awestruck
guests and marched 108 of them to jail. and put warrants out fur 75
others. /

Zug)
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required to plan the operaticyh,
essfully pith multiple arr sts.

al ramifications and advised the
eir customers (many Of wfforn
ere politely declined) add hbw
York City Police-Department,

havi nducted similar operations, advised the Washington team on
securit and surveillance methods. The FBI, in addition to providing
assistance in setting up and staffing the operation, provided the exper-
tise in handling the complex paperwork requirements so that the taped
evidence and stolen merchandise could be linked to the correct defen-
dant to make solid court cases. Suburban police departments helped to
arrest suspects who lived in nearby jurisdictions. Secret Service agents
took charge of stolen government checks. And agents of the BUreau of
Alcohol, TobaCco, and Firearms provided funds to buy fenced guns, and
then traced them to the original owners.

"Got Ya Again"

One month before the February 28, 1976, roundup of the PFN Inc.,
defendants, a second phony fencing operation was opened in northwest
Washington with a slightly different slant. Instead of white officers im-
personating Mafia hoods and buying go
thefts and robberies, black officers imper
Working for an ostensibly legitimate fir
participating in fencin ctivities when
they appealed largely to residential bu
H, they said, was a
Again).

H and H Tt i k1g employees bo
goods. using $87,000 granted the
"Sting," closed when funds ran o
accumulated. Its customers were s
Cadillac Eldorado, and 70 were a
drawing on July 6, 1976. Warran
provided accurate addresses and
notified if they .won the automobile.

ds largely from commercial
onated local street criminals.
("H and H Trucking"), and

heir,"boss" was out of town;
glars and street robbers. H and

iated with the "GYA Corporation" (for Got Ya

ght $1.2 million worth of stolen
by LEAA. This operation, like

t and sufficient evidence had been
d $10 raffle tickets for a nonexistent

ested when they showed up for the -

s, were issued for 70 more, who had
phone numbers so that they could be

Handling Recidivists: "Operation Doorstop"
One of the most revealing aspects oche fake fencing operations was

the extent tO,which they exposed the problem of recidivism. 2" Seventy
of the suspects arrested in Operation Sting had been arrested before on
similar charges (including grand larce-ny,, theft from the mails, theft from
a government building, robbery, and burglary). Twenty -one were on
parole from previouS conviction -. 19ne of these had beer) arrested six
times previously since being refeasd on parole and had been rele*ed
each time on his own recognizance or on small bail amounts.

Of the 140 GYA defendants, half had been previously convicted or
were awaitingsial in other cases. Nine of tfiCse suspects had been ar-
rested in Operation Sting. Most of the defendants were young and with-,out truiimate employment.
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Virtually all of the 400-plusidefendants from the two operations were
convicted. Because the videotaped evidence was so conclusive, and be-
cause the U.S.. Attorney devoted, considerable attention to these
cases," guilty pleas' were especially common. The sentences handed
doWnranged from probation to 50 years in prison. Most received one-

, year sentences.28.
Other developments raised further questions about the previous

treatment that had been givento recidivists by the criminal justice sys-
tem in the District of Columbia. Foremost among these were research
findings reported in testimony before a joint committee of the U.S.
House of Representatives in 1976.2° Following this testimony, there en-
sued extensive discussion about the policies and practices pertaining to
the handling of cases involving repeat offenders3° and recommendations
that these cases receive more thorough preparation, toward the objec-
tive ofcrime contro1.3'

In the month following. these recommendations, the Metropolitan
Police Department and the U.S. Attorney's Office announced a joint
project to devote more attention to cases involving repeateffenders.
Because the prior handling of these cases had caused the criminal justice
system to be likened to a revolving door, through which repeat offenders
continually entered, exited, and reentered,32 this program was given the
namECOperation Doorstop."

Prior to the creation of Doorstop, ease screening had been handled
primarily by the least experienced prosecutors, who, because of the case
load, had only a few minutes to consider the facts and implications of any
given case, especially in the early stages of prosecution. When a felony
case was accepted at screening, it was then ordinarily handled by two or
more different Assistant U.S. Attorneys on its way through indictment
by the grand jury. Then, if the case survived that far, it was typically
assigned to an 'experienced assistant who would assume responsibility
for the case all the way through the final disposition stage.

Under the new program, felony cases involving recidivists are as-
signed to the Career Criminal Unita team within the prosecutor's of-
fice, consisting of four experienced Assistant U.S. Attorneys, five expe-
rienced police detectives, one police sergeant, and paralegal and secre-
tarial personnel. The cases of defendants who are candidateSlor prose-
cution by this unit are identified by the police prior to screening so that-
those cases can receive the attention of the same attorney from the
screening stage through indictment.

Once %elccted, the case receives an intensive investigation and prepa-
. ration that A not available for the run-of-the-mill case. It is determined

quickly whether additional police work is needed immediately to pre-
vent the loss or destruction-of potentially important evidence. If the de-

Yendant is on probation or parole, the probation or parole officer is con-
tacted in outer to set in motion proceedings to terminate the defendant's
release status. Computer records are searched for a detailed Clocurnenta-
tion of t..e defendant's prior record-of arrestg and convictions.

By the time of presentment, then, enough is known about the defen-
dant, the present case, and the defendant's prior criminal history that the
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prosecutor is able to make a strong argument for detaining the defendant
prior to trial.33

The processing of Doorstop cases is expedited from screening thrOugh:-
indictment and on to the trial stage. The time spans from screening tp.
preliminary hearing and from preliminary hearing to indictment are
roughly half those for other cases. After indictment, the case is tken
over by one of the prosecutors assigned to a felony judge.

This intensive prosecutive attention4which was not generally given
before Doorstop, plus prompt and conceptrated police investigation and '
thel,prevention of pretrial release, constitute.a three-,pronged attack on
the4)roblem of recidivism. The ,effects of this attack .appear already to
have:been felt in the District of Columbia. Fiftf-two of the first 60 defen-
dants handled in the program during the initial two months of its-opera-
tion were jailed prior to trial, rather than being released with an opportu-
nity to commit further crimes while Awaiting trial."4

While several jurisdictions have developed career criminal prpgrams
in recent years, some aspects of the program in Washington are quite
distinctive. Foremost among theseis the large role played by the police.
Where these programs exist elsewlrere,35 they are typically initiated and
staffed primarily by prosecutors. Doorstop has been characterized by an
unusually high degree of cooperation between the police and the prose-
cutors, both in organizing the program and in its daily operation. The
court has also* cooperlited in the program. Before Doorstop was an-

-, flounced, police and prosecutors consulted with the Chief Judge of the
Superior Court, who agreed to make judicial resources available. to ex-
pedite' hearings in the cases handled by this special team. In addition,
one grand jury was designated to hear all of the cases.

Operation Doorstop appears, in short. to serve as a remarkable model
of the kind of program that is clearly capable of bringing the criminal
justice *system closer to its objectives. It is remarkable especially be-
cause it demonstrates that components of the criminal justice system
can expand theireffectiveness by giving up parochial perspectives that
have long prevailed.

J
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Law and Social Research, Highlights of Interim.Findings and Implica-,
tions, Ptiblication no. I, PROMIS Reearch Project (Washington, D.C.,
1977), pp. 1243. 0

ir 23. Makeup and props, such as a cast on tj-ie arm, are also used under
appropriate circumstances. These and other details of the lineup are
carefully recorded and,made available to both the defense counsel and
the prosecutor in the event of a positive identificatiqn by the witness.

4. For example, see articles in the Washington Post, March 1, 1976.;
: "Police, FBI Arrest 108 in Fake Fencing Project:' (p. Al) and7Secrecy
-Cloaked Police fence Ring" (p. A2), Subsequent articles appealed in
the Post on Mardi 2, 3, 4, and 7, and July 8 and 10, 1976.

25. The first attempt, called "Urban Consultants," was set up in Oc-
1975 in an office onbusiness-oriented K Street, N.W. It received

mo Wpb applications than proffers oUtolen floods. A futile second at-
tem t As set up too close.to the police- saturated crime' and narcotics
corridor of 14th Street, and burglars were evidently afraid to bring their
goods ingThat area for sale.

26. The Sting and GYA operations also revealed same ..tensions
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within the criminal justice system itself. While cooperation%;asdernon-
,

. strated between the police and prosecution components, law enforce-
merit officials suggested that judges were releasing too many defendants
from jailand not setting high ennugh bail.,One judge respOnded by point-
'ing out that police malde arrests in only 18 percent of the repdrted rob-
beries and 22 ,percent of the reported burglaries. "Judge Criticizes
Police Chief," Washington Post, July 8, 1976, p. In addition, the

, Parole Board was criticized for not moving fast;enciugh ian parole revo-
, cations of aliestees under its superufsiOn. Represe9tatives of these

I s
agencies later wimet .th each' er to find better ways of coping with
their problems.' For furthe formation, see'' Police, Judicial Chiefs'Net
Meeting.to Resolvebispute," Washington Post, July 10: 1976, p. B I .

. 27. Testimody of Earl J.Silbert, Prettial Release or Detentiorirjoint
'hearings of the Subdommittee on Judiciary and Committee on the Dis-

trict of Columbia, U.S. House of,Repregenta6eS, 94th Cong., 2nd
sess., June-Auguir 1976, p. 275.

' 28. We'd° not JcnoW how much time was actually served on' the4
sentences. Lt. Robert Arscott, a supervisor of both Operation Sting and

tGYA, has 'pointed out to us that the crime rate in the Distficiof Colum-
bia, which dropped while these persons were, incarcerated, has begun to
resume its increase since their release.

29. Testimony of William A. Hamilton; in Pretrial Release Of Deten-
tion, pp. 30-33. These,findings later appeared in In; itute'for Law and
Social Research, Curbing the Repeat Offender: A Strategy for Proseit-
tors , Publication no. 3, PROMIS Research Project (Washington,
1977), , c

30. Pretrial Release or Detention, pp. 66-67, 78, 114-15, 157, 161 -64,
170-83, 231, 368, 375-76, 385.

31. Ibid.,. pp. 61-62, 67-68yj 4-15, 158, 160, 166, 184-86, Iv, 245-46,
383, 385.

For example, see James Q. Wilson, Th inking About Crime (Nek
York: Basic Books, 1975), p. 1 ; also Patrick I. Oster, "Revolving
Door Justice: Why Criminals$3o -" U.S. News and World Report,
May 10, 1976.

33. Detention can be accomplished in a number of ways. If theidefen-_
dant is on probation or parole, he can be held by order of the judge r -4=

five days withoUt bond while the decision is made whether to revbke,
such a release and detain him on thepriorcharge. Or bail can be set at a
high amount on the assumption`.. hat the severity of the charges aspinst

'him make it very likely that he will attempt flight. Or a detention haring
can be held at which the prosecutor requests that the court hold the
defendant without bond until trial.

34. "Team'Kets Criminal Repeaters," Washington Post, Otober 19,
. 1976, p. B I. While one official attributed Washington's crime rate reduc-

tion in late 1976 to the effec* of the fake fencing operation (see note 26),
others have attributed iV.tO Doorstop. "Serious Crime Falls in
Noveinber as City Checks Recidivists," Washington Poist, December 4,
1976, p.: Bl. It may, in fact, be the effect of both--,-or of neither:

35. 'Tile'Law Enforcem"ent Assistance Admingtration haS funded
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career criminal programs in /sItv ("deans, Detroit, Indianapolis, San
Diego, Manhattan, Salt Lake City, and in several other jurischctions.\ .
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7. Conclusion I
We set mil to learn about police operations. by posing thoquestioni.

What happens after arrest? What happens after arrest, most often, is that
the prosecutor drops the case. this circumstance prevails in Washing-
ton; D.C., and appears to be the. Dorm in many other jurisdictions as
well) 01'

While the costs to society of this phenownOn appear to be extremely
high, the facts suggest that in most of the cases that were drOpped it was
appi-opriate both for the police to makikthe arrest and for the prosecutor
to either refuse it at the initial court appearance or dismiss it after ini-
tially,accepting it. The primary explanation for this'apparent paradox
teems, to be that the standard of evidence for proof of guilt at trial is
c,onsiderably higher than that tot-making the arrest.,2. Another explana-

- tion, which applies to those cases with evidence that may be sufficient to
.convict the arrested person, is that the prosecutor appears to drop cer-
tain Oases because they do not warrant the attention deserved by more
serkfus cases in the queue. -

It is"especially. clear that the police have mucp. to do with what hap-
pens after arrest. When the at-re sting officer manages to recover tangible:
evidence, the prosecutoris considerably more likely to convicrthe
fendant. When the police manage to bring more cooperative witnesses tp
.the prosecutor, the probability.of conviction is, again, significantly en-
hanced; WI= the police are able to make Affie- arrest soon 'after the
offenseespecially in robberies, larcenies, and burglariestangible
evidepce is mae'often recovered and -conviction is, once again, more
likely. ,:-

What is less Clear isjhe,precise extent to whiclithe police can improve
the souncii,s oflhe 'cases they bring to the prosecutor. To what extent
cao_theyolice bring arrests with more cooperative witnesses and more
solid evidence than ciniently 'prevails?

The In tjons are that the opportunity fOr such improvement is sub-
stanti Thi is sugge.sted. firsl, by our finding that some officers reveal
consi rab greater ability to make arrests that lead to conviction that&_____
others ong tR2,418 Metropolitan Police Department officers who
made e s in 1974;1percent (368 officers) made half of all the arreits
that I d to onviction. And while the officer's assignment and an element
of randomnessappear to be factors behind the differences that we find
among officers-in their ability to make arrests that lead to conviction, we
find substantial differences among officers_that arenot explained by the
effects of assignment and randbmness alqne. That some of the officers
are especially conscientious about making arrests that lead to conviction
is suggested by other'evidence as wel4.3 '1
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The opportunity. for .police to improve -the quality of the tirrest
krought to the prosecutor has been indicatetTalsain a recent study by the
,Vera Institute. While the primary focus of tkt study was on the court
rather than the police, the authors did conclude that evidence brought to
the court by the police is often inadequate:

-I- et conclusion drawn from these dat' is that although court
conger is tin.i9,-wortant factor, parti u any 't affects defen-
dants-held in pretrial detention. and although the cr inal proc,ess
certainly !;.uffer< weaknesses that should be corrected a more faun-

'. damental cause of.high 'rates of deterioration in felo y 'arrests as
they proceed through court lies in the nature of the cases them-
selyes. Often,the facts prove insufficient to sustai the original
felony chargts.1

To the extent that current police practice in general is reflected in the
Di krict of Cblumbia,,it is apparent that the police are taking bold mea-
sures to improve the cpnvictability of their arrests. They, have begun'to
move beyond a preoccupation with arrest statistics as a measure of e

perforinance of individual officers, units, and the department. The
have begun to achieve effective working relation'ships with the pfose
for andother compoffents or.the criminal justice systeman unprece-
dented .accomplishment within a system that has repeatedly been
characterized as fragmented. Out of this cooperation, they hay work
out some ingenious methods of apprehending offenders and tainin
solid evidence. And they have demonstrated an extraordinar illing-
ness to support the analysis of theii- operations by outsiders.

I-his is not to suggest that there is little room for further progress. On
the contrary, much remains to he done on at least three different
frontsthe policip,`Ite other components of the criminal justice system.
and the criminal justice research community.

The police can surely best serve their own interests by continuing to
expand their support of the larger system of which the., la crucial
part. They can begin with a shift from an emphasis on statistics about
arrests and offense clearances to an emphasis on makinggood arrests. It
is noteworthy that the MPD officers who made less than 20 arrest~ in

al 97.1 had a higher conviction rate (30 percent) thanlhe I I I officers who
made 20 or ill-ore arrests (27 percent). An expanded polfee.perspective
could manifest itself interiorly as improvements in training and feedback
to officers whose arrests seldom lead to con vittionfeedhack about the
importance of recovering tangible evidence and bringing cooperative
witnosses tAie prosecutor. Better arrests will surely make the prosecu-
tor's joh easier and make the system more cohesive. Ultimately the
objectives of the police tire no different from those of the criminal justice
system as a whole.

['he other major components of the criminal justice system
prosecutor, court, and correctionscould hardly do better than to fol-
low the example of the police by expanding their perspectives of their
.respective robs. It is all too common to hear members of each compo-
nent speak of other Members of the criminal .justice system as "they"
rather than "we.-

1(i -4
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The criminal justice research community can contribute in several
ways.. One way is to establish 'which kinds of tangible evidence and
evidence-processing techniques are most effective for each type of crim-
Mal situation. We now have systematic empirical results that reveal the
importance of tan$Rale evidence, but we do trot know the relative im-
portance of recovered weapons, stolen property, articles of clothing,
hair, blood, and so on, under each tategory of crime; nor dd we know
which of the evidence-processing techniques produce results that most
often lead to conviction.

Further research contributions are yet to be made regarding ways of
enhancing witness cooperation and shortening the time span between
the offense and the arrestparticularly that component of the span be,.
tweerr the offense and the notification of the police.

An especially challenging research issue consist of ileternining ef-
fective ways for the police to deal with criminal episodes among
nonstrangers, without resorting to arrest, These episodes havb been
found to consume a substantial amount of prosecution and court re-
sources with little apparent benefit.' It would seem that a set of police
procedures could be devised which, while they might require more
police resources, would be less costly on the whole to society than the
procedures under our current system."

Finally, addition work remains to develop specific personnel train-
ing, promotion. and placement techniques that are effective in produc-
ing police officers who make arrests that lead to conviction. It seems
totally within our means to determine ways ot'transforming the level of
performance of Way's few "supercops into the standard for tomor-
row's ordinary police officer.

Notes
1. A lead article in the Los Angeles Times began: "More than half of

the felony arrests recently made in five jurisdictions across the nation,
including Los Angeles, were refused by prosecutors or dismissed after
charges had been filed, newly develo ed data disclosed." Ronald J. Os-
trow, Most Felony Cases Dropped," Los iingeles Times, April 25,
1977, pp. 1, 12. The other four jurisdiction's we Washington, D.C. '," Salt
Lake; New Orleans ;.and Cobb County, Georgia. Detroit's prosecutor
has also been reported to have dismissed.49.percent of all cases accepted
at initial screening, so that the sum of refusals and dismissals in that
jurisdiction is also well over half. Patrick Oster, Chicago Sun-Times,
"A Look at Why Court Cases AceDropped," April 25, 1977, p. 4.

2. This explanation takes the standards of proof for arrest and convic-
tion as given. A more vexing question is whether or not society can
reduce the total cost of justice by altering these standards.

3. Officers who have revealed a conspicuous ability to make arrests
that lead co conviction have been reported to be especially conscientious
about collecting solid evidence for the prosecutor. For example, see
Ronald J. Ostrow, "Few Officers Make Most of Arrests That
Los Angeles Times, May 16, 1977, pr. 1 18.

4. Vera Institute of Justibe, Felony Arrests: Their Prosecution and
Disposition in New York City's Courts (New York,' 1977), p. xv.
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5. /bid. According to Vera (p. xv):
Because our society hasiptit foutid adequate alternative's to arrest

and adjudication for coping witli interpersonal anger ,publicly ex-
'pressed, we pay a price. The price includes large court caseloads,
long delays in' processing and,, ultimately, high dismissal rates.
These impose high financial costs on taxpayers and high personal
costs on defendants and their families. The public pays in another
way, too. The congestion and drain on resources caused by an ex-
cessive number of such cases in the courts weakens the ability of the
criminal justice system to deal quickly and decisively With the
"rear 'felons, who may be getting !at in the shuffle, The risk that y
they will bereturned to the street increases, as does the danger to'
law-abiding'citizens on whom they prey.
6. Nonpolice intervention methods would appear also to be a feasible

alternativeto our current procedures. These might take the form of
( neighborhood justice centers that would attempt to resolve complains

" \involving quasi-criminal episodes between members of the same family,
. neighbors, and other acquaintances. Support for such centers has been

indicated in several sources, including the National Institute of Law
Enforcement.and.riminal Justice monograph, Citizen Dispute Settle-
ment (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 19.74); American-
Bar iNssociation, Report of the Pound Conference Follow-Up Task
Force (August-1975); and Blackstone Associates, Philadelphia 4-A (Ar-
hitration )cs An AlternativeiVrcject (Washington, D.C., 1974).
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